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ABSTRACT

This dissertation sought to identify the perception patterns of English and

Korean stops by Japanese speakers who have little knowledge of English or

Korean.

Four experiments were conducted. Experiments J-E 1 and J-E 2

investigated how English word-final single stops (e.g. /p/ in cap) and word-

medial stop clusters (e.g. /pt/ in chapter) were perceived by Japanese speakers.

Perception of place and of the mora obstruent (lQ/) were examined for both

word-medial and word-final stops. Additionally, the effects of coda voicing and

vowel tenseness on word-final stops, and the effect of stress patterns on word

medial stop clusters were examined.

Experiments J-K 1 and J-K 2 examined Korean single stops in different

word positions and word-medial stop clusters. /Q/ perception is examined for

both experiments. Additionally, perception of voicing for single stops, and place

identification for word-medial stop clusters were examined.

Results indicate that actual stop perception has both similarities and

difference from loanword phonology which allows /Q/ plus voiced coda but

avoid /Q/ plus long nuclei. Japanese hearers rarely perceive either long nuclei

plus /Q/ or /Q/ plus voiced codas. Also, the ratio of stop closure duration and

vowel length was found to be important, although it cannot always predict /Q/

perception. Results of J-E 2 indicate that Japanese speakers frequently perceive

/Q/ in word-medial heterorganic stop clusters, and they were quite successful at

identifying the places of articulation despite the fact that Japanese does not allow
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any underlying heterorganic stop clusters. Stress pattern also influenced /Q/

perception and identification of stops.

The Korean perception experiments showed a different pattern from

Korean loanword phonology. Different word positions make different types of

stop difficult to distinguish, both in voicing and /Q/ perception. Word-final

Korean stops were often perceived as /Q/, despite the "irregularity" of final /Q/

in Japanese.

Korean word-medial stops were often perceived with /Q/, without

identified place of articulation.

These four experiments indicate that the different phonetic characteristics

and stress patterns create different stop perception patterns.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Some of the major problems which a second language learner may

experience involve misperceiving and mispronouncing foreign sounds which do

not exist in the learner's first language. It is commonly observed in second

language acquisition that such foreign sounds undergo modifications according

to the phonology of the learner's first language. As Japanese has relatively

simple forms in terms of phonotactics, syllable structure, and phonemes, foreign

words undergo various changes in phonological form according to the linguistic

constraints of the Japanese language. For example, McDonald is borrowed as

/makudonarudo/ and strike as /sutoraiku/ and /sutoraiki/: Consonant clusters

are broken up with inserted vowels, and missing phonemes such as /1/ are

replaced by the Japanese closest equivalent /r/ l
•

One of these phonological changes is consonant gemination, which is

sometimes interpreted as a moraic obstruent or /Q/ insertion (see Chapter 3.1.1

for /Q/ as a phoneme). Many English words are borrowed with geminates

(small'tsu', ':J) in Japanese. For example, cut is borrowed as t.J ':J t-- /kaQto/, not

as t.J t-- /kato/. Needless to say, the original English words of such loanwords

do not contain a geminate consonant cluster. Thus, this phenomenon is an

insertion of a non-existing sound, rather than modification of a non-Japanese

1 Japanese liquid is ordinarily the apico-alveolar tap [r] (Vance, 1987).
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phoneme. Forms such as jJ t-- /kato/ are possible in Japanese, so the

gemination, or /Q/ insertion, is not due to a difficulty in producing forms like

/kato/. It would be acceptable to borrow cut without gemination. As

gemination is not motivated by difficulties in production, we could assume that

this phenomenon probably occurs at the level of perception rather than at the

level of production.

The same phenomenon is found in the ESL situation. Japanese English

learners commonly pronounce English words with /Q/, e.g., [rukku atto zatto]

for 'Look at that'.

There have been many studies which have investigated why English

loanwords in Japanese (and English spoken by Japanese speakers) undergo

gemination, but this question is not completely answered, especially in language

acquisition. Additionally, most studies regarding gemination are investigating

English loanwords and an ESL situation. It is not clear how stops in other

languages are perceived by Japanese speakers.

English is not the only foreign language which may be heard with

geminates or the moraic obstruent /Q/. Japanese speakers may perceive /Q/ in

the Korean language as well. Many introductory Korean textbooks published in

Japan use kana orthographf to indicate how to read Korean words. Some

Korean aspirated stops and tensed stops are written with /Q/ in kana. These text

books in general describe Korean tensed stops as equivalent to Japanese

2 See Appendix C for Japanese kana orthography.
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geminate consonants (i.e. IQCI clusters). Kana cannot tell the exact

pronunciations in most of the cases, but Korean plain stops are usually written

without 'Y IQI in kana writing. For example, Kim (1987) introduces Korean

Ik'a/, the glottalized or tensed velar voiceless stop, to be pronounced as

equivalent to Japanese'Y n IQkal [kka]. However, in the actual text, IQCI

clusters are not always found with tensed consonants. For example, Ik'ap,

which is a question marker, is written as n [ka] in kana without IQ/; e.g., [an

nj;'}lJ ha sim ni k'a] 'How are you?' as 7/= 3 /1\ 'Y A=.nJan njon ha si mu ni

ka]. However, 1ac;'}s'i/ 'middle aged man' is written as 7 ~ 3 'Y 'Y raJossi] with

a IQI in kana orthography. Korean aspirated consonants are also sometimes

written with geminates in kana, but not always. For example, one of the Korean

language handbooks for travelers (ed. by Kai, 1992) published in Japan uses kana

transcription to indicate the approximate pronunciation. For example, Korean

word Imrephjoso14 'ticket booth' is written as j. 'Y t:: 3 ') [meppjoso] in kana, but

Iphj;'}ntophjol 'one way ticket' is written as t:: 3 / ~ t:: 3 [pjondopjo] in kana

without gemination. This is interesting because these textbooks never introduce

Korean aspirated stops as equivalent to Japanese geminate consonants. Also the

same morpheme 1 phjo 1 'ticket' is geminated in the first example but not in the

3 Stops with j I j indicates Korean tensed consonants here.
4 Stop + jh j indicate aspirated consonants here.
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second one. As Korean loanwords are not as common as English loanwords, the

treatment of Korean aspirated and tensed stops is not consistent, and different

books transcribe Korean words differently. Some are probably spelling-based

and some could be perception-based. However, it is not certain how Korean

stops are perceived by Japanese speakers, especially at the earliest stage of

foreign language acquisition.

A principal aim of this dissertation is to establish the pattern of

perception of natural English and Korean stop consonants by Japanese

speakers. This dissertation will examine how stops in different languages (i.e.,

English and Korean) are perceived by Japanese speakers who are at the

beginning stage of second language acquisition. Examining and understanding

perception at the early stage of foreign language is very important in order to

find the potential problems for language learners. These findings will be helpful

for foreign language teachers to provide more practical pedagogical methods for

teaching listening and speaking.

The main focus of this study will be finding out how the Japanese moraic

obstruent / Q/ is perceived in English and Korean. Evidence from loanwords

suggests that English and Korean stops may be perceived differently by Japanese

speakers. For example, Stop + Stop clusters are usually are not borrowed with

/Q/ in English loanwords, e.g., napkin is borrowed as [napukin] not *[naQpukin]

or *[naQkin]. Korean loanwords show a different pattern. Korean word-final

coda stops are dropped and stop clusters are perceived with an unidentified first
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stop /Q/, e.g., 'kukpap' as [kuQpa], not as *[kukupapu] or *[kukkupappu]. The

two languages may have different factors which influence the coda consonant

and / Q/ perception. Comparing / Q/ perception in the two languages will

show which factors influence stop perception. /Q/ perception in English

learning and in loanwords has been well-studied by many scholars; however, it

is not clear if the same principles that apply in English are applicable in other

foreign languages. The perception of / Q/ in Korean will provide an answer for

this question.

Chapter 2 will sketch the phonologies of Japanese, English, and Korean.

Chapter 3 will review some studies dealing with /Q/ perception. Chapter 4 will

describe my English word-final and word-medial coda stop perception

experiments and Chapter 5, my Korean perception experiments which examine

three types of Korean stops in different word positions and word-medial coda

stop perception. Both chapters will describe the procedures of data collection;

background of participants, materials, and method of data collection, and results.

Chapter 6 will be a cross-linguistic discussion. English and Korean stop

perception patterns will be compared to see how phonetic differences of the two

languages influence stop perception patterns by Japanese speakers. Chapter 7

will contain the conclusions of this project, and will discuss any problems in the

overall experiments, some pedagogical suggestions for teaching pronunciation

and perception, and some further questions.
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CHAPTER 2

PHONOLOGY OF JAPANESE, ENGLISH, AND KOREAN

As this study investigates the perception of English and Korean stops by

Japanese speakers, some the basic aspects of phonetics and phonology of the

three languages will be introduced in this chapter.

2.1 Japanese phonology

In this section, I will introduce some characteristics of Japanese

phonology. Because this study deals with /Q/ perception, some stop and vowel

features such as segment length contrasts will be emphasized. The features of

stops and vowels are important as the distribution of /Q/ is fairly strictly

controlled by the vowel length, type of stop (in terms of voicing) and so on.

2.1.1 Japanese stops

Japanese has a much simpler consonant inventory than English. For

example, there are no labiodental or interdental sounds. Ishino (1983) claimed

that as Japanese speakers learning English often replace English consonants by

Japanese consonants, some differences of pronunciation are inevitable.

Loanword phonology reflects the same phenomenon. For example, the voiceless

interdental fricative is replaced by / s/, resulting in thank you borrowed as

/sankju:/. The following consonant chart is based on Okada (1991) and shows

the typical consonants produced by an educated Japanese in his mid-twenties,

brought up in the Tokyo area:
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Table 2.1 Japanese consonants

LABIAL ALVEOLAR POST ALV. PALATAL VELAR UVULA GLOTTAL

STOP P t k (Q)5
b d 9

NASAL m n (N)6

LIQUID e

s
FRICATIVE Z h

APPROXIMANT j W

Japanese has 6 distinctive stops, phonemically Ip, t, k, b, d, g/. Each of

them can appear singleton and geminate, but there are some restrictions on their

distributions: Ipl in native and Sino-Japanese words can occur only as

geminate, e.g., IhaQpal -7 [happa] 'leaf', or following Inl as in Itanpol

'mortgage' in word-medial position (Fukui, 1978). Voiced geminate stops are

only found in loanwords. More characteristics of geminate consonants will be

discussed in Chapter 3.

5 IQI is the first half of a geminate obstruent. It could be treated as a phoneme, but some
linguists believe that there is no phoneme IQ/. See Chapter 3 for details.
6 Some linguists treat syllable final nasal as a phoneme INI which differs from In/. In this view,
INI is often described as a moraic nasal which forms a mora by itself (see Okada, 1991).
7 Irl is included in stop category as l<Vin Okada's chart. He describes this sound as slightly
affricated initially, and flapped intervocalically.
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Labial stops and velar stops are basically identical in place of articulation

to their English counterparts, while alveolar stops are somewhat different and

described as 'lamino-alveolar' which means that the blade of the tongue is the

lower articulator and the alveolar ridge is the upper articulator (Catford, 1977;

Vance, 1987).

Voiceless stops are described differently by scholars in terms of aspiration.

Some claim that Japanese voiceless stops are unaspirated (e.g., Vance, 1987;

Tsujimura, 1996), while others say they are weakly aspirated. Homma (1980)

reports that Japanese voiceless stops have positive VOT while voiced stops have

negative VOT. The average VOT of Japanese initial ItI in her study is 25 ms.,

which falls between the means for unaspirated ItI and aspirated ItI in other

languages. Han (1992) reported that VOT for Japanese ItI is 12.0 ms, and 8.1 ms

for geminate Itt/. In her study, single stops are found with longer VOT than

their geminate counterparts: 7.7msfor Ip/, 6.3 msfor Ipp/, 17.9msfor Ik/,

and 11.1 ms for Ikk/. These values are much smaller than the average VOT of

English initial I t/, which is 70 ms, as reported by Lisker and Abramson (1964).

Although different studies treat Japanese voiceless stops a little differently in

terms of VOT, these studies agree that Japanese voiceless stops are not as

strongly aspirated as English ones. Regardless of the degree of aspiration, there

is no contrast of aspirated stops vs. unaspirated stops in Japanese. Aspiration is

not a distinctive feature of Japanese stops.
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2.1.2 Japanese syllable structure and consonant clusters

Japanese has relatively simple syllable structure. Most of the syllables are

open, and consonants can be followed by a vowel or the semi-vowel /j/plus a

vowel. We find CV or V and CGV. Consonants are not syllabic and do not form

underlying consonant clusters, except for geminates. The only closed syllables

are word internal geminate consonants and final /N/, which is described by

Okada (1991) as a syllabic uvular nasal with a loose tongue contact or a close to

half-close nasalized vowel.

The following are some examples which illustrate these various syllable

types:

CV [ki] 'tree'

V: [i:] 'good'

CGV [kjonen] 'last year'

VC [ikki] 'a riot'

VN [un] 'fortune'

CVN [hon] 'book'

As Japanese allows limited types of consonant clusters, English words are

destined to change their syllable structures when they are borrowed into

Japanese. When foreign words are borrowed into Japanese, they have to be

transcribed in katakana, which is a Japanese phonetic script. Once an English

word is transcribed in katakana, it is a pure Japanese word with Japanese
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pronunciation (Kay, 1986). In katakana transcription, consonant clusters in

English are broken up with vowels, and English words which end in consonants

other than Inl have to end in a vowel (Kay, 1995). The following are some

examples:

[kompju:ta:]

[ekisutora]

[sutoraiku]

'computer'

'extra'

'strike'

According to the syllable structure of Japanese, it is impossible to transcribe an

English word strike as a one-syllable word. Katakana transcription is often used

as a 'phonetic alphabet' to indicate an approximate pronunciation of English

words. This strategy is commonly used by Japanese speakers learning English,

especially at the beginning level. However, katakana transcription violates the

syllable structure of English and causes incorrect pronunciation.

It has been noted that Japanese does not allow any consonant clusters or

closed syllables except those with geminate consonants and syllable final moraic

nasal. However, the vowel deletion rule, "high vowels are often devoiced and

deleted between voiceless sounds, or between a voiceless sound and a pause"

may create English-like consonant clusters at the production level. If the vowel

devoicing and deletion rule is applied in an ESL situation, Japanese speakers

may pronounce target-like English consonant clusters. The vowel devoicing and

deletion rule is especially likely to happen in running speech (Major, 1987c).
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Major used the following example to show how English consonant clusters

produced by Japanese speakers end up as target-like productions:

Vowel insertion / disk/ -7 [disuku]

Vowel devoicing [disuku] -7 [disl}kl}]

Vowel deletion [disl}kl}] -7 [disk]

Vowel devoicing and deletion will be discussed in the following vowel section.

2.1.3 Japanese vowels

Japanese has 5 vowels Ii, e, a, 0, u/8
. Each of them can be short or long,

but there is no striking difference in vowel quality between short and long

vowels (Vance, 1987). These vowels do not have a noticeable shift in quality (Le.,

diphthongization) as they are being produced. In Japanese, a long vowel is a

vowel which has a duration roughly equivalent to that of two identical short

vowels produced consecutively. A short vowel counts as one timing unit (i.e.,

one mora) while a long vowel counts as two units (Le., two moras). A vowel

length difference may be subject to free variation in emphasized speech, such as

t::H \[oi] 'hey' and its emphasized form E-~ \[o:i]. However, in many cases,

changing vowel length can change the meaning of words. Each of the five

vowels can occur both short and long, and this creates minimal pairs which

differ only in vowel length. Some examples are shown below:

8 The exact phonetic realization of each vowel is ignored here.
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short Ii/ ojisan [ojisan] 'middle aged man'

long Ii:/ ojiisan [oji:san] 'old man'

short /0/ kodoku [kodoku] 'loneliness'

long /0:/ koodoku [ko:doku] ,subscription'

Long vowels differ from short vowels in terms of their preferred distribution.

Short vowels can follow and precede any segments; however, long vowels are

disfavored before the moraic obstruent /Q/. Examples of long vowel plus /Q/

are limited to emphasized speech and the outcomes of morphological processes.

emphasized speech

/toQtemo/ ~

/soQto/ ~

/to:Qtemo/ 'very'

/so:Qto/ 'quietly'

morphological process9

{to:r-}+ {-tal (past tense) ~ /to:Qta/ 'passed by'

{ko:r-}+ {-tal (past tense) ~ /ko:Qta/ 'frozen'

Avoidance of a long vowel plus /Q/ is reflected in loanword phonology and L2

phonology. More details will be discussed in Chapter 3.

9 Past tense derivation in Japanese is complex. Geminates result when the allomorph of the
negative marker's stem ends in any of It, r, wi (Vance, 1987).
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Japanese vowels may be devoiced and often deleted in certain

phonological environments. Devoicing mainly affects unstressed Ii! and lui

between voiceless consonants or between a voiceless consonant and a pause.

The following are examples:

[kjkai] 'machine'

[k\lsa] 'grass'

[akj] 'autumn'

[imas\l] 'There is~'

As discussed in the earlier section, devoiced vowels are often deleted, especially

in a casual speech.

2.2 English Phonology

In this section, English consonants and vowels will be introduced. A brief

phonological and phonetic description of some aspects of English stop

aspiration, syllable structures, cluster assimilation, and vowel length and quality

will be given here.

2.2.1 English stops

English phonemic consonants are seen in the folloWing chart, based on

Giegerich (1992).
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Table 2.2 English Consonants

LABIAL LAB.-DENT. DENT. ALV. POST ALV. PAL.-ALV. PALATAL VELAR GLOnAL

STOP P t k

b d 9
AFFRICATE C

j

FRICATIVE f e s S h
v 0 z Z

NASAL m n 1]

LIQUID I r

APPROXIMANT j W

English has 6 distinctive stops, phonemically Ip, t, k, b, d, g/, as does

Japanese. As discussed in the earlier section on Japanese stops, English labial

and velar stops are basically identical in place of articulation to their Japanese

counterparts. It, dl are apico-alveolar stops in English while they are often

described as lamino-alveolar stops in Japanese. One of the characteristics of

English is aspiration of voiceless stops. Aspiration of voiceless stops is realized

when the voicing of the following segment does not begin immediately with the

release of the stop, but after a short delay. Aspiration of voiceless stops is

observed in syllable initial position; however, it is strongest in stressed word-

initial position. Aspiration is not observed when another consonant such as lsi

precedes stops (Giegerich, 1992). The following words are examples of aspirated

vs. unaspirated stops from Giegerich (1992):
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aspirated unaspirated

Ipl pit [phlt] spit [SpIt]

ItI tie [thaI] sty [stal]

Ikl come [khAm] scum [skArn]

English has greater VOT values than Japanese. Lisker and Abramson

(1964) report that the average VOT of English initial ItI is 70 ms in their study.

English stops vary allophonically as released and unreleased. Unreleased

stops may occur in two phonological environments; word-medial position before

another non-continuant consonant and word-final position:

word-medial

Ipl captain [khrep't~n]

ItI hatpin [hrefpm]

Ikl blackboard [blrek'b:>d]

word-final

cap [khrep']

hat [href]

black [blrek']

Word-medial unreleased stops may involve gestural overlap. The second

closure begins before the first is released. For example, the I pI in captain is not

released, anticipating the secondary closure of the following It I (Giegerich,

1992).
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2.2.2 English consonant clusters

English has more complex consonant clusters compared to Japanese.

English allows different stops within a cluster, e.g. Iptl in captain, while

Japanese allows only geminate consonant clusters in lexical forms. English

consonant clusters may undergo place assimilation in casual speech. Coronals

assimilate in place to following velar and labial consonants. However, in English

place assimilation, labials rarely assimilate to a following velar consonants. The

stop cluster I dkl in red car Ired ka:1 may become [reg ka:], but the Ipkl cluster

in leap quickly llip kWlkhl will not become *[lik kWlkh] Oun, 1996). Giegerich

(1992) reports some examples of English geminate consonants. English may

have geminate consonants at morpheme boundary, such as weight-training

Iwet-trellIl]1 and bus-stop IbAs-stop/. Unlike Japanese geminate consonants,

these English geminates can be simplified as [we?trellIl]] and [bAsmp]. Han (1992)

mentioned that English geminate stops differ in phonetic manifestation. Words

like Nippon 'Japan' are pronounced differently by Americans learning Japanese

and native speakers of Japanese even though the phonemes are the same. Han

claimed that this could be due to the stop closure duration difference in the two

languages.
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2.2.3 English vowels

One difference between English and Japanese vowels is that English

vowels have a tensellax distinction1o
, while there is no such distinction in

Japanese. One difference between tense and lax vowels is vowel length. English

tense vowels are usually considerably longer than the corresponding lax vowels

(Jakobson, Fant, and Halle, 1969). Giegerich (1992) mentioned that regarding

tenseness, the vowel length difference may not be the primary feature which

distinguishes tense and lax vowelsll. This is different from Japanese, where the

vowel length distinction is a crucial factor, and there is little qualitative

difference between long and short vowels. Giegerich reported that speakers of

RP (received pronunciation) and GA (general American) would recognize the

vowel tenseness distinction in terms of a qualitative difference rather than a

quantitative difference. For example, if a speaker produces iii in beat with the

quality of Ii! but with the length of /II, listeners will still identify the vowel as

10 Different scholars have used different criteria to define the tense/ lax feature for vowels. The
problems of definition arise mainly because the phonetic distinction between tense and lax
vowels is confused with the phonological difference between English tense (Middle English long)
and lax (Middle English short) vowels. For example, Giegerich (1992) and Ladefoged (1982) used
phonological criteria such as 'lax vowels are the ones which can only occur in closed syllable',
noting that, e.g., /bItj, /bet/ are possible words in English, but not */bI/, */be/. Donegan (1978)
claims that tenseness is a phonetic feature; intensity of color (palatality or labiality) for a given
degree of height. The English vowels create a problem for the phonetic definition, because in the
course of history, the old short vowels have not all remained phonetically lax, nor are all the
other vowel of modem English phonetically tense. In Donegan's view, the articulatory and
acoustic properties with make a vowel palatal or labial are stronger in tense vowels than in their
lax counterparts.
11 Giegerich treats Ii, e, u, 0, :), 0/ as tense vowels and /I, e, U, A, 0, a/ as lax vowels. According
to Giegerich's definition, tense sounds are produced with a deliberate, accurate, maximally
distinct gesture that involves considerable muscular effort.
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Ii!. However, in general, tense vowels are associated with longer duration than

their lax counterparts.

Vowel length is strongly influenced by contextual factors. A vowel may

be realized with different durations depending on its phonological environment.

For example, according to Giegerich (1992), the length of Ii! in bee, bead, bean,

beat, decreases from bee to beat. Because of the influence of the following

segment, tense vowels are not necessarily always longer than lax vowels. The

/II in bid may be realized longer than the Ii! in beat. Tense vowels are longer

than their lax counterparts when the contextual factors are equal (Le. in minimal

pairs like beat-bit which differ only in vowel tenseness).

Peterson and Lehiste (1960) measured the duration of syllable nuclei of

118 minimal pairs such as beat- bead and sight- side and found that the average

duration of the vowels before the voiceless consonants was 197 ms while it was

297 ms for vowels before voiced consonants. Thus, the ratio of vowels before

voiceless consonants to vowels before voiced consonants is approximately 2: 3.

In medial and final position, voiced consonants are produced with shorter

closure intervals than voiceless consonants, and the variation in closure interval

is sufficient to signal the voicedlvoiceless distinction in minimal pairs such as

rabid and rapid (Lisker, 1957). Kluender et a1. (1988) proposed that the vowel

length contrast before voicedlvoic,eless consonants gives a perceptual clue to

distinguish the voicing of the following consonant. A longer preceding vowel

makes a short closure interval of the following voiced consonant appears even
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shorter, whereas a shorter preceding vowel makes a long closure interval seem

even longer.

Stress is another factor which may influence vowel length. Stressed

vowels are produced longer than their unstressed counterparts. Stressed vowels

followed by voiceless consonant, such as /bap/ are almost same length as

unstressed vowels followed by voiced consonants, such as /bab/ (Van Summers,

1987). Van Summers investigated the interaction of voicing and stress on vowels

length, and found that change in stress does not influence total vowel duration as

much for the durationally shorter voiceless utterances as for the longer voiced

utterances.

2.3 Korean phonology

In this section, Korean consonants, vowels, and some aspects of Korean

phonetics and phonology will be introduced. Some major assimilation rules of

Korean consonant clusters will be also introduced here.
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2.3.1 Korean stops

Korean has 21 consonants, which are shown in the following chart based

on Sohn (1999):

Table 2.3 Korean Consonants

LABIAL ALVEO-DENTAL PALATAL VELAR GLOTTAL

plain p t

STOP aspirated ph th

tensed pi t l

NASAL ill n

LIQUID I

plain S

FRICATIVE tensed Sl

APPROXIMANTI2
W

lJ

j

h

Korean has only voiceless stop phonemes, with a three-way distinction in

laryngeal features and a four-way distinction in place of articulation. There are

12 stop phonemes. Although some linguists exclude palatal stops from the stop

category, I will treat palatal obstruents as stops as they also show a 3-way

distinction in laryngeal features like other stops. However, I will only consider

bilabial, alveolar, and velar stops in this study.

12 Approximants are not originally in Sohn's chart. He puts them in semivowel category. They
are included here in the consonant chart to make inventories of Japanese, Korean, and English as
consistent as possible. Kim (1990) treats /w, j/ as glides and put them in the consonant chart.
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Korean has plain stops / p, t, k/, aspirated stops / ph, th, kh/ and tensed

stops /pl, t l
, k l

/
13

• Places of articulation are divided into bilabial, alveo-dental,

and velar, although some linguists may claim It, th, t'/ are alveolar or dental.

These phonemes are different from English alveolar / t/ in the way they are

produced. The Korean alveo-dental consonants are produced with the top (not

the tip) of tongue touching the back of the upper teeth and the gum ridge area

and with the tongue tip touching the back of the lower teeth (Sohn, 1999).

The Korean plain stops /p, t, k/ have very weak aspiration. Han and

Weitzman (1967) measured three Korean speakers' VOT for these stops, and each

of speaker's average falls between 16.8 to 27.0 ms for /p/, 21.0 to 33.0 ms for /t/,

and 27.2 to 62.0 ms for /k/. Plain stops are slightly voiced between voiced

segments. The following words are some examples which show allophonic

variations of plain stops:

/pupu/

/tanita/

/kake/

/kalpi/

[pubu]

[tanida]

[kage]

[kalbi]

,a married couple'

'to visit, go'

'store'

I spare ribs'

13 Linguists label Korean stops differently. Plain stops are often called lax or weak stops, while
tensed stops are called strong. Here I take Ahn (1998)'s labeling.
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Aspirated stops Iph, th, khI are never voiced, and are pronounced with

strong aspiration. They are similar to English stressed voiceless stops in word

initial position (Sohn, 1999). The degree of aspiration among Korean stops is

phonologically significant, so that changing the strength of aspiration changes

the meaning of words. Thus, Ipal/ 'foot' may sound like Iphal/ 'arm' if the

aspiration of the initial stop is too strong. According to Han and Weitzman

(1967), the averages of their three Korean informants' VOT for these stops fall

between 66.0 to 129.0 ms for Iph1,73.0 to 133.0 ms for IthI, and 71.0 to 148.0 ms

for IkhI. The following words are some examples of aspirated stops:

Iphjophij

I thuthaI

Ikhekhe muktal

[phjophi]

[thutha]

[kehkhe muktla]

'outer skin'

'pitching and batting'

'old'

Aspirated stops are all neutralized as plain stops word-finally (this process will

be explained in the later section).

. Tensed stops Ipl, t', kll are similar to English voiceless stops occurring

after lsi, such as in speak, strong, and ski. Sohn (1999) says that Korean tensed

stops are not voiced but produced with the glottis constricted and by building up

air pressure behind the closed place of articulation and instantaneously releasing

the closure while pushing the air forward without aspiration. VOTs for these

stops are the shortest among three kinds of Korean stops. According to Han and
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Weitzman (1967), their 3 Korean informants' average VOT falls between 4.8 to 5.3

ms for Ipl/, 5.7 to 12.0 ms for Itl/, and 15.7 to 27.1 ms for Ik'/. The following

words show some examples of tensed stops:

Ip1ip'i/

I t'at'is hanl

[p'ip'i]

[t'at'ithan]

[k'ek'ithada]

'a very skinny person'

'warm-'

'to be clean'

Tensed stops, as well as aspirated stops, are neutralized as plain stops syllable

finally.

2.3.2 Korean syllable structure

The maximum syllable in Korean at the phonetic level is CGVC, and all

segments except the nucleus vowel are optional. According to Sohn (1999),

Korean syllables exhibit a structural difference between the morphological or

lexical level and the phonetic level. The lexical level allows syllable final

consonant clusters. However, one of two final consonants will be deleted at the

phonetic level unless there is a following morpheme starting with a vowel:

Ikapsl

Ikaps-kwal ~

[kap] 'price'

[kap. k'wa] 'price and-'

Resyllabification occurs when a coda consonant precedes a morpheme starting

with a vowel:



/mas-i/

/kaps-i/

[ma. si]

[kap. si]

'taste is~'

'price is~'
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Korean allows consonant clusters at syllable boundaries. This may create

geminate consonants:

/sip-pun/

/mit-ta/

/kuk-ki/

[sipp'un]

[mitt'a]

[kukk'i]

'ten minutes'

'to believe'

'national flag'

A Korean geminate is different from a Japanese geminate in terms of its

durational features. As Korean is a syllable-timed language, the duration

difference among minimal pairs such as /kuk-ki/ 'national flag' and /kuk-i/ 'the

soup is~' is much smaller than the Japanese geminate vs. singleton minimal

pairs, e.g. /kokki/ 'national flag' vS. /koki/ 'aspiration'. Sato (1998) found that

the durational ratio between Korean geminate vs. singleton minimal pairs was

very close to 1 : 1, while Japanese geminate vs. singleton minimal pairs had 1.3: 1

to 1.39 : 1. Because of the ratio, one might claim that Korean "geminates" are not

phonetically geminate at all.

2.3.3 Phonological processes in Korean

The three types of Korean stops described above are phonemes.

However, they may be derived by phonological rules. Here, I will introduce
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syllable-final neutralization, Ihl- aspiration, tensification, pre-tenseIaspirate

reduction, and consonant cluster assimilation.

Syllable final obstruents are all merged as plain stops when they are

followed by a consonant, a word boundary, or a compound boundary. At these

positions, consonants are unreleased and realized as [p', f, k'] (Sohn, 1999):

laphl rap'] 'front'

Imithl [mif] 'bottom'

Inacl [nafl 'daytime'

losl rot'] 'cloths'

Ipu:;lkhl [pu:;lk'] 'kitchen'

Not only alveo-dental stops It, th, t l
/, but also Is, s', c, ch

, c'l are all merged as

[fl·

These coda consonants are realized as their phonemic forms when

followed by a vowel; for example, the postposition lei 'to, at':

laphel raphe] 'to the front'

Imithel [mithe] 'to the bottom'

Inacel [nace] 'at daytime'

losel rose] 'to the cloths'

IpU:;lkheI [pu:;lkhe] 'to the kitchen'
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The second phonological rule is called /h/- aspiration (Sohn, 1999). In

addition to the underlying aspirated stops, there are aspirated stops derived

from plain stops preceded or followed by /h/:

/coh-ta/

/chuk-ha/

[co.tha]

[chu.kha]

'to like'

,celebration'

In the first example above, the initial/t/ in the second syllable gets aspirated

and the preceding /h/ is deleted. In the second example, /k/ in the coda

position of the first syllable gets aspirated and the initial/hi in the second

syllable gets deleted. Notice resyllabification occurs in this example after the

deletion of /h/.

Another phonological rule is tensification. So far, we have seen

underlying tensed stops as phonemes; however, there are tensed stops which are

derived from plain stops. When plain stops are preceded by obstruents except

/h/, the plain stops are tensified. This is called tensification or post-obstruent

tensing (Anh, 1998):

/hakpi/

/macta/

/akki/

[hakp'i]

[matt'a]

[akk'i]

'tuition'

'to be right'

'musical instrument'
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Addition to the above tensification, there is an optional rule called pre

tenselaspirated reduction (Sohn, 1999). Plain stops and lsi may be deleted

before a homorganic tensed or aspirated consonant. Thus, [matt1a] and [akk'i]

above can be realized as [mat1a] and [ak'i].

The last rule introduced here is a place assimilation rule Gun, 1996). This

is an optional rule which depends on the style and the rate of speech. Ipkl and

Itkl clusters optionally become [kk] :

[-continuant] ~ [- anterior, - coronal] I _ [-anterior, - coronal]

Imitkol [mikk'o] 'believe and~'

Inupkol [nukk'o]

The plain stop It I also assimilates to the following bilabial (Sohn, 1999):

[- continuant, + anterior] ~ [- coronal, + anterior] I _ [- coronal, + anterior]

IkloCh pathI [kofpaf] -7 [kop'plaf] ,flower garden'

In other words, It I assimilates to its following stops (Le. decoronalization), but

Ipl assimilates only to the following Ik/, not to Itl.

Stop clusters which have Ikl as the first member do not undergo place

assimilation, and also the reverse assimilation (e.g., Ipkl -7 *[pp]) does not occur
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in Korean. /t/ does not trigger place assimilation of the preceding consonant,

/pap-to/ -7 [papt1o] but not *[patt1o] 'rice also~'. The reason why coronal

consonants do not cause assimilation to the preceding consonant may be due to

the fact that the agility of the tongue tip obviates early preparation for the

coronal articulation (Kim-Renaud, 1974). Jun (1995, forthcoming) explains this

assimilation pattern by using the universal salience ranking for unreleased stops;

dorsal> labial> coronal. According to Jun, coronal has the least salient place

perceptual cue because of its short and rapid articulatory gesture. Speakers

make efforts to maintain the place cue for perceptually salient sounds, while they

are reluctant to do so for perceptually less salient sounds. This is why Korean

/t/ may assimilate to the following /p/ and /k/, butthe opposite does not

occur.

2.3.4 Korean vowels

Sohn (1999) reported that modern Korean has ten vowel phonemes. Some

of them might be merged in certain dialects. For the older generation, a vowel

length distinction is significant in differentiating meaning. Each vowel has a

short and long contrast, for the older generation and for some dialects. Long

vowels are about twice as long as their short counterparts, and there is no vowel

quality difference between short and long vowels. Long vowels maintain the

same monophthongal quality as short vowels. However, in general, the vowel

length difference is not significant in modern Korean. Vowel length differences
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are not reflected in the hangul writing system either. Here are some examples of

Korean words in which short vs. long vowels contrast:

short

Imal/ 'horse'

Inunl 'eye'

long

I ma:l/ 'language'

Inu:nl 'snow'

Unlike Japanese long vowels, Korean long vowels can occur only in phrase initial

syllables. Thus, the vowel in Inu:nl 'snow' is shortened when Ihijnl 'white' is

attached to it, as [hin nun] 'white snow'.

2.4 Summary

Some aspects of the phonetics and phonology of Japanese, English, and

Korean were introduced in this chapter. The three languages exhibit different

sound systems and have different degrees of voicing and aspiration of stop

consonants. The difference in syllable structures is one of the primary

differences among these three languages. Japanese has much simpler syllable

structure than the two other languages, exhibiting limited types of closed

syllables. Vowel length plays an important role in Japanese, but not in English

and Korean. English speakers consider the qualitative aspect of vowels as a

distinctive feature while Japanese speakers take the quantitative aspect as the

primary feature of English vowels. Modern Korean has neither a tenseness nor a

length distinction in vowels.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

Researchers in the field of second language acquisition and phonology

have been attempting to discover the factors which trigger perception of the

moraic obstruent /Q/ in L2 and loanword phonology. This chapter will review

the characteristics of the mora obstruent /Q/, and various studies of /Q/

perception in foreign language acquisition.

3.1 The Japanese moraic obstruent IQI

As this research deals with the occurrence of /Q/ (Le. moraic obstruent)

in L2 perception, I will describe some characteristics of /Q/ and /QC/ clusters

(Le. geminate consonants).

3.1.1 Status of moraic obstruent: Phoneme IQI vs. long consonant

There have been several views of the Japanese moraic obstruent, which is

transcribed as J or 'Y in kana orthography14. One view treats the moraic

obstruent as a phoneme /Q/, and another treats it as the first half of a geminate

consonant cluster. Vance (1987) treats the first part of geminate consonant

clusters as variants of the phoneme /Q/. One of the reasons comes from

Japanese orthography. Regardless of its phonetic realization, the moraic

obstruent is always transcribed identically as ? or 'Y, which are reduced size

14 Japanese has two types of kana orthography; hiragana and katakana (see Appendix C). Generally
speaking, katakana is used for foreign words, and hiragana is used in combination with Chinese
characters, in native words. A precise explanation of the usage of katakana will not be given here.
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versions of the kana letters?, '/ pronounced as [tsu]. The existence of

morphemes ending with a moraic obstruent may also support this view. For

example, the Sino-Japanese prefix ~ /haQ/ 'origination' is written as l;t? in

hiragana, regardless of which variant appears for the moraic obstruent /Q/

(Vance, 1987):

l;t ? tJ)

l;t ? "'t"Iv

l;t? I£?

/haQka/ [hakka]

/haQten/ [hatten]

/haQpou/ [happo:]

'ignition'

,development'

'fire a gun'

The examples above show that all variants of /Q/, [p, t, k] are spelled identically

in kana writing as ?

Another example of word-final /Q/ is found in Japanese.

~ '\b? ~ '\b? C ~ \? [kjakkjattojuu] 'say eek-eek' shows the existence of word-

final /Q/ as a phoneme. The 'eek eek' part is spelled as ~ '\b? ~ '\b?

/kjaQkjaQ/. It is never *~ '\b ~ '\b /kjakja/, without final /Q/. This example

involves reduplication of ~ '\b? /kjaQ/ (where final /Q/ is realized as a glottal

stop) 'eek', and the final /Q/ is reduplicated as a part of the first syllable [kja?].

Also, the glottal stop is spelled as ?, which is used for geminate consonant

clusters in word-medial position. This fact shows that the word-final? /Q/,
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like other phonemes, can be a part of morpheme, and supports the claim that

word-final [?] is an allophonic variant of IQ/.

Another analysis of moraic obstruents treats them as long consonants15

which are in complementary distribution with short consonants. In this view,

long consonants must precede homorganic voiceless consonants, as 100/,

whereas short consonants precede vowels, as ICVI. Bloch (1950) takes this view

and gives two reasons for rejecting grouping the first halves of geminates as

allophones of a phoneme IQ/. The first reason is that the distribution of IQI is

limited to V_C environment. The second reason is that adopting IQI will make

the Japanese phonemic inventory more complex and less general. In other

words, treating the moraic obstruent as a phoneme IQI allows Japanese

phonology to have an extra phoneme which has quite different distribution from

other consonants.

Some studies claim that the word-final glottal stop is not a realization of

IQI but merely a strong glottis closure at the end of utterance. Kubota (1993)

says that the small? in kana simply indicates the strong glottis closure and it

does not indicate a glottal stop phoneme. Kubota claims that the word-final

vowels are followed by 'glottis closure' with or without the small? in

orthography. Thus the pronunciation for tv.> Ial 'oh!' could be either [a] and [a?],

and this example shows that the kana ? does not indicate there is a phoneme

15 By 'long (consonant)', Bloch (1950) seems to mean 'moraic'.
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/Q/. However, there are some instances which Kubota's claim cannot explain,

such as ~ '\b ? ~ '\b ? C ~ '? /kjaQkjaQtoiu/ instance described above.

Although it is difficult to determine which view of the moraic obstruent is

better, I will take the view of Vance, and treat the first members of Japanese

geminate consonant clusters as variants of /Q/, a phoneme with a varying place

of articulation. I will use /Q/ to refer to a mora obstruent throughout this

dissertation. This treatment is not uncontroversial, as noted above. However, it

seems that Japanese moraic obstruent does not have the exactly the same

phonetic characteristics as pure geminate consonants, since /Q/ occurs word-

finally, where there is no following segment to assimilate.

3.1.2 Characteristics of IQI

In the following sections, some phonetic and durational characteristics of

/Q/ will be introduced.

3.1.2.1 Phonetic characteristics of IQI

/Q/ is sometimes referred to as a 'tense' sound because of its impression

of tension16
• It is said that /QC/ clusters, in other words geminate consonant

clusters, have stronger closure than their singleton counterparts, with the

articulators exerting more pressure on each other (Sakuma, 1963).

/Q/ also influences the phonetic features of the immediately following

stops, so that they are phonetically different from word-initial or intervocalic

16 The characteristic 'tense' does not have a clear definition, and it is used to express different
features in different studies (Vance, 1987). It seems that 'tense' here refers to tension of larynx
described in Min (1987).
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stops. Stops following IQI are produced with less aspiration and with greater

tension of the larynx than their singleton counterparts (Min, 1987).

As IQIdoes not have a consistent place of articulation, the actual phonetic

realization of this phoneme may not be crucial. It is an unlikely pronunciation,

but if one intentionally pronounces IkeQkonl 'marriage' as [ketkon] instead of

[kekkon] (the standard phonetic realization of IQ/), a Japanese speaker may still

hear the form as an acceptable variation of I keQkonI . Since Japanese does not

allow underlying heterogeneous consonant clusters, Japanese speakers do not

have to identify the place of articulation of the first member of consonant cluster

so they may not notice this difference. This may explain why Japanese speakers

have difficulty distinguishing Korean minimal pairs such as /iktal 'to be ripe'

and /ittal 'there is-'. Both words may be heard as /iQtal by Japanese speakers.

3.1.2.2 Durational characteristics of IQI

Although IQI has some qualitative characteristics, it may be more often

described by its durational feature. This is why IQCI clusters are often

regarded as 'long consonants', as mentioned in Bloch (1950).

Takada (1985) reported that IQCI clusters are about one mora length

longer17 than their singleton counterparts IC/. However, the phonetic durations

of IQCI clusters vary in different studies. Sakuma (1963) reports the duration

ratio between single Ikl in liki/ 'breath' and I-Qkl in liQki/ 'at once' is 1 : 1.7.
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Sunaoshi (1995) reports that the same ratio in her study was approximately 1 : 3.

Han (1992) reports the ratio was 1 : 2.8 in her study.

Sakai (1998) mentioned that /Q/ is basically considered to be one-mora-

length, though it becomes shorter in rapid speech and becomes long in

emphasized speech18
• It has been found that /Q/ is shortened and does not have

one-mora duration in fast speech (Kamimura, 1993). Also some dialects in Japan

exhibit very small durational difference between a word with and without / Q/ .

Such dialects are called 'syllabeme dialects' and are syllable-timed. For example,

minimal pairs such as /kata/ 'shoulder' and /kaQta/ 'won' exhibit very slight

length difference in a dialect in Aomori prefecture, the most northern prefecture

in Honshu (main) island (Takada, 1985). In such dialects, both /kata/ and

/kaQta/ have almost the same duration as both of them are two syllable long,

and qualitative features of /Q/ would be more important than the durational

feature.

Interestingly, long consonantal duration is not the only 'durational feature'

necessary for /Q/perception. /Q/ can be perceived if there is a long silence

between two vowels. Fukui (1978) showed interesting results in his study.

Perception of /Q/ might occur without qualitative phonetic characteristics of

/Q/ such as larynx tension but solely by a long silence: Even a longer pause

17 Mora is not a measurement unit. It simply means that Japanese speakers treat /Q/ as long as
(C)V or one kana letter.
18 Sakai (1998) says that there are two ways to emphasize a speech with /Q/. One is to lengthen a
silence /zuQQQto/ 'continuously', and the other is to make the preceding vowel long /zu:Qto/.
Speakers choose one of them for emphasis depending on the individual preference and purpose
of the discourse.
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(silence) could cause perception of IQ/, but also a qualitative phonetic feature

by itself may cause perception of IQI as well. Fukui edited natural utterances

such as Ihatal 'flag' and inserted a pause between the two syllables. He found

that when the closure duration of ItI in Ihatal was doubled, most of his

participants heard the word as [hatta] 'pasted'. On the other hand, when he

shortened the stop closure of IhaQtal 'pasted' to the equal the closure duration

of Ihata/, the token was still heard as [hatta]. As a word with very short IQI is

perceived with IQ/, it seems that IQI is perceived not only by duration but also

by phonetic quality.

As it has been noted above, IQI does not always maintain one mora

duration. Differences in different studies might be due to speech style (rapid or

slow etc.) and research design differences, and also some dialectal features.

Despite such differences, many studies agree that Japanese IQCI clusters, (Le.

geminate consonants) are significantly longer than single consonants in most

Japanese dialects, and these durational differences are perceived by native

speakers of Japanese.

3.1.3 IQI and its phonetic realizations in different environment

IQI has some restrictions on where it appears, and its phonetic

realization differs in different environments. This section introduces the

distribution of IQI and its phonetic realizations.
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IQI occurs immediately before the voiceless stops Ip, t, k I, the affricate

ItSl, and the fricative lsi. This is the basic distribution of IQI and other

instances are exceptional. IQI totally assimilates to the following segment, and

a word such as IkeQkonl 'marriage' is phonetically realized as [kekkon]. It does

not have a consistent phonetic form and is often described as a 'choked sound'

(Hirozane 1992) or 'glottalized sound'.

Some loanwords and irregular speech may have voiced geminates (see the

following section for details), and some consonants which are never geminated

in standard Japanese may be realized as geminates in loanwords, e.g., IbaQhal

[bahha] 'Bach', and I aQra:1 [a?ra:p9 'Allah'. The pronunciation of 'Allah'

indicates that the IQI does not have to be realized as the first part of a geminate

consonant. In this example, it is realized as a stop sound.

IQI does not occur before a voiced consonant in the basic forms of native

Japanese words, although it may occur in emphasized speech such as Isugoi/

'amazing' as [suggoi]. Although voiced geminates are basically inadmissible in

Japanese, recent borrowings such as IbeQdol [beddo] 'bed' and IbaQgul [baggu]

'bag' contain voiced geminates. However, it is difficult to maintain voicing in

such consonant clusters, and IQC [+voice] I is not part of the standard distribution

of IQI in Japanese. Loanwords with voiced geminates vary in pronunciation:

19 'Allah' has variations in its borrowed form. The most common pronunciation of this loanword
is / ara:/. The pronunciation / aQra:/ may be a spelling-based pronunciation.
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IbeQdol may be [beddo] but is more commonly [betto] (Ohso 1973; Vance 1987).

The orthographic distinction between I~ ':J!l IbaQgul 'bag' and I~ ':J?

IbaQkul 'back' is generally not reflected in pronunciation, and both words are

pronounced as I~ ':J? [bakku]. This tendency of devoicing of voiced geminates

is noteworthy, as Japanese speakers do not have difficulty with voiced geminates

in emphasized speech, e.g., Isugoi/ 'amazing' as [suggoi] and Ikudaranai/

'absurd' as [kuddaranai]. Thus Japanese speakers can pronounce voiced

geminates for emphasis without difficulty. The reason why voiced geminates are

frequently devoiced in unemphasized speech is that speakers probably avoid

using the massive articulatory energy needed to produce voiced geminates

(Vance 1987). Homma (1981) claimed that voiced geminates are not fully voiced

phonetically; she found that stops in voiced geminate clusters have positive

VOT, which is seldom observed with voiced single stops.

IQI may occur in emphasized speech in word-final position as well

(Kawakami 1977, Vance 1987). IQI is realized as [?] in such emphasized speech.

Examples are di; I al 'oh!' as di;? [a?] and t). Inel 'right?' as t).? [ne?]. In these

examples, there is no following consonant to which IQI can assimilate, and it is

pronounced as [1]. Vance (1987) mentions that Japanese short vowels in

sentence-final position or before a pause are always followed by a rapid closing

of the glottis. This glottal closure is perceivable in emphasized speech, as

described earlier. However, speakers are not aware of such closure in normal
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speech. The abrupt offset makes the vowel realized as short so that a word like

/kO/7 [ko?] 'child' is more easily distinguished from /kO:/7 [ko:] 'this way'.

When the word /ko:/ is read in isolation, the long vowel fades away more

gradually.

The moraic obstruent /Q/ does not occur word-initially in standard

Japanese. However, it is often found in emphasized speech and comics. The

following examples are /Q/ in sentence initial position taken from a comic book

by Aoyama (1994):

/Qtaku/

/ QteiunikimaQteru/

'indeed!'

'(He) will surely say~'

These examples are reduced forms of /maQtaku/ 'indeed' and

/toiunikimaQteiru/ '(He) will surely say~', and occur in casual speech.

/ Q/ rarely occurs before or after other non-syllabic moraic segments.

According to Kindaichi (1988), there is a tendency in Japanese to avoid having

more than two non-syllabic moraic segments20 together. It is very difficult to find

a word with 3 non-syllabic moraic segments together such as /ui:NQko/ 'a

person from Vienna' (yNQ sequence). Even sequences of 2 non-syllabic moraic

segments are disfavored, as noted above. Geminate consonants do not follow

long vowels except in emphasized speech, such as /80QtO/ 'quietly' as [80:ttO],
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and multiple morphemic words, such as Ito:ttal 'passed by', which consists of

Ito:t-I the stem of Ito:rul 'pass by' and I-tal the past tense morpheme. As the

occurrence of 2 or more non-syllabic moraic segments is limited to such cases, it

can be said that Japanese avoids 'long vowel plus geminate' combinations. This

tendency is reflected in loanword phonology, which also avoids long vowel plus

geminate. English words which are borrowed with long vowels do not take

following I Q/. There are no loanwords such as *I to:Qku I 'talk' or *Iko:Qto I

'coat', but Ito:kul and Iko:tol.

3.2 Review of literature on stop perception

Many studies have investigated how foreign sounds are borrowed in

another language, and how foreign sounds are perceived and produced in

second language acquisition (SLA) situations. Here, the main focus of this

dissertation, the perception of IQI by Japanese speakers, will be introduced.

Many studies have examined the occurrence of I QI in loanwords, and in first

and second language phonology.

3.2.1 Explanations for IQI in loanwords

Many studies have been conducted to consider why IQI occurs in

Japanese-English loanwords and interphonology. The following sections will

summarize studies of IQ/occurrence in Japanese-English interphonology and

English loanwords.

20 Non-syllabic moraic segments in Japanese are; syllable final nasal INI, the second half part of
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3.2.1.1 IQI occurrence: Vowel tenseness as an explanation

English loanwords are quite well-established in Japanese, and there are

certain rules which English words undergo when they are borrowed into

Japanese. Sunaoshi (1995) gives some general rules for the occurrence of IQI in

ICVCI English loanwords (e.g., dog, cat,) borrowed into Japanese. There is a

strong association of English tense vowels with Japanese long vowels, and

English lax vowels with Japanese short vowels. When the original English word

contains a lax vowel followed by a voiceless stop coda, the word is borrowed

with a IQj21. If the original English vowels are tense vowels22
, they are

perceived as long and the following coda stops will not be perceived with a IQ/.

If the original English vowels are diphthongs, they will be perceived as

diphthongs or as long vowels and the following stops are not perceived as

geminates. Presumably IQI is not used in loanwords which have tense vowels

because Japanese phonology avoids long vowel + IQ/. It seems that most

loanwords follow Sunaoshi's rules; however, IQI occurrence in loanwords is

complicated and cannot be explained by the above rules alone.

3.2.1.2 IQI occurrence: Mora and syllable as an explanation

Kindaichi (1988) argues that the reason Japanese speakers hear IQI in

English is that Japanese speakers apply mora timing to English words. Although

long vowels (indicated as :), and geminate consonant IQI (Kindaichi, 1988).
21 Low vowels behave like lax vowels in this context, e.g. Ikretl borrowed as IkjaQto I (Sunaoshi,
1995).
22 Some tense vowels Ie, 01 are diphthongs in most dialects and even Ii, ul are diphthongs in
many dialects. Even in such cases, loanwords are borrowed with a long vowel, e.g., I mo:ta:1
'motor'.
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the English word I d:JgI is one unit (i.e. 1 syllable) for English speakers, Japanese

speakers apply mora timing and perceive the word as 3 units (i.e. 3 moras) word

I doQgu/. This would indicate that Japanese speakers hear this word as longer

than I dogu/, which would have 2 moras. It is possible to assume that inserting

IQI makes the word longer, and it satisfies the perception of Japanese speakers.

However, Kindaichi does not explain why dog is perceived as 3 moras rather

than 2 moras or why it is perceived as containing a moraic obstruent rather than

containing a long vowel I do:gu/. As vowels are generally lengthened before

voiced consonants in English, it would be reasonable to borrow dog as I do:gul

rather than I doQgu/, if the purpose of inserting a moraic element is to impose

Japanese mora timing on English words.

Ohye (1967) claimed that IQI appears in loanwords when moras have

'weak linkage'. For example, hat is borrowed as IhaQtol because the form with

out IQ/, for example Ihatol has weak linkage between Ihal and Ito/, and the

whole word sounds different from the original English word hat. His idea is that

IQI can link two moras as one unit word. What he meant by 'linkage' is

probably syllable juncture. The English word hat is a monosyllabic word, in

other words, it is one unit. On the other hand, the form Ihatol consists of two

independent syllables. This means that there is nothing which can make two

syllables as one unit. However, Ohye claims that inserting IQI may make two

syllable closer to each other. This is because when IQI is inserted, the phonetic
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form will be [hatto]. The geminate [ttl is shared by both syllables: The coda [t] is

the first half of geminate and the second [t] is the second half of geminate.

IQI perception may be influenced by syllable types. Arai and Kawagoe

(1996) found some correlation between word-initial or final consonant types and

occurrence of IQI in their experiments, using nonsense English words. The

occurrence of IQI in word-final position shows different patterns depending on

the type of final segments. IQI is perceived most frequently when there is a

single word-final stop (e.g. Itek/), second when the coda is a stop + lsi (e.g.

Ipeps/), and the least when the coda is a stop + stop cluster (e.g. Ikept/). Word

initial segments did not seem to influence the occurrence of IQI in word-final

position. In word-medial position, an open syllable such as in Ikepanl and a

Stop + C [+son] configuration such as in Ikeplinl showed an almost equal

percentage of IQI perception (26% and 29%), but a C + C [-son] configuration

such as in Ikeptinl showed only 5% IQI perception. Word-medial open syllable

words ending with a nasal such as the above example Ikep~nl showed a high

frequency of IQI perception as [kepp~n]. Additionally, these words showed a

lower frequency of IQI perception when the onset was a consonant cluster such

as I skep~n/. This word is rarely perceived with word-medial geminate. #C type

words ending with a nasal had higher frequency of IQI perception. However,
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why such patterns cause a /Q/ perception differences is not clear in Arai and

Kawagoe's study.

3.2.1.3 /Q/ occurrence: Spelling as an explanation

It seems that orthography often influences the occurrence of /Q/ in

loanwords. Ohso (1973) suggested that spelling with double consonants could

influence the occurrence of geminates in loanwords. For example, batter was

borrowed as /baQta:/ [batta:], cotton as /koQton/ [kotton]. Arai and Kawagoe

(1996) also found a certain degree of influence of spelling on perception of /Q/

in nonsense words. However, the influence of spelling is not always reflected in

/ Q/ perception. In fact there are loanwords such as butter which is borrowed as

[bata:] not as [batta:]. Additionally, many English words with final consonant are

not spelled with double consonants, CC#, but borrowed with / Q/, e.g., dog

/doQgu/, skip /sukiQpu/.

3.2.1.4 /Q/ occurrence: Stress as an explanation

Accentuation patterns are often considered to be a part of /Q/ perception

in loanword phonology. Ohso (1973) states that an English short vowel and the

following consonant in a stressed syllable are considerably lengthened and this

lengthening of the consonant might cause /Q/ perception by Japanese speakers.

Final consonants are especially lengthened when they are released, thus Ohso

assumes that Japanese speakers borrowed released forms of English words into

Japanese. She further claims that if unreleased forms of English words are
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borrowed, the final consonants may be deleted. Some examples are white shirt as

wai shatsu (the coda It I of white is deleted) and auto bike as ooto bai (the coda Ikl

of bike is deleted).

Kawagoe (1995) also claimed that accent pattern can be important in IQI

perception. The condition for word-medial IQ/perception is that a potentially

geminatable segment (i.e. a voiceless obstruent) occurs immediately after a

stressed vowel. Furthermore, there is usually one syllable after the stressed

vowel, and this syllable should not have a condition favored for consonant

gemination. In her discussion, she uses 3 words chapter, heater, and Jupiter, which

are borrowed without a IQI as ItSaputa:/, Ihi:ta:/, l}'upita:1 comparing with

shutter which is borrowed with a IQIas ISaQta:/. Each of these words has final

lta:/, but the first three examples have extra segments between the stressed

vowel and Ita:/. Those extra segments are/pl in chapter, the second part of a

long vowel in heater, and Ipi/ in Jupiter. The reason for IQI insertion after a

stressed vowel is to maintain a strong-weak rhythmic pattern among moras.

IQI is inserted when there are two moras which are perceptually salient and

have strong rhythm (i.e. the stressed mora and the nucleus mora of the following

syllable) next to each other. For example, chapter is analyzed as followin~:

tSa p

I I
S w

ta

I I
S w
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Kawagoe claims that a mora with a stressed vowel has strong rhythm. Non-

syllabic moras have weak rhythm. In the above example, SWSW rhythm is

maintained thus there is no 'rhythmic clash'. Therefore IQI insertion does not

occur. However, when there is a rhythmic clash (i.e. moras with strong rhythm

are next to each other), IQI is inserted to maintain SWSW rhythm. The

following example is shutter:

Sa ta IQI insertion Sa Q ta

I I I -7 I I I I
S S W S W S W

The mora ISal is stressed, and the following mora is also has a strong rhythm.

Thus IQI is inserted to maintain a bimoraic beat.

3.2.1.5 /Q/ occurrence: Durational features as an explanation

IQI occurrence in loanword phonology and L2 phonology is often

explained by the durational features, such as consonant to vowel length ratio.

Fukui (1978) shows the effect of the duration of the voiceless consonant

closure as cues to the IQCVI and ICV j24 distinction in Japanese. The longer the

consonant closures, the more participants perceived a mora obstruent IQ/.

Some studies examine IQI perception in terms of ratio of consonant and

vowel. Hirozane (1992) examines why Japanese speakers hear some English

words as containing IQI by looking at the perception of 6 Japanese speakers.

23 This is the form before applying IQI insertion, and called Level Q (LQ) in Kawagoe.
24 Fukui uses terms 'choked' (i.e. glottalized) and 'non-choked' to indicate IQCVI and ICVI.
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His participants listened to a nonsense syllable / ek/ with different durations of

the vowel and the consonant (vowel lengths are 131, 156, and 178 msec. and

closure durations were 98,119, and 136 msec.25
), and decided if they have heard

[eku] or [ekku]. For each stimulus the percentage of [ekku] responses is

calculated. The results show that whatever the duration of the consonant closure

or the preceding vowel duration, there were some participants who perceived

the form [ekku], in other words, with a /Q/. As results indicate that

consonant/vowel ratio cannot always predict /Q/ perception, Hirozane assumes

that there may be some qualitative features of the vowel that cause the

perception of /Q/. However, he does not provide any experiments which show

the influence of vowel qualities.

In another study, Hirata (1990) examined the effect of the duration of the

preceding vowel. For a Japanese word to be perceived as containing a /Q/, the

duration of the consonant closure must increase in accordance with the increase

in the duration of the preceding vowel. Hirata assumes that the perception by

Japanese speakers of English sounds with /Q/ depends on duration features.

Sunaoshi (1995) also conducted experiments to provide an explanation in

terms of vowel vs. consonant duration ratio. She hypothesized that gemination

occurs to maintain the Ratios of the consonants' Duration to the preceding

Vowels (RDV) of the original English word. Thus, RDV of English word knit

/mt/, which is borrowed as /niQto/into Japanese, must have an RDV which is

25 The differences in vowel durations and consonant durations are not noticeable difference by
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closer to Japanese word ~::> C: /kiQto/ 'probably' than Japanese singletons such

as ~ \ C: /ito/ 'thread'. However, this hypothesis is not supported by her

findings. In her experiment, the RDV of English VC [-voice] is 1.29 while that of

Japanese words with geminates is 2.53. Rather the RDV of English VC [-voice] is

closer to the RDV of Japanese words with a single stop, which is 0.85. She

concludes that the most confusing RDV (i.e. 50% perceived as singleton and 50%

as geminate) in Japanese is probably right around the RDV of English VC [-voice]

(i.e. 1.29), and this causes Japanese speakers to perceive English VC [-voice] words

as containing /Q/. The question here is that it is not clear why Japanese

speakers choose the form with a / Q/ over a singleton when RDV is at the most

confusing value. The RDV of Japanese words with singletons is 0.85, rather

closer to the most confusing RDV (which is assumed to be around 1.29 by

Sunaoshi). A possible explanation for this question is that Japanese speakers

perceive a shortened /Q/, which is possible and even occurs in some dialects in

Japan, rather than a lengthened singleton stop, which does not occur in Japanese.

Min (1987) also claims consonant duration as an important factor for /Q/

perception for Japanese speakers. He compared the perception of Japanese /Q/

by Korean speakers and native speakers of Japanese. He prepared Japanese

words /iQka/ 'one's whole family' and /iQta/ 'went', with different closure

duration between the vowel and the syllable-initial stop. The stimuli are created

by cutting the duration from the longest form, so that phonetic characteristics of

the human ear.
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the syllable-initial consonants are identical in all stimuli. He found that Korean

speakers did not rely on the duration of /Q/ to determine if the word contained

/Q/ or not. On the other hand, native speakers of Japanese relied on duration of

/Q/ for their judgements. This indicates that Korean speakers use qualitative

characteristics of /Q/(which is similar to Korean tensed stops) to judge if the

word is /iQta/ or /ita/. Korean speakers produce Japanese /Q/ shorter than its

target-like form, and since Japanese speakers relay on duration, there are often

confusions between words such as /ita/and /iQta/ when Japanese speakers

listen to Korean speakers' Japanese.

3.2.1.6 /Q/ occurrence: Qualitative features as the explanation

Some studies of /Q/ perception examine qualitative features. Shin (1986)

reported an example which may contradict Min (1987) who claimed that the

durational feature is the primary cue for native speakers of Japanese to perceive

a /Q/. Shin reported that Japanese /(C)VC [-voice] V/ words such as /kite/

'come!' are pronounced as [kit'e] by Korean speakers using Korean tensed stop.

This is because Korean tensed stops have the greatest glottis tension among

Korean stops. This often causes Japanese speakers to hear the word /kite/

'come!' as /kiQte/ 'stamp', especially when the vowel before the voiceless stop is

a closed (i.e. high) vowel. Thus, Japanese speakers hear /Q/ in Korean speakers'

utterances even if the duration of Korean /t1a/ is shorter than /Qta/. This may
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suggest that Japanese speakers also use some phonetic cues besides the duration

feature to identify Japanese /Q/.

3.3 IQI in Korean loanwords

As this dissertation examines Japanese /Q/ perception in Korean words,

some factors of Korean loanwords in Japanese are introduced here.

The occurrence of /Q/ in Korean loanwords in Japanese is not consistent.

Compared to English loanwords, Korean loanwords are remarkably few in the

Japanese language, and they are limited to certain types of words such as food

names. Some loanwords are well-established, such as bibinba /bibinba/ for

Korean /pipimpap/ 'rice with vegetable and meat toppings', kuppa /kuQpa/ for

Korean word /kukpap/ 'rice soup', and yukkejan /juQkeJan/for Korean word

/jukkreJaI]/ 'spicy beef soup'. However, these loanwords may show some

variation, for example, pibinpappu for Korean word /pipimpap/. It may be that

the more recent loan pibinpappu is more spelling-based, and earlier loan bibinba is

more perception-based. Examples from well-established forms such as bibinba

and kuppa indicate that Korean final stops may not be perceived by Japanese

speakers at all. However, there are examples like I' ':J toQ /toQ/ or I' ':J? tokku

/toQku/ for the Korean word /t':}k/ 'rice cake' (notice /toQ/ has a form which is

not permissible in standard Japanese) and "V? 1'\"/ yakupapu /jakupapu/ for the
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Korean word Ijakpapl 'seasoned rice'26. These forms show that Korean coda

obstruents may be realized as IQ/, IQCVI, or ICVI in Japanese, and it seems

that loanword phonology in Korean words does not exhibit a consistent pattern

compared to English loanwords. However, IQI in Korean loanwords usually

corresponds to syllables closed with obstruents or word-medial tensed stops in

the original Korean words.

3.4 Summary

Perception of IQI in foreign words and loanwords by Japanese speakers

can be influenced by multiple factors. IQI in English loanwords occurs mostly

with voiceless obstruents preceded by a lax vowel. Factors which may cause

perception of IQI are accentuation pattern, rhythmic pattern (foot structure),

syllable type, consonant-to-vowel duration ratio, consonant quality, and spelling.

Among these explanations, the spelling-based explanation is very weakly

supported, as many loanwords are borrowed with IQI but do not contain

double consonants in the spellings. Stress pattern is important if a stress

lengthens the consonant duration and such lengthened consonants may cause

IQI perception. Stress also influences the foot structure. To maintain an

alternating rhythm in the foot structure, IQI may be inserted. The durational

ratio between the consonant and the preceding vowel is expected to have a

strong influence on IQI occurrence in L2 phonology. When the duration of

consonant closure is considerably longer than the preceding vowel, IQI is likely

26 None of these words are well-established loanwords in Japanese. These examples are taken
from Jun (1984).
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to be perceived. However, there are some cases where /Q/ is perceived despite

a smaller ratio between the consonant and vowel, so the evidence is not very

clear. This leads us to consider some qualitative feature such as a glottis feature

or tenseness of the consonant, which also may influence /Q/ perception. Some

of these factors seem to cause /Q/ perception in both loanword phonology and

L2 phonology, but some of the factors may be applicable only for loanword

phonology and others, only for L2 phonology.

There is not as systematic a pattern in / Q/ occurrence in Korean

loanwords, as compared to English loanwords. In general, Korean word-medial

tense stops are borrowed with /Q/. Korean coda stops exhibit inconsistent

patterns in terms of /Q/: They are often completely deleted, but are sometimes

borrowed with a / Q/.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS: JAPANESE PERCEPTION OF ENGLISH STOPS

This chapter will investigate how English coda consonants are perceived

by Japanese speakers. The condition for /Q/ perception will be the main focus

of the experiments.

4.1 English stop perception: Questions and Hypotheses

There are two experiments in this section. Experiment J-E 1 will test

vowel length perception in different phonological environments, and examine if

the findings in my earlier study (Yasuta, 2001) reflect the general tendency of

vowel length perception by Japanese speakers at the early stage of L2 acquisition.

Experiment J-E 2 will test how /Q/ is perceived in English word-medial stop

clusters. Followings are research questions in this chapter:

Question 4.1: Does vowel tenseness determine the perception of word-final

English stops with /Q/ by Japanese speakers?

Hypothesis4.1: Vowel tenseness will decrease the perception of/Q/, because Japanese

speakers will perceive English tense vowels as long vowels.

The tense/ lax distinction is often described in terms of features such as

duration, tongue height and the degree of muscular effort. Among these,

duration is related to the tense/ lax distinction, as tense vowels are usually

considerably longer than corresponding lax vowels Gakobson, Fant, and Halle,

1969).
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Tense vowels may be associated with long vowels by Japanese speakers

because tense vowels are phonetically longer than their lax counterparts.

Sunaoshi (1995) points out a strong association of English tense vowels with

Japanese long vowels, and English lax vowels with Japanese short vowels. If the

original English vowels are tense, they are perceived as long and the following

coda stops will not be perceived with a IQ/.

However, some questions remain. Phonological context strongly

influences vowel length in English. It is uncertain which will be more often

perceived as long; tense vowels before voiceless stops or lax vowels before

voiced stops.

It is also possible that both are equally perceived as long. In my former

study (Yasuta, 2001), the results showed that more than 70% of lax vowels before

voiced stops are perceived long while about 40% of tense vowels before voiceless

stops are perceived long. Thus, voicing of the consonant and consequent vowel

length may be a bigger influence on the preceding vowel length than tenseness.

Question 4.2: Does vowel length influence the perception of IQI word-finally?

Hypothesis 4.2: Perception ofIQI will be influenced by vowel length.

In Japanese, IQI normally appears after a short vowel, as the first part of

a geminate consonant cluster, e.g., IkiQtel 'stamp' is okay, but *Iki:Qtel is not.

As Japanese does not favor the combination of a long vowel plus IQI within a

syllable, it is predicted that vowels perceived as short (Le. one mora long) will be

more frequently heard with IQ/. Conversely, IV:QCI will be rarely observed,

as Japanese does not allow this pattern within a single morpheme in normal
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speech. This means that vowel length may influence /Q/ perception: When

vowels are perceived long, /Q/ will not be perceived often, but when vowels are

perceived short, /Q/ will be perceived more often.

Question 4.3: Does the voicing of the following stop influence the perception of

word-final /Q/?

Hypothesis 4.3: /Q/ will be perceived far more often with a voiceless coda than with a

voiced coda.

/Q/ may be heard more frequently when the coda stop is voiceless. This

is because /Q/ in Japanese mostly occurs in this environment. Voiced stops

preceded by /Q/ may be realized, as they occur in loanword phonology.

However, as they do not occur in standard Japanese phonology, they will not be

found as much as with voiceless coda stops. As evidence, voiced stops with /Q/

were not frequently observed in Yasuta (2001). Experiment J-E 1 will retest the

question and see if the same results will be obtained again.

Question 4.4: How do Japanese speakers perceive English consonant clusters?

This question will be divided into 3 small questions:

Question 4.4.1: Do Japanese speakers hear English heterorganic stop clusters as

geminates? Or do they hear these clusters with vowel insertion, or both?

Hypothesis 4.4.1: English stop clusters will be perceived as geminate stop clusters by

Japanese speakers.

It seems likely that Japanese speakers will hear English voiceless stop

clusters, as in chapter, with a /Q/, as [tJaQta:]. This is because Japanese speakers

may not be able to identify the heterorganic place of articulation of the first stops
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in consonant clusters due to L1 interference. The only possible stop cluster in

Japanese is geminate. Thus Japanese speakers may perceive IQI as the first

member of stop clusters without specifying the place of articulation. It is also

possible that Japanese speakers hear stop clusters with vowel epenthesis, as

[tSaputa:] as suggested by Kawagoe (1995), based on loanword phonology.

Another possibility is that the Japanese speakers perceive the English

consonant cluster correctly, as ItSapta:/, but choose [tSaputa:] as the underlying

form, and assume that devoicing and deletion have applied to the underlying

vowel lui. Some studies (see Major, 1987; Yasuta, 1996) report that Japanese

speakers use vowel insertion to break up consonant clusters at the production

level. It is possible that Japanese speakers reconstructed the stop clusters with

non-existing vowels (deleted vowels due to a vowel deletion rule27
) at the

perception level as well, but not with a IQ/. However these earlier studies are

based on production, with word-initial and final consonant clusters, and they do

not tell how word-medial clusters will be perceived.

Question 4.4.2: Is the place of articulation of the first stop in consonant clusters

perceived accurately?

Hypothesis 4.4.2: Japanese speakers will not be able to identify the first stop in consonant

clusters.

Place of articulation identification of first member of a stop cluster is not

crucial in Japanese phonology. This is because Japanese phonology allows only
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geminate stop clusters; thus whatever stop appears in the first stop position, a

stop cluster may be heard as a geminate. As Kawakami (1977) pointed out, even

if [kekkon] 'marriage' is intentionally pronounced as [ketkon], it will be still

perceived as a possible variation of /keQkon/. This is because Japanese speakers

do not need to pay attention to the place of articulation of the first member of

stop clusters. If this is true, the participants may not be able to identify the /p/

in chapter, but simply perceive it as a realization of /Q/, assuming the

underlying form /tJaQta:/.

Question 4.4.3: Does stress pattern influence the perception of the first stop (Le.

Cl) of consonant clusters?

Hypothesis 4.4.3: A two-stress pattern will increase the perception of Cl in stop clusters.

Test words in Experiment J-E 2 will be either single words with word-

medial consonant clusters (e.g., chapter), or combinations of two words which

create consonant clusters with the final consonant of the first word and the initial

consonant of the second word (e.g., zip tie). The former type has one stress, and

latter type has 2 stresses.

The identification rate of Cl will be also influenced by a stress, because

stressed syllable may have a longer vowel-to-stop transition. In a word like

[tSreptgr], the first syllable is shortened by the second, unaccented syllable. In a

word like [srep khren], the first syllable is longer because there is no unstressed

27 Japanese high vowels Ii, ul may be devoiced and deleted between voiceless segments or word
finally.
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syllable which take away time from it. Therefore perhaps two-stressed English

words (with longer first syllable) will have more instances of /Q/ insertion.

4.2 Experiment J-E 1: Vowel and IQI perception

Experiment J-E 1 is based on my earlier project (see Yasuta, 200128
).

Experiment J-E 1 repeated that study, using modified material and methodology.

Experiment J-E 1 investigates how Japanese speakers perceive /Q/ in

monosyllabic English words which differ in vowel tenseness and in voicing of

the syllable-final stops. This experiment tested questions 1-3 in section 4.1.

4.2.1 Participants

The participants were all the same for both Experiments J-E 1 and 2.

Participants are 20 Japanese first year junior high school students (equivalent to

7th graders in the USA) in Fukushima Prefecture, Japan. Out of 20 students, 14

students were male and 6 students were female. They were 13-14 years old, and

had been studying English at junior high school for approximately 8 months

when the experiment was carried out. According to a brief survey of

background information, none of them had lived in foreign countries or received

special training in listening to or speaking foreign languages. Six of them were

learning English at prep schools; however, attending such grammar-oriented

schools will not influence the experiments here. This is because such prep

schools do not provide much speaking or listening practice. No student had

studied any other foreign language besides English.

28 From now on, I will refer this study as Yasuta 2001 for convenience.
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4.2.2 Materials

Twelve English monosyllables (see AppendiX A) were used as stimuli.

They consist of 6 minimal pairs which differ in the tenseness of the vowel; e.g.,

/tip/ vs. /tIp/. Four disyllabic words were added as distracters. Most of the test

words were English-like nonsense words, although some real words were

included. Each test word has the form; a stop consonant as onset, vowel, coda

consonant /p/ or fbi. Each final stop was preceded by either a lax vowel /I, u,

e/, or a tense vowel Ii, u, 0/. Each test word and distracter was put in a word

list 3 times in a random order, creating a word list of 48 words. Two such word

lists were prepared for a male speaker's recording and a female speaker's

recording. Both lists consisted of identical test words, but they were put in

different orders.

Word list J-E 1 male (see AppendiX B) was read by a male native speaker

of American English, and Word list J-E 1 female (see AppendiX B) by a female

native speaker of American English, and tape-recorded in a sound-attenuated

recording studio. All words were read with final stop release. The recorded

speech was edited using SoundEdit 16 version 2.0.1. After the recording session,

each word was copied and pasted twice following the number read in Japanese.

There was a 0.75 second pause between the first and second copy, and a 4 second

pause was inserted after the second copy to give participants time for working

on the task. Edited recordings were burnt on Memorex CD-R 650MB, in a CD

player format.
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The vowel length and final stop closure length of all tokens were

measured using PCquirer. Vowel length was measured from the point where

formants started, and to the point of the vowel where the formants clearly faded

in the spectrogram. The wave form of each token was also used to determine the

precise starting and ending point of vowels. Stop closure was measured from

the ending of the preceding vowel to the point where the release of the stop

started, in other words, at the beginning of the spike in the spectrogram.

4.2.3 Procedures

The participants listened to the recorded stimuli in a computer laboratory

at Fukushima 3rd Junior High School in Fukushima prefecture, Japan. The CD

was played using a Macintosh iBook and Subwoofer speaker system (three

speakers including two full range satellite speakers). Participants listened to the

recorded tokens and transcribed them using katakana syllables29
• This method

allows us to see if the vowel was perceived as long or short, if the stop was

perceived as voiced or voiceless, and if the coda consonant was perceived as a

single consonant or geminate or nothing. A short practice session was conducted

before the real experiment. Any questions regarding the experiment were

answered before the experiment, and no participant claimed any difficulties in

task or tempo during the practice session. Experiment J-E 2, which required a

multiple choice task, was conducted before Experiment J-E I, which required a

transcription task. This is because multiple choice seemed less demanding and
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easier than kana transcription, and it was hoped that giving the easier task first

would decrease participants' stress and difficulties during the experiments.

4.2.4 Results and discussion

The results of Experiment J-E 1 will answer the questions 4.1 to 4.3 stated

earlier. Questions and hypotheses are repeated here: Question 4.1: Does vowel

tenseness determine the perception of word-final English stops with /Q/ by

Japanese speakers? Hypothesis4.1: Vowel tenseness will decrease the perception of

/Q/, because Japanese speakers will perceive English tense vowels as long vowels;

Question 4.2: Does vowel length influence the perception of /Q/ word-finally?

Hypothesis 4.2: Perception of/Q/ will be influenced by vowel length; Question 4.3:

Does the voicing of the following stop influence the perception of word-final

/Q/? Hypothesis 4.3: /Q/ will be perceived far more often with a voiceless coda than

with a voiced coda.

In this experiment, there were 1440 tokens. Some unanalyzable tokens

were excluded from the data. Among the all collected data, 1326 tokens30 (691

tense vowel tokens and 635 lax vowel tokens) were considered to be valid and

used for analysis.

The following tables show the influence of vowel tenseness and final

consonant voicing on vowel length and / Q/ perception in English monosyllabic

words. /Q/ was perceived most frequently in the lax vowel + voiceless stop

29 Experiment J-E 1 did not use multiple choice, because the number of possible choices became 8
for each token. As too many choices will cause difficulty in the task, only this experiment used
kana transcription.
30 Excluded words are those which are written completely differently from the original forms and
those which were left blank (not answered).
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condition. /Q/ was perceived more frequently with voiceless than with voiced

stops.

Table 4.1 Vowel tenseness, consonant voicing and /Q/ perception in English
words (TNS =tense, LAX =lax, ( =%))

TNSI voiceless 26 (7.6) 317 (92.4) 343 (100)

TNS/voiced 2 (0.6) 346 (99.4) 348 (100)

total for TNS 28 (4.1) 663 (95.9) 691 (100)

LAXI voiceless 140 (46.1) 164 (53.9) 304 (100)

LAXlvoiced 19 (5.7) 312 (94.3) 331 (100)

total for LAX 159 (25.0) 476 (75.0) 635 (100)

total 187 (14.1) 1139 (85.9) 1326 (100)

In Table 4.2, /Q/ is almost never perceived with long vowel. When the

vowel is perceived short, /Q/ is perceived more often with lax vowels than tense

vowels. /Q/ is perceived more often with lax vowel in general, but voicing of

the coda consonant influenced the results:
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onan VOlCIng on perception = ense, =ax
IQI no/QI

perceived perceived total
TNS perceived
long 1_ voiceless 0(0.0) 275 (100) 275 (100)

TNS perceived
long 1_ voiced 0(0.0) 317 (100) 317 (100)

TNS perceived
shortl_voiceless 26 (38.2) 42 (61.8) 68 (100)

TNS perceived
shortl_voiced 2 (6.5) 29 (93.5) 31 (100)

total for TNS 28 (4.1) 663 (91.6) 691 (100)
LAX perceived
longl_voiceless 1 (0.9) 106 (99.1) 107 (100)

LAX perceived
long 1_ voiced 0(0.0) 267 (100) 267 (100)

LAX perceived
shortl_voiceless 139 (70.6) 58 (29.4) 197 (100)

LAX perceived
shortl_voiced 19 (29.7) 45 (70.3) 64 (100)

total for LAX 159 (25.0) 476 (75.0) 635 (100)

total 187 (14.1) 1139 (85.9) 1326 (100)

Table 4.2 The influence of tenseness, perceived vowel length, and final
cons t /Q/ . (TNS t LAX 1 )

4.2.4.1 Vowel tenseness and perception of IQI

The results shown in Table 4.1 indicate that the 28 (4.1%) tense tokens and

159 (25.0%) lax tokens were perceived with /Q/. Thus, only187 (14.1%) of all
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tokens were perceived with / Q/. In Yasuta 200131
, the percentage of total

perceived /Q/ was 30.9%. Results of J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001 are shown in the

following table for comparison of the two studies with the results of Kawagoe

and Arai (1996):

Table 4.3 Percentage and number (n= ) of /Q/ perception in Yasuta 2001, J-E I,
and Kawagoe & Arai 1996 (number of /Q/ tokens/ total number of each token
type)

tense V tense V lax V lax V
/veicedC /voieeless C /voicedC Ivoice1~sC

Yasuta,2001 2.0 50.0 10.8 60.8

J-E 1 results 0.6 7.6 5.7 46.1
Kawagoe&
Arai, 199632 - - 35.5 90

Yasuta 2001 and J-E 1 show the same pattern of /Q/ perception: Tokens which

contain lax vowels before voiceless stops are the most frequently heard with

/ Q/. In second place are tokens with tense vowels before voiceless stops, in

third place, tokens with lax vowels before voiced stops, and last, tokens with

tense vowels before voiced stops. However, the percentages are quite different

in Yasuta 2001 and J-E 1. Kawagoe and Arai (1996) also shows different degrees

of /Q/ perception, with a much higher percentage of /Q/ for both voiceless and

voiced codas. The common finding of these three studies is that /Q/ was heard

more often with voiceless stops.

31 The original study (Yasuta, 2001) included test words which were not used in J-E 1. The results
here are based on only the tokens used in J-E 1 as well. The overall results of Yasuta (2001) shows
slightly higher occurrence of geminate consonants, which was 36.8%.
32 Kawagoe and Arai examined lax vowels only.
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The results in Yasuta 2001 show clear differences across token types, but J-

E 1 shows smaller differences among tokens except lax vowels preceding

voiceless stops. The results of J-E 1 are also shown in the following graph:

Percentage of tokens with/without
/Q/ perception for tense & lax

vowels

100

80

60

40

20

o

• /0/ perceived

• No /0/

tense lax total

Figure 4.1 Relationship of vowel tenseness and perception of /Q/
(number of /Q/ tokens / total of each tenseness)

A Chi-square test was conducted to see the correlation between tenseness and

/Q/ perception. It was found that the P-value was <.0001, which is a significant

level. The data shows that most of the tense vowel tokens were perceived

without /Q/. On the other hand, lax vowels are more likely to be heard with

/ Q/. However, only 25% of lax tokens were perceived with / Q/, while 75%

were perceived without /Q/. Although the Chi-square test showed a high

correlation between tenseness and /Q/ perception, and indicates that lax tokens

are significantly more likely to be heard with /Q/, it seems that the difference

tenseness makes is not as clear as in loanword phonology. Scholars such as
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Lovins (1973) and Sunaoshi (1995) have claimed a strong association of English

tense vowels with Japanese long vowels, and English lax vowels with Japanese

short vowels in loanword phonology. The condition for /Q/ insertion requires a

voiceless stop preceded by a lax vowel in loanword phonology. However, this

seems to be more like a convention of second language phonology which is only

partly supported by perception data. If /Q/ insertion were observed in

accordance with Lovins' and Sunaoshi's predictions, 50% of the lax tokens (i.e.,

all the lax tokens with voiceless coda) would have been perceived with /Q/.

The results in J-E 1 indicate that there is a significant association of vowel

tenseness and /Q/ perception, but it is not as clear as in loanword phonology.

4.2.4.2 Perceived vowel length

As there is no absolute association between tenseness by itself and vowel

length, it is necessary to examine how vowel lengths are actually perceived by L2

learners. Table 4.4 shows that 592 out of 691 tense vowel tokens, and 374 out of

635 lax tokens were perceived as long vowels:
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~ perception in English words (TNS =tense, LAX =lax, () =%)
perceived perceived

Jon~ short total

TNSI voiceless 275 (80.2) 68 (19.8) 343 (100)

TNS/voiced 317 (91.1) 31 (8.9) 348 (100)

total for TNS 592 (85.7) 99 (14.3) 691 (100)

LAXi voiceless 107 (35.2) 197 (64.8) 304 (100)

LAX/voiced 267 (80.7) 64 (19.3) 331 (100)

total for LAX 374 (58.9) 261 (41.1) 635 (100)

total 966 (72.9) 360 (27.1) 1326 (100)

Table 4.4 The influence of vowel tenseness and consonant voicing on vowel
len

Figure 4.2 shows the results shown in the above Table 4.4 in terms of percentage:

Perceived vowel length and vowel tenseness

(%)

100%

50%

Figure 4.2 Percentage of vowels heard as long/short before voiced/voiceless
(VI.) final consonants
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Figure 4.2 clearly shows that all tokens except lax vowel voiceless tokens were

likely to be perceived as long vowels. The results show that the total of tense

tokens are recognized as long vowels 26.8% more often than lax vowel tokens

(Chi-square p <.0001). However, the results do not suggest a clear association

between tenseness itself and perceived vowel length. Figure 4.2 shows that tense

vowels are mostly heard as long vowels regardless of the voicing of the

following consonants; however, for lax vowels, the perceived vowel length is

strongly influenced by the voicing of the following stop. The percentage of lax

tokens with voiced final consonants perceived as long is almost identical to the

percentage of tense tokens with voiceless final consonants (tense vowell

voiceless C =80.2%, lax/voiced C =80.7%). These results are a little different

from Yasuta 2001 in which tense vowels before voiceless consonants are far less

often perceived as long vowels. The overall results of Yasuta 2001 and

Experiment J-E 1 are compared in the following Table 4.5:

ear as ong tota num er 0 ea to en type
tense vowel tense vow-el lax lax
J voicedC J voiceless C / voicedC / voiceless C

Yasuta~ 2001 88.2 25.5 74.5 13.7
total 56.4 44.1

J-E 1 results 91.1 80.2 80.7 35.2
total 85.7 58.9

Table 4.5 Percentage (%) of vowels perceived as long vowels (number of tokens
h d 1/ I b fchk )

The differences between the two studies are especially prominent with vowels

before voiceless consonants. In the 2001 study, perceived vowel lengths were

more influenced by the voicing of coda consonants. Regardless of tenseness,
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vowels before voiced stops were far more often perceived as long vowels. J-E 1

also shows a similar pattern for voiced tokens. However, tense vowels before

voiceless stops were usually perceived as long in J-E 1. This is probably due to

the actual vowel length in two studies. In J-E 1, the tense vowels may have been

long enough to be perceived as long vowels regardless of the voicing of the coda

stops. The following tables show the actual vowel lengths in J-E 1 and Yasuta

2001:

d ti ( )' JE1I d Id d th .T bl 46 T ta e . es wor san ell" average vowe an c osure ura on ms m -
token test Average Average e/v RatiQ (C
types words duration of duration of stop duration I V

vowel closure duration)
tIp 104 103 0.99

lax_vI dup 139 108 0.78

gep 141 117 0.83
Average 128 109 0.85

tlb 164 101 0.62
lax_vd dub 221 87 0.40

geb 224 105 0.47
Average 203 98 0.48

tip 118 113 0.96
Tns_vl dup 153 121 0.79

gop 142 101 0.71
Average 138 112 0.81

tIb 240 74 0.31
Tns_vd dub 257 86 0.33

gob 287 81 0.28
Average 261 80 0.31
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Table 4.7 J-E 1 test words and their average vowel and closure duration (ms) in
Yasuta2001

token test Average Average C/VRatio (C
types words duration of duration of stop duration / V

vowel closure duration)
tIp 96 161 1.68

lax_vI dup 98 199 2.03

gep 130 243 1.87

Average 108 201 1.86
tIb 261 128 0.49

lax_vd dub 208 117 0.56

geb 263 119 0.45
Average 244 121 0.50

tip 101 177 1.75
Tns_vl dup 122 199 1.63

gop 137 173 1.26
Average 120 183 1.55

tIb 272 92 0.34
Tns_vd dub 319 104 0.33

gob 329 115 0.35

Average 307 104 0.34

Table 4.8 Average vowel lengths in Yasuta 2001 and J-E 1 (ms)
tense vowel tense vowel lax lax
/ voiced C / voiceless C / voicedC I voiceless C

Yasuta, 2001 307 UO 244 108

Avera~e 214 176

J-E 1 results 261 138 203 128

Averaste 200 166

These tables show that the vowels of the voiceless tokens in J-E 1 are about

20 ms longer than those of Yasuta 2001. On the other hand, the vowels of the

voiced tokens are shorter in J-E 1 than Yasuta 2001. However, Table 4.5 shows
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that the percentage of perceived long vowels is slightly higher in J-E 1 for vowels

before voiced stops. It seems to be the case that vowels beyond a certain length

tend to be heard long. Fujisaki and SUgito (1977) reported that Japanese vowels

are heard as long vowels when they are longer than 156 ms in their vowel length

perception experiment. In J-E I, the average lax vowel before a voiced stop was

201 ms long, which was a 'long vowel' for most of Japanese speakers. Although

the short/ long boundary may vary in different studies with different settings,

the vowels perceived as long in J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001 are much longer than the

boundary value in Fujisaki and Sugito.

For voiceless tokens in J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001, about 20 ms vowel length

difference caused a great difference in the perception of long vowels. In J-E I, the

boundary between short and long vowel seemed to be somewhere between 128

ms (average length of lax/voiceless vowels) and 138 ms (average length of

tense/voiceless vowels). However, not all tokens longer than 138 ms were

perceived long. There exist some other factors which may influence perceived

vowel length. C/V Ratio, the ratio between the duration of the vowel and the

following stop closure, may be a perceptual cue for long vs. short vowel

perception. However, Table 4.6 shows that tense/voiceless tokens (C/V Ratio

0.81) and lax/voiced tokens (C/V Ratio 0.48) were almost equally perceived as

long, even though they have quite different C/V Ratio values. This indicates

that the C/V Ratio is not a cue for vowel length perception. Thus, perception of

English vowel length is not always determined by the actual vowel length or the

ratio between segments.
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In both J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001, the results did not show a strong

association of vowel tenseness and perceived vowel length. Thus, actual vowel

perception does not follow the same pattern as loanword phonology, which

shows a strong relationship between tenseness and vowel length.

The results from perception studies (like J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001) suggest

that native speakers of English may have different degree of vowel length,

depending on speakers or speech style, and such individual differences could be

crucial in terms of how Japanese speakers perceive vowel length. Some native

speakers of English may pronounce vowels longer than other speakers, but such

difference in the degree of lengthening is not very crucial for English speakers.

This is because for native speakers of English, vowel length is not the primary

characteristic in differentiating vowels. Giegerich (1992) reported (as noted in

chapter 3) that native speakers of English may recognize the vowel tenseness

distinction in terms of a qualitative difference rather than a quantitative

difference. However, a vowel length difference may be perceived crucially by

native speakers of Japanese. English speakers may recognize tenseness of the

vowels even when tense vowels are produced with the length of lax vowels or

vice versa. On the other hand, Japanese does not have a vowel quality difference

between short and long vowels. For Japanese speakers in this study, the

correlation between tenseness and perceived vowel length is not as strong as that

observed in loanword phonology. It is true that J-E 1 showed that most tense

vowels are heard as long, but it is not the case that most lax vowels are perceived

as short (Le., vowel length is influenced by the voicing of coda stops). Results
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could differ depending on speakers and speech style. In fact, Yasuta 2001

showed a stronger influence of the voicing of coda consonants to determine

vowel length. Thus, the formulas "tense vowels equal long vowels" and "lax

vowels equal short vowels" are not reliable for Japanese speakers in English

learning. Additionally, formulas such as "vowels before voiced stops equal long

vowels" and "vowels before voiceless stops equal short vowels" are not always

true for Japanese speakers. Thus, if Japanese speakers are taught to distinguish

tense/ lax vowels in terms of perceived vowel length, just as in loanword

phonology, it may cause some confusion.

4.2.4.3 Perceived vowel length and IQI

Now perceived vowel length and the occurrence of the moraic obstruent

/Q/will be examined. Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between perceived

vowel length and the occurrence of /Q/:

Influence of vOlcmg and perceived
vowel length on IQI perception

100

I111I11 I111111

1111111
50

0
Short Short longl longl short long

total
1 - VI. 1 - Vd. VI. Vd. total total

C no 101 37.7 77.9 99.7 100 48.3 99.9 85.9
--

• heard 101 62.3 22. 1 0.3 0.0 51 .7 O. 1 14. 1
-

Figure 4.3 Percentage of tokens heard with / Q/ for different vowel length and
final consonants (VI. =voiceless stops, Vd. =voiced stops)
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Figure 4.3 shows a strong disfavoring of long vowel plus IQI at the perception

level. Vowels heard as long are almost 100% perceived without IQ/. A Chi

square test showed that perceived vowel length and IQI perception have

correlation at P-value < .0001. It was hypothesized that long vowel plus IQI

will be rare, but it was even rarer than expected. Although long vowel plus IQI

is not found in normal speech within the same morpheme in Japanese, the

combination does occur. However, the results in J-E 1 indicate that such cases

are not observed in L2 phonology.

For short vowels, the results are not as clear as for long vowels. IQI was

mostly heard with voiceless tokens which contain vowels perceived short: 62.3%

of such tokens were perceived with IQ/. SO, it cannot be said that IQI is always

perceived when a vowel is perceived short.

4.2.4.4 IQI perception and voicing of coda stops

Now the relationship between IQI perception and the voicing of coda

stops will be examined. Table 4.1 shows that there were 187 tokens heard with

IQ/out of 1326 tokens. Most of these had lax vowels and voiceless finals: 140

lax tokens with voiceless final consonant, 26 tense tokens with voiceless final

consonant, 19 lax tokens with voiced final consonant, and 2 tense tokens with

final voiceless were heard with I Q/. Figure 4.4 shows these results in

percentages:
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Influence of tenseness and final
consonant voicing on the perception of

IQI

80

60

40

20
1.1

0
tense lax

• I_voiced
• I_voiceless

Figure 4.4 Percentage (%) of /Q/tokens for each environment out of 187 tokens
perceived with /Q/ (100% =187 tokens)

The results show a strong disfavoring of /Q/ perception before a voiced

stop. A Chi-square test showed correlation between voicing of the coda

consonant and /Q/ perception at P-value < .0001. Only 2 tense + voiced tokens

and 19 lax + voiced tokens were perceived with /Q/, which is 11.2% of the total

number of tokens heard with /Q/, 187.

The most likely explanation is that vowels before voiced consonants were

lengthened and created an unfavorable environment for /Q/ to be perceived.

Kindaichi (1988) reported that there is a tendency in Japanese that extra-heavy

syllables (i.e., syllables having more than two non-syllabic moraic segments33

together) are dis-preferred. A /Q/ does not follow a long vowel except in

emphasized speech. This tendency is reflected in loanword phonology which

33 Non-syllabic moraic segments in Japanese are; syllable final nasal INI, the second half part of
long vowels (indicated as :), and geminate consonant IQI (Kindaichi, 1988).
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does not exhibit such a pattern. English words which are borrowed with long

vowels do not take a following /Q/. There are no loanwords such as */to:Qku /

'talk' or */ko:Qto/ 'coat', but /to:ku/ and /ko:to/.

However, vowel length may not be the only explanation for less /Q/

perception with voiced stops. According to Table 4.2, 95 tokens were perceived

with a short vowel followed by a voiced stop. 21 of them were perceived with

/Q/, but 74 of them were perceived without /Q/. Thus, even when vowels are

perceived short, voiced coda stops are not usually perceived with /Q/. This

suggests that perception of /Q/ is strongly influenced not only by vowel

duration, but also by the qualitative features of voiced stops.

The avoidance of /Q/ with voiced stops cannot be attributed to the non-

occurrence of combinations like / geQbu/ in native Japanese words. Loanwords

permit such forms, thus rare occurrence of /Q/ plus voiced stop in J-E 1 is not

due to orthographic restriction. Additionally, the younger generation is more

influenced by the language usage in comic books and loanwords, which use non

standard syllable structures and orthography.

As noted in Chapter 3, disfavor of /Q/ plus voiced stops could be

explained in terms of articulatory difficulty. Disfavor of voiced geminates is

supported by the fact that /Q/ + voiced stop in English loanwords are often

devoiced at the production level. /beQdo/ 'bed' has variation in its phonetic

forms; [beddo] and more commonly [betto] (Ohso, 1973; Vance, 1987). Vance

(1987) claimed that voiced geminates are disfavored and devoicing of voiced
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geminates occur because Japanese speakers avoid using the high degree of

articulatory energy needed to produce voiced geminates. The interesting point is

that Experiment J-E 1 suggests that the disfavoring of IQI plus voiced consonant

occurs at the perception level as well.

It appears that voicing is less influential than vowel length on the

perception of IQ/. The results in J-E 1 show that the occurrence of long vowel

plus IQI is 0.1% (1 token) out of 1326, while 1.6% (21 tokens) out of 1326 were

perceived as IQI plus voiced consonant. These results correspond to both of the

conditions that disfavor IQI in Japanese phonology (Kindaichi, 1988).

Loanword phonology exhibits a strong tendency to avoid a long vowel plus IQI

combination, but not IQI plus a voiced obstruents. Although it may cause some

articulatory difficulties, there are quite many loanwords with IQI plus voiced

obstruents, such as IbaQgul 'bag' and IdoQgul 'dog'. On the other hand, there

is probably no English loanword with a long vowel followed by a IQI; long

vowel plus IQI is more disfavored than voiced geminate. However, both

phonological environments strongly disfavor IQI perception. These results

indicate that the common usage of IQI plus voiced stops in loanword

phonology is probably based on spelling rather than actual perception. First of

alt if the word such as dog is borrowed into Japanese via perception, the nucleus

vowel will be heard long due to the vowel lengthening before a voiced stop, such

as [do:gu]. As evidence, 80.7% of lax vowels before voiced consonants were

heard long in Experiment J-E 1. In [do:gu], both disfavored conditions (i.e., long
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vowel and voiced coda) for IQI are created, and they will prevent the

occurrence of IQ/. And since voiced geminates are avoided in L2 phonology,

IQI will not usually be perceived even if the vowel is perceived short. Thus the

actual loanword I doQgul cannot be derived from the perceived form [do:gu].

Loanword phonology employs the association of lax vowel and short vowel

regardless of the actual length of the vowel. Then IQI is inserted, probably to

create a closed syllable. One-syllable words with a lax vowel ending with a stop

are almost always borrowed with IQ/. Some possible explanations for this are

discussed by Ohye (1967), Kawagoe (1995) and in other studies (see Chapter 3).

4.2.4.5. elv Ratio and IQI occurrence

Comparison of Yasuta 2001 and J-E 1 show some differences in the degree

of IQI perception. The two studies show quite big differences in IQI

perception for voiceless stop tokens. But as seen in Table 4.8, there are only

slight differences in the actual vowel lengths for voiceless stop tokens. Therefore

the vowel length by itself may not be the cause for the differences in the two

studies in IQI perception. Then what could be the cause for the difference

between the two studies? The reason could be the difference in C/V Ratio, or

what Sunaoshi (1995) calls Ratios of the consonants' Duration to the preceding

Vowels (RDV). C/V Ratio is stop closure duration divided by vowel length, and

C/V Ratio in J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001 are shown in Table 4.6 and 4.7. C/V Ratio is

especially important for IQI perception in Japanese (Fujisaki and Sugito, 1977),

but its relationship with IQI in Japanese loanword phonology is not direct.
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Although some other factors influence /Q/ perception, Arai and Kawagoe (1996)

found that e/v Ratio has some influence on /Q/ perception in English words

with eve [-voice] syllable structure. In their study, the percentage of /Q/

perception for monosyllabic English words was 90%, and the e/v Ratio was

1.60. In Sunaoshi (1995), the e/v Ratio of lax vowel with voiceless tokens is

approximately 1.3 while the e/v Ratio of lax vowel with voiced stop is 0.6. In

Yasuta 2001, the e/v Ratio for lax vowel + voiceless stop is 1.86. All these

studies show much greater e/v Ratio than that of J-E I, where it is 0.85 for

lax/voiceless tokens. This could be one reason why /Q/ in voiceless tokens is

perceived less often than in these other studies. The following table shows the

e/v Ratio and /Q/ perception of these studies:

46

90

60.8

1.6

0.85

1.86

Table 4.9 e/v Ratio and percentage (%) of /Q/ perception of lax/ voiceless
tokens in Yasuta 2001, J-E I, and Kawa oe & Arai 1996

Although e/v Ratio cannot explain everything regarding /Q/ perception in

English, the e/v Ratio in J-E 1 is far smaller than other two studies. The e/v

Ratio in J-E 1 is rather similar to the e/v Ratio of a Japanese word with a

singleton stop, and this could be too small to be perceived with /Q/. In
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Sunaoshi (1995)34, the e/v Ratio of Japanese words with single stop, such as

I gipul was 0.85, and that of geminates such as I gippul is 2.53. A geminate has a

e/v Ratio 3 times that of a single stop in Japanese in this particular study. As

the e/v Ratio required for IQI perception is greater in Japanese, it is probable

that the e/v Ratio for English eve syllable to be heard without IQI should be

lower than 0.85 (which is the e/v Ratio for Japanese singleton I gipul type

words). In any case, the e/v Ratios of voiceless stop tokens in J-E 1 are quite

smalt and this could be one of the reasons for the lower occurrence of IQ/.

However, as Arai and Kawagoe (1996) pOinted out, e/v Ratio is not the

only cause for IQI perception in English words. In Yasuta 2001, the e/v Ratio

is greater than Arai and Kawagoe, but the percentage of IQI is 30% lower. Both

studies have the same average vowel length for lax tokens, 108 ms, but Yasuta

2001 has longer consonant closure than Arai and Kawagoe. However, the results

are significantly different in opposite ways. Yasuta 2001 has the greater e/v

Ratio but the percentage of perceived IQI is far lower than Arai and Kawagoe.

It is possible that there is a difference in measurement points of consonant

closure durations in these studies. However, as Arai and Kawagoe pointed out,

it is also possible that IQ/perception in English words is not only due to the

e/v Ratio. From results of these studies, it is possible that e/V Ratio cannot be

too small (i.e., small as that of singleton stop) if IQI is to be perceived, but a

larger e/v Ratio does not guarantee higher degree of IQ I perception. Thus it

could be said that the findings in J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001, and Arai and Kawagoe

34 Sunaoshi examined only lax vowel tokens in her study.
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(1996,1998) support the claim that C/V Ratio partially influences the perception

of IQI in CVC English words, but does not always correctly predict the degree

of IQI perception. This fact is pointed out by Kawagoe and Arai (1998). They

reported that different combinations of segments seem to influence the degrees

of IQI perception, even with the same C/V Ratio. Thus, some other factors

besides the ratio between vowels and consonants may play an important role in

IQI perception.

4.2.4.6 Token differences (vowel quality)

Certain tokens in the J-E 1 study were more likely to be perceived with

IQ/. In the data, IgEpl was significantly more perceived with IQI than any

other words. Table 4.10 shows the number and percentage of perceived IQI for

each token:
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ch t k. d IQI fftda e . um er an percen age 0 perceIve orea o en
# of perceived

token IQI %

Idupl 30 16.0

lax Ivoiceless
Igepl 77 41.2

Itrp/ 33 17.6

subtotal 140 74.9

/dub/ 1 0.5
lax / voiced

/gebl 14 7.5

lobi 4 2.1

-subtotal 19 10.2

/dupl 6 3.2
tense /

voiceless /gop/ 11 5.9

ltipl 9 4.8
subtotal 26 13.9

/dub/ 1 0.5
tense / voiced

/gob/ 1 0.5

/tib/ 0 0

subtotal 2 1.1

total 187 100

T bl 410 N b

Table 4.10 shows that lei tokens are heard with /Q/ significantly more often

than tokens with other vowels. The sum of / gep/ and I gebI reaches almost 50%

of the tokens heard with /Q/. It is possible that vowels which are similar to
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Japanese vowels in terms of quality and quantity create a Japanese-like

phonological environment for IQI to be perceived. When English vowels are

transcribed using the Japanese vowel system, English lEI could be the most

well-substituted vowel to Japanese equivalent, which is lei. lEI is always

realized as Japanese lei in loanword phonology (Hirozane, 1992). Patterns of

perceived vowel types in Experiment J-E 1 are shown in the following tables:

Table 4.11 Categorization of perceived vowels for tense vowel tokens (bold letter
b ftk () )=num er 0 0 ens, =percentage

tense token heard heard heard heard heard total
Vs Iii lei lui 101 /a/

Iii tip 103 12 1 0 0 116
(88.8) (10.3) (0.9) (0.0) (0.0)

tib 115 1 0 0 0 116
(99.1) (0.9) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

total 218 (94) 13 (5.6) 1 (0.4) o(O.Q) o(O.U) 232

luI dup 5 4 101 4 0 114
(4A) (3.5) (88.6) (3.5) (0.0)

dub 0 0 110 5 1 116
(0.0) (0.0) (94.8) (4.3) (0.9)

total 5 (2.2) 4 (1.7) 211 9 (3.9) 1 (0.4) 230
(91.7)

101 gop 0 2 13 98 0 113
(0.0) (1.8) (11.5) (86.7) (0.0)

gob 0 4 6 104 2 116
(0.0) (3.4) (5.2) (89.7) (1.7)

total 0(0.0) 6 (2.6) 19 (8.3) 202 (88.2) 2 (0.9) 229
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Table 4.12 Categorization of perceived vowels for lax vowel tokens (bold letter =
b ftk () t)num ero o ens, = percen age

lax token heard heard heard heard heard total
Vs_ Iii lei Jul lo/, la/3S

/II tIp 40 58 2 1 0 101
(39.6) (57.4) (2.0) (1.0) (0.0)

tIb 77 31 3 0 0 111
(69.4) (27.9) (2.7) (0.0) (0.0)

total 117 (55.2) 89 (42.0) 5 (204;) 1 (0.5) 0(0.0) 212

luI dup 0 1 47 59 0 107
(0.0) (0.9) (43.9) (55.1) (0.0)

dub 0 3 53 59 0 115
(0.0) (2.6) (46.1) (51.3) (0.0)

total 0(0.0) 4 (1.8) 100 (45.0) 118 (53.2) 0(0.0) 222

lei gep 0 71 1 0 24 96
(0.0) (74.0) (1.0) (0.0) (25.0)

geb 0 87 1 0 17 105
(0.0) (82.9) (1.0) (0.0) (16.2)

total 0(0.0) 158 (78.6) 2 (1.0) 0(0.0) 41 (20.4) 201

In Experiment J-E I, lei was mostly categorized as Japanese lei (158 out of 201).

/II tokens and lui tokens showed some variations in categorization: /II tokens

were mostly perceived as Japanese Iii and lei, and lui tokens are nearly

equally categorized as Japanese lui and 10/. However, about 80% of lEI

tokens were categorized as Japanese lei. These results are consistent with the

idea that English /II has a quality somewhere between Japanese Iii and lei;

similarly English lui has a quality between Japanese lui and 10/.

35 For lei tokens, 'heard la/' was mostly preceded by a glide as Ija/, e.g., Igep/~ [gjapu].
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Like lei, each of the tense vowels was also clearly associated with one of

the Japanese vowels in terms of vowel quality: English Ii! was mostly perceived

as the equivalent ofJapanese /iI, English lui as Japanese lui, and 101 as

Japanese 10/. However, English tense vowels were actually perceived as long

vowels Ii:, u:, 0:/, which are approximately two times longer than Japanese

single vowels. This means that English tense vowels were perceived as

equivalent to Japanese long vowels, which created a disfavored phonological

condition for IQI perception.

I el has the most similar characteristics to its Japanese equivalent, and it

was perceived short. These characteristics of lei might have created the most

similar phonological environment for IQ/. English lax vowels other than

I elmay have distracted participants' attention due to the ambiguity of vowel

quality. If participants had be engaged in determining the vowel, they might not

have paid as much attention to the consonant.

4.2.4.7 The use of small vowels

An additional question arose in Experiment J-E 1: Is vowel length the

only feature of English vowels which could be recognized by Japanese speakers?

There was a phenomenon which may indicate that some Japanese speakers may

hear the difference between tense and lax vowels in terms of vowel quality. In

Experiment J-E I, 15 participants out of 20 used an uncommon kana usage; the
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use of small kana letters for vowels such as If I. 7' I geepu/36 for I gEpI. There

were 115 tokens which contain such small vowels in the collected data37 (about

9% of the responses).

The usage of small kana for vowels is not a standard usage of the kana

writing, but it is often used for transcribing certain loanwords. The small vowels

are not identical to the preceding vowels, and they are used to maintain certain

phonetic features of the preceding consonants. Small vowels are used to indicate

vowel quality and are not counted as 1 mora. For example, the English word

'party' Iparti/ is originally borrowed into Japanese as 1'\-7- Ipa:te:/, changing

the English original final vowel Iii to lei to maintain the preceding consonant

It I . This is because Japanese phonology lacks [til, and It I followed by Ii/ is

changed into [tS]. If the original final vowel Ii/ is maintained, 'party' will be

realized as [pa:tSi:]. Later loanword phonology has adopted [til into Japanese, but

there was no standard kana writing to indicate this syllable. Therefore a vowel in

the small kana 7:i.. was newly invented for Iti/ on the pattern of kana T -V [tSa],

in order to maintain the quality of both I tl and the following vowel I i/. Thus

1'\-7- Ipa:te:1 became 1'\-7 l' - /pa:ti:/. Thus 7 l' Iti/ is different from

7~ Itei/, which has two full vowels. The small vowel in 7 l' Iti/ is used to

36 A small font for the second / e/ is used here; however, Roma-ji writing (alphabetical
transcription of Japanese) does not have such an invention.
37 Some tokens which were excluded for / Q/ perception analysis were added here to observe
more detailed patterns of small vowel occurrence.
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maintain the consonant quality of It I and the vowel Ii/, so it is not counted as a

mora. On the other hand, regular sized kana 7-'f Itei/ contains two full vowels,

which means two moras.

In Experiment J-E 1, small vowels which are identical to the preceding

vowels are observed, e.g., 7 Z / I teepuI . This use of a small vowel is not

observed in loanword phonology: Small vowels must not be identical to the

preceding vowel, because they are to indicate vowel quality without affecting

consonant quality. Table 4.13 shows three types of such small vowels which

were found in the data. These three types represent all instances of such small

vowels that occurred in Experiment J-E 1. As seen in Table 4.13 below, small

vowels can be lengthened or followed by a IQ/. However, there are no

instances which has both vowel lengthening and following IQ/, such as

*7 Z - ':I / /tee:Qpu/.

m vowe anscnp10n
type of the usage kana writing pronunciation number./
of small vowels examples represented percentage

small vowel 7:I./ [teepu] 33 (28.7%)

lengthened small
vowel 7:I.-/ [tee:pu] 52 (45.2%)

small vowel
+/Q/ 7:I.'Y/ [teeQpu] 30 (26.1%)

total 115 (100%)

Table 4.13 The examples of small vowel in kana writing for monosyllabic tokens
(e.g. Itep/) and the number and percentage of each type (total 115 tokens with
s all ltr . ti )
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Most of the small vowels (88.7%) were used for lax vowels, as shown in Table

4.14 and Figure 4.5:

Table 4.14 Number and percentage of small vowels for tense/lax vowels
occurrence in different coda environment

total number/
voiceless stop voiced stop percentage

tense vowel 8 (7.0%) 5 (4.3%) 13 (11.3%)

lax vowel 58 (50.4%) 44 (38.3%) 102 (88.7%)

total 66 (57.4%) 49 (42.6%) 115 (100%)

Percentage of small vowels occurring
with tense/lax vowels followed by

voiced/voiceless stops (%)

60 -,-------------------,
50.4

0 ........-

20 -t-----------

30 -1-----------

1 0 --t---~'--____,,___.r_----

50 +-----------

40 -1-----------

tense lax

Figure 4.5 The percentage of small vowels' occurrence for tense vowels followed
by voiceless/voiced stops and lax vowels followed by voiceless/voiced stops

What is the use of small vowels which are identical to the preceding vowels?

Are they used for indicating qualitative or quantitative features? One of the
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assumptions is that participants perceived the difference between tense and lax

vowels in terms of vowel quality. Table 4.14 shows that 88.7% of small vowels

occurred with lax vowel tokens. There is no way to write the English tense/ lax

distinction using Japanese kana writing system. Thus, if the participants in J-E 1

perceived the differences in English vowel tenseness in terms of quality, they

need to invent a new way to express a tenseness distinction. Small vowels may

be an attempt to express a difference in vowel quality using Japanese kana

writing.

One might suppose that a vowel followed by an identical small vowel

might be associated with a vowel length which may be a little longer than a full

vowel (Le., one mora) but shorter than two moras. However, this is probably not

the case here. The first reason is that half a mora is not a permissible mora count.

It is unlikely that participants were sensitive to such small vowel length, and

used small vowels to indicate half a mora. Additionally, the second example in

Table 4.13 T I. -7' /tee:pu/ indicates that small vowels can be lengthened. If

small vowels were associated with length, they could not be further lengthened,

since Japanese has only 2 vowel lengths. Additionally Table 4.14 and Figure 4.5

indicate that lax vowels before both voiceless and voiced stops are often

perceived with small vowel. If a small vowel indicated extra length, it should be

observed more often with tense vowels or with lax vowels before voiced stops,

which were usually perceived as long vowels. Accordingly, lax vowels before

voiceless stops would not be associated with small vowels. Another piece of

evidence which disassociates small vowels with quantitative feature is the fact
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that small vowels can be followed by /Q/ (26.1% of small vowels have a

following /Q/). If small vowels are associated with longer duration, /Q/ would

not follow these vowels, as / Q/ is generally disfavored in long vowel contexts in

Japanese.

This evidence suggests that small vowels are associated with lax vowel

quality, and that some Japanese speakers notice the tenseness distinction in

English vowels in terms of a qualitative feature.

4.2.5 Summary

Experiment J-E 1 investigated the relationship between /Q/ perception,

vowel length and the voicing of the coda stops. The results showed that /Q/

perception in monosyllabic words was much lower than expected based on

loanword phonology, which strongly favors /Q/ in monosyllabic words with lax

vowels. It was found that /Q/ perception is strongly influenced by perceived

vowel length. /Q/ was not perceived when the vowels were perceived long or

when the coda stop was perceived voiced. This is largely because the vowels

were lengthened and were perceived long in this phonological environment.

Some voiced coda stop tokens, especially lax tokens, were perceived with

a short vowel and /Q/. This indicate that voiced coda consonants do not

disfavor /Q/ perception as strongly as a long vowel does. These results accord

with loanword phonology, which never allows a long vowel plus /Q/, but does

show some voiced geminate stop clusters. However, both long vowels and

voiced stops strongly disfavor /Q/ perception, and the most favored condition

for the perception of /Q/ was found to be a short nucleus plus a voiceless coda.
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This suggests that loanword phonology, which allows voiced geminates to

represent English voiced codas, is based more on English spelling or written

representation.

The results showed that tenseness is also an important factor for IQI

perception in J-E 1. This is because tenseness may influence vowel length. In J-E

I, tense vowels were mostly perceived long regardless of the voicing of the coda

consonant. Lax vowel + voiced stop tokens were also usually heard with long

vowels. Yasuta 2001 showed different results: Vowels before voiced coda stops

were perceived as long regardless of their tenseness, but tense vowels before

voiceless stops were more frequently perceived as short (19.8% in J-E 1 vs. 75.5%

in Yasuta 2001). The difference between the two studies may indicate that the

association between vowel tenseness and length (i.e., tense =long, lax =short),

which is strongly held in loanword phonology, is not relevant in L2 phonology.

Native speakers of English may produce vowels with different lengths,

depending on speech style and individual, because vowel length is not the most

crucial factor of the tenseness distinction. From the two studies, it may be safe to

say that vowels are perceived long before voiced coda stops regardless of the

tenseness of the vowel, but with voiceless stops, tense vowels may be heard long

or short depending on the speech style and the individual differences of native

speakers who read the test words.

J-E 1 and Yasuta 2001 showed a big difference in IQI perception. This is

probably because the stimulus e/v Ratios (stop closure divided by the vowel

length) in J-E 1 were much smaller than in Yasuta 2001. However, Yasuta 2001
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has a percentage of perceived IQI far lower than Arai and Kawagoe (1996).

From the results of these studies, it can be said that C/V Ratio cannot always

predict the degree of IQI perception. The fact may be that C/V Ratio cannot be

too small (i.e., small as that of singleton stop) if IQI is to be perceived, but a

larger C/V Ratio does not guarantee a higher degree of IQ I perception.

4.3 Experiment J-E 2: Consonant cluster perception

This experiment examines questions 4.4.1-4.4.3 in section 4.1. Three

questions are asked to answer how Japanese speakers perceive English

consonant clusters: Question 4.4.1: Do Japanese speakers hear English

heterorganic stop clusters as geminates? Or do they hear these clusters with

vowel insertion, or both?; Question 4.4.2: Is the place of articulation of the first

stop in consonant clusters perceived accurately?; Question 4.4.3: Does stress

pattern influence the perception of the first stop (i.e. Cl) of consonant clusters?

The hypotheses for these questions are as follows: Hypothesis 4.4.1: English stop

clusters will be perceived as geminate stop clusters by Japanese speakers; Hypothesis

4.4.2: Japanese speakers will not be able to identify the first stop in consonant clusters;

Hypothesis 4.4.3: A two-stress pattern will increase the perception of C1 in stop clusters.

The basic methodology and the participants in J-E 2 were the same as

Experiment J-E 1 described in 4.2.1 to 4.2.2. Six words which contain Iptl

clusters and 6 words which contain Ipkl clusters were used as test words. These

test words were categorized into 2 types in terms of accent pattern and word

structure. The first type consists of a single word which has a single accent and a
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word-medial stop cluster, such as optima. The stress is on the first syllable, and

there is no stop aspiration. The second type consists of two monosyllabic words

which have 'compound' stress like English cattail. The primary accent is on the

first syllable and the secondary stress on the second syllable. The coda

consonant of the first syllable was not released, and the onset of the second

syllable was aspirated. As it is difficult to find this type of compound, made-up

words were created using actual English words, e.g., zip tie, sap can. All tokens

were unfamiliar words for the test participants (junior high schoollevel)38. Each

test word was put in two word lists 3 times in a random order with 4 distracters

(also 3 x each), creating two word lists of 48 words. The actual test word are in

AppendixA.

These word lists were read by two native speakers of English who also

read the word lists for Experiment J-E 1. A short warm-up session was given

before the experiment. Each test word was presented after the serial number

pronounced in Japanese, and repeated after a 0.75 second interval. The second

reading was a copy of the first reading, so they were identical utterances. There

was a 3 second pause after the second reading so that the participants could

choose the answer from the given choices. The participants chose the best

matching kana transcription among 4 choices, which had CoVClVC2V, COVC2V,

COVQCIVC2V, and CoV~structures. These choices will tell us whether the

38 Some of the words such as can and ten are learned at junior high school level. However, the
created word 'sap can' and 'nap ten' are read as one word, and considered to be unfamiliar
words.
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participants perceived both members of the stop clusters and whether they

perceived a IQ/. Table 4.15 shows an example of answer choices.

token

ItSaputa:1 71?"/-7- --J

ItSata:1 71?-7- --J

COVQClVC2V ItSaQputa:1 71?'Y"/-7- --J --J

ItSaQta:1 71? ':;-7- --J --J

The CoVClVC2V type is the form such as 71? "/-7 - ItSaputa: I which does not

have a IQ/, but both stops (i.e. Ipl and It/) are perceived. The COVC2V type is

the form such as 71? -7 - ItSata:1 in which only the second stop (i.e. It/) is

perceived, without a IQ/. The CoVQClVC2V form is such as 71? ,:;"/-7

ItSaQputa:1 in which both stops (i.e. Ipl and It/) are perceived and the first stop

is perceived with a IQ/. The COVQC2 is a form such as 71? 'Y -7 - ItSaQta:1 in

which the second stop (i.e. It/) is perceived with a IQ/. These 4 choices were

arranged in a different order for each token. See Appendix B for the actual word

lists used for Experiment J-E 2 (word lists differed only in their order).
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4.3.1 Results

The findings of Experiment J-E 2 bear on the questions stated earlier:

How do Japanese speakers perceive English consonant clusters? Do they hear

these consonant clusters as geminates? Or do they hear these clusters with

vowel insertion or both? Is place of articulation perceived accurately? Does

stress influence the perception of syllable-final stops?

In this experiment, there were 720 one-accented tokens (360 for both /pt/

and /pk/ tokens) and 720 two-accented tokens (360 for both /pt/ and /pk/

tokens). Table 4.16 shows that the clusters were perceived as clusters, not as a

single stop:
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Table 4.16 Results of J-E 2. Chosen numbers and (%) for one-stressed and two
stressed tokens

CoY CoY
OCIVC2V CoVOOV CIVC2V COVC2V

example
cluzptet' /tJaQputa:/ /tJaQta:/ /tJaputa:/ /tJata:/ total

one-
stressed 110 107 137 6 360

/pt/ (30.6) (29.7) (38.1) (1.7)

one-
stressed 132 134 92 2 360

/pk/ (36.7) (37.2) (25.6) (0.6)

subtotal 242 241 229 8 720
(33.6) (33.5) (31.8) (1.1)

example
nap ten /naQputen/ /naQten/ /naputen/ /naten/ tetal

two-
stressed 207 87 63 3 360

/pt/ (57.5) (24.2) (17.5) (0.8)

two-
stressed 165 107 78 10 360

/pk/ (45.8) (29.7) (21.7) (2.8)

subtotal 372 194 141 13 720
(51.7) (26.9) (19.6) (1.8)

total 614 435 370 21 1440
(42.6) (30.2) (25.7) (1.5)

Figure 4.6 shows the results for one-stressed words. For one-stressed words,

responses were divided fairly evenly among COVCIVC2V, COVOC2V, and

COVOCIVC2V. There are almost no instance of COVC2V, which is a complete

deletion of Cl:



Results for 1-stressed words (%)
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100
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1-stress Iptl 1-stress Ipkl l-stress total

Figure 4.6 Results of I-stressed words based on Table 4.16 (C2V =COVC2V,
CIVC2V = COVCIVC2V , VQC2V = COVQC2V, and QCIVC2V = COVQCIVC2V)

Figure 4.7 shows the results for two-stressed words. Again, COVC2V form was

rarely observed; however, more COVQCIVC2V responses than Figure 4.6 were

observed:

Results for 2-stressed words (%)

0.8 2.8 1.8
100

17.5 21.7 19.6

_C2V

D CWC2V

40 DVQC2V

II QCWC2V

0

2-stress Iptl 2-stress Ipkl 2-stress total

Figure 4.7 Results of 2-stressed words based on Table 4.16 (C2V =COVC2V,
CIVC2V = COVCIVC2V , VQC2V = COVQC2V, and QCIVC2V = COVQCIVC2V)
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Table 4.17 Tokens heard with and without /Q/
/Q/ No/Q/

perceived perceived total
one-stressed
/pt/ 217 143 360

one-stressed
/pk/ 266 94 360

subtotal 483 237 720

two-stressed
/pt/ 294 66 360
two-stressed
/pk/ 272 88 360

subtotal 566 154 720

total 1049 391 1440

% of tokens perceived with/without /Q/

98

100

80

60

40

20

o

• no 101 perceived

.101 perceived

1-stress

I P t I
1-stress

Ip kl
2-stress

I P 1/

2-stress
Ip kl

Figure 4.8 Percentage of tokens perceived with/without /Q/

4.3.2 IQI perception: Discussion

The results shown in Table 4.16, Figures 4.6 and 4.7 indicate that almost

all tokens were perceived with two segments in the consonant clusters. Only
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1.5% of the tokens were perceived as COVC2V, without any segment in the Cl

position, such as [tSata:] for chapter. The results show that 68.3% of tokens were

heard with both identified stops in consonant clusters, either as [tSaQputa:] or

[tSaputa:]. Additionally, 30.2% of the tokens were heard with /Q/ but without

el, such as [tSaQta:]. Thus the participants almost always perceived two stops,

either as QC2 or ClC2, at word-medial position.

/Q/ was perceived significantly more than in Experiment J-E 1, in which

/Q/ was perceived only 15.7% of all tokens. In Experiment J-E 2, 72.8% of all

tokens were perceived with /Q/. This result is noteworthy, because

monosyllabic words ending with stops are more likely to occur with /Q/ in

loanword phonology, e.g., /pIg/ -7 /piQgu/. Especially, a lax vowel plus

voiceless stop coda is the most favored condition for /Q/ insertion (Sunaoshi,

1995). Arai and Kawagoe (1996) report that the CVC type tokens were 90%

perceived with /Q/. On the other hand, Kawagoe (1995) reported that word

medial stop clusters are borrowed as COVClVC2V form, without /Q/, such as

/tSaputa:/ for chapter not as /tSaQputa:/. According to these studies, we would

expect that Experiment J-E 1 would show a far higher rate of /Q/ perception

than in J-E 2. However, the results of J-E 1 and 2 did not support this

expectation.

Kawagoe (1995) claimed that /Q/ occurs in loanwords when there is a

rhythmic clash between strong moras word-medially. In her study, the strength
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of moras in words such as chapter is SWSW, assuming that word-medial coda

consonant /p/ and the second segment of the final vowel39 are weak moras.

tSa
I
S

pu
I
W

ta
I
S

I
W

Chapter does not undergo /Q/ insertion because the moraic rhythm does not

have any clash. /Q/ is inserted in a word such as hitter because it has a SSW

moraic rhythm40
•

hi

I
S

ta

I
S

I
W

hi

I
S

Q
I
W

ta

I
S

I
W

In Experiment J-E 2, all tokens except optima exhibit an underlying SWS(W)

one-stressed word: septum

Sf:

I
S

p

I
W

t::l

I
S

m

I
W

two-stressed word: dip key

dI
I
S

p

I
W

ki
I
S

I
W

39 Kawagoe treats j-<Jr j of chapter as long a vowel, [a:]. The same treatment applies for hitter.
Some other examples are buttrr- pitchrr- computrr- etc.
40 Kawagoe treats the second segment of long vowel [:] and coda consonant in the word-medial
position of the original English word as weak mora. Strong moras are accented mora and syllabic
mora.
41 In my experiment, 2-stressed words are combination of two words but I treated them as single
compound words with two accents. The final stop of the first word is not released. However, it
is probably the fact that these two words are analyzed separately in loanword phonology.
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As there is no 55 clash in these words, Kawagoe's idea predicts that these test

words will not undergo IQI insertion in loanword phonology. For optima, the

rhythm is;

Q

I
5

p

I
w

tI
I
5

rna

I
5

It! in the third mora will not be geminated because the preceding Ipl has a

weak rhythm. The fourth mora Imal also does not undergo IQI insertion

because nasal sounds do not occur with IQI in Japanese. Thus the rhythm clash

here does not trigger IQI insertion.

The results of Experiment J-E 2 show that L2 phonology does not coincide

with the loanword phonology described by Kawagoe. This is probably because

Kawagoe's loanword analysis was based on the English pronunciation as

transcribed, but not the actual perception of the English words. Perhaps L2

learners at the early stage of acquisition do not apply the systematic rhythm

structure which is observed in loanword phonology.

A second possible reason for the big difference in IQI perception in

Experiment J-E 1 and 2 is the task style. Arai and Kawagoe (1996, 1998) used

kana transcription and multiple choice for their studies and found that kana

transcription showed a far lower rate of IQI perception. Arai and Kawagoe

investigated how nonsense English words such as keptin are perceived. In their

1996 study, their participants used kana transcription to answer how they heard

the test words. The stop cluster in keptin Upl followed by a stop and a vowel)
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was perceived with IQI only 3% of the time in the kana transcription task. On

the other hand, the 1998 study showed much higher frequency of IQI

perception. In this study, they used multiple choice between only two types of

kana transcription, such as 'T 7'/ Ikepunl vs. 'T 'Y 7' / IkeQpun/. I QI

perception increased to 55% in this study. Kawagoe and Arai (1998) explained

that the great difference between these two studies was due to a phonological

restriction in loanword phonology which was described by Sakai (1994). Sakai

claimed that word-medial double epenthesis is disfavored in loanword

phonology. Double epenthesis means inserting two segments in sequence, and it

is allowed word-finally but not medially, according to Sakai:

e.g.,

Word-finally:

Word-medially:

English

basket

napkin

borrowed form

ba.su.ket.TO

nap.V.kin

wrong form

*basuketO

*napPVkin

Thus, words like Ih:ptml usually do not have I QI insertion, because of the

restriction on word-medial double epenthesis. To make I keptmI -type words

acceptable in Japanese syllable structure, a vowel insertion between Ipl and It I

is necessary; Ikeputm/. The restriction on word-medial double epenthesis

prevents the form *Ikepputin/. However, there are some questions about this

approach. This rule seems not to be applied to words of the type Ikeplin/, which

have stop plus sonorant consonant clusters (Arai and Kawagoe, 1998). Such
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words would be borrowed as /keQpurin/ in loanword phonology, e.g., [tSrephn]

'(Charlie) Chaplin' is borrowed as /tSaQpurin/. Additionally, what Sakai calls

'double epenthesis' may not be double epenthesis at all. In the above example

basket, it is claimed that final TO is inserted (two segments together) as in

[basuketTO]. However, the underlying form of loanword /basukeQtO/ (not

*/basuketQO/) shows that the inserted segments are not in sequence, but one

/Q/ and a final vowel to make an open syllable. Thus, the prohibition of double

epenthesis as an explanation is questionable.

The most plausible explanation is that word-medial consonant clusters

were perceived with /Q/ because the participants perceived English consonant

clusters as equivalent to a Japanese /Q/ cluster, which is the only underlying

consonant cluster in Japanese. The participants who chose the answers with

COVOC2 form, e.g. / oQtima/, were influenced by the L1 syllable structure, which

allows only a geminate as a consonant cluster, and thus failed to perceive the

place cues of the /p/ in /pt/ and /pk/ clusters.

There were participants who might have perceived two stops, and chose

an open syllable as the underlying form. More than 25% of the tokens were

perceived as COVC1VC2V, e.g., /tSaputa:/, without /Q/ but with both stops

identified. In Japanese, high vowels may be devoiced and deleted between

voiceless consonants. The participants who perceived the word this way

probably assumed vowel devoicing and deletion had applied, and they restored

the vowel at the perception level. As the participants could perceive both stops,
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they did not perceive the heterogeneous consonant clusters as geminate clusters.

Instead, the participants appear to have perceived the English tokens as they are,

but recognized such forms as results of vowel deletion between two voiceless

stops. For example, the test word chapter might have undergone the following

rules:

English input: /tSrept;}r/ Japanese UR:

Vowel devoicing:

Vowel deletion:

/tSaputa:/

[tSapvta:]

[tSapta:]

Japanese phonetic form: [tSapta:]

Thus, the participants who chose COVCIVC2V recognized the original English

consonant clusters as heterogeneous consonant clusters, not as geminates. There

are no underlying heterogeneous consonant clusters in Japanese, but they exist

after applying the vowel insertion and deletion rules.

The participants who chose COVOCIVC2V, e.g., /tSaQputa:/, perceived

both stop articulations in the consonant cluster, and the closed initial syllable.

Thus, they inserted a /Q/, which represents the closed initial syllable of the

original English word. Insertion of both / Q/and a vowel is the only way to

show the place of articulation of both stops and the closed syllable, using the

Japanese writing system. Thus, this form maintains both the first stop's quality

and the closed syllable.
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Table 4.16 shows the overall results and indicates that almost 100% of

tokens were perceived containing consonant clusters, either as geminates or

heterogeneous clusters. Ohso (1973) claimed that if unreleased forms of English

words are borrowed, the final consonants might not be perceived and might be

deleted. Some examples are 'white shirt' as wai shatsu (deletion of /t/ in white)

and 'auto bike' as aata bai (deletion of /k/ in bike). However, this claim is not

supported by Experiment J-E 2, because a very high percentage of tokens were

perceived with coda consonants even though the coda consonants were

unreleased. Additionally, codas in Experiment J-E 2 were not released, but they

were more frequently perceived with /Q/than the released coda stops in

Experiment J-E 1. The results of J-E 1 do not support Ohso's claim because

word-medial unreleased clusters are quite often perceived with /Q/, and

perhaps surprisingly, the place of articulation of the first consonant was

frequently identified as well. Thus, it may be that the release of a coda consonant

is not the most important factor in /Q/ perception.

4.3.3 Stress pattern and /Q/ perception

It seems that the stress pattern has some influence on the perception of

/Q/. Ohso (1973) associated the perception of /Q/ with stress. She claimed that

an English short vowel and the following consonant in a stressed syllable are

considerably lengthened and this lengthening of the consonant might cause /Q/

perception in word-final position. She further claimed that the lengthening of

the coda consonant is more prominent when the coda consonant is released.
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Thus the word tip becomes [tIP:]. As Japanese IQI is often treated as a long

consonant, borrowing [tIp:] as /tiQpul results in a production very much like the

original English word after applying devoicing and deletion of the epenthesized

final lui, [tiPP\l]~[tip:]. However, Ohso claimed that this rule is only applicable

in word-final position, and the tokens in Experiment J-E 2 contain word-medial

consonant clusters, where there was no coda release. The results showed that

67.1% of one-accented words and 78.6% of two-accented words were heard with

IQI. A Chi-square test tells that P-value is <.0001, which is significant. Thus,

there was significant difference in IQ/ perception based on the number of

stresses. When the word has two stresses, /QI is more likely to be heard.

4.3.4 Stop place identification

Now the question of whether both stops in consonant clusters were

perceived or not will be examined. The results are shown in Table 4.18 and

Figure 4.9.

The results show that both one-stressed and two-stressed stop clusters

were often perceived with 2 identified stops. As seen in Table 4.18, 471 tokens

(65.4%) of one-stressed tokens and 513 tokens (71.3%) of two-stressed tokens

were perceived with correctly identified Cl and C2. The Chi-square shows a

significant (P-value =0.0173); however, the percentage does not show a big

difference between one-stressed words and two-stressed words. The percentage

of Cl identification (i.e. two stops identified) range between 62.2-75.0%. Thus,
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Experiment J-E 2 tells us that Japanese speakers can often identify both stops in

English stop clusters regardless the number of stresses.

247 113
(68.6) (31.4)

224 136
(62.2) (37.8)

471 249
(65.4) (34.6)

270 90
(75.0) (25.0)

243 117
(67.5) (32.5)

513 207
(71.3) (28.7)

984 456
(68.3) (31.7)

total

one-stressed
/pt/

two-stressed
/pt/

subtotal

one-stressed
/pk/

subtotal

two-stressed
/pk/

Table 4.18 Place identification pattern (with/without Cl). 'Both Cs identified'
means that C1 and C2 are correctly identified, and 'One C identified' means that
only C2 is identified
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C1 C2 identification in consonant
clusters (%)
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• C1 C2 identified
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1-stress
/ p k/

2-stress
/ p t!

2-stress

/ Pk/

Figure 4.9 Percentage of tokens with/without Cl identification

It was hypothesized that Japanese speakers may not be able to identify the

first stop in consonant clusters, because Japanese phonology does not allow

heterorganic stop clusters. Thus, whatever stop appears in the first stop position,

a stop cluster may be heard as a geminate stop cluster. As Kawakami (1977)

pointed out, Japanese speakers do not need to pay attention to the place of

articulation of the first member of stop clusters. Thus it was expected that the Cl

identification rate in heterorganic stop cluster should be low.

Another question was whether C2 influences the identification of the first

stop in consonant clusters. A Chi-square test shows the P-value .1096 which is a

non-significant level for /pt/ and /pk/. This means that /p/ was equally

identified regardless of the place of articulation of the second stop.

Accent also influences the identification of stops in stop clusters. Table

4.18 and Figure 4.9 show that 65.4% of single-accented words and 71.3% of
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compound-accented words were perceived with 2 stops identified. The Chi

square P-value is .0173, which is a significant value. Thus Cl is more likely to be

identified in medial consonant clusters of words where both of the adjacent

syllables are accented.

4.3.5 Summary

J-E 2 investigated how English heterorganic stop clusters are perceived by

Japanese speakers. It was surprising to find that Japanese speakers are quite

successful at identifying the place of articulation of both stops in clusters.

Although there is a limitation in the Japanese writing system to show how

participants perceived English consonant clusters, it seems that almost 100% of

tokens were perceived as containing a closed syllable. Some participants used

/Q/ insertion to indicate a closed syllable, and some seemed to have open

syllable as their underlying representation and to have applied a vowel deletion

rule to account for the closed syllable they perceived. The high percentage of

/Q/ perception was surprising, as loanwords which have word-medial clusters

do not usually undergo /Q/ insertion. Thus, J-E 2 showed an opposite result

from loanword phonology.

It was found that stress patterns significantly influence /Q/ perception.

Two stress words were more often perceived with /Q/. The number of stops for

which the place of articulation is identified is also influenced by the stress

pattern, although this effect was not very strong.

The secondary accent has some effect on identifying the first stop of the

cluster, but it has a more significant effect on /Q/ perception. The place of
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articulation of the second stop did not influence the identification of the first stop

in the cluster.
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CHAPTERS

EXPERIMENTS: JAPANESE PERCEPTION OF KOREAN STOPS

This chapter will investigate how Korean stops are perceived by Japanese

speakers. Experiments J-K 1 and 2 will examine how Korean single stops in

different word positions, and Korean consonant clusters are perceived by

Japanese speakers. The focus will be especially on how or if /Q/ is perceived in

different conditions.

5.1 Korean stop perception: Questions and Hypotheses

Experiment J-K 1 will be carried out to examine the following questions

regarding perception of Korean stops. There are five main questions which will

be addressed by experiment J-K 1 and 2:

Question 5.1: Does the type of stop influence the perception of /Q/?

The first question is how three types of Korean single stops (i.e., plain,

aspirated, and tensed stops) are perceived in terms of frequencies of /Q/

perception. Perception of single stops will be tested in word-initial, medial, and

final position42
• Followings are hypotheses for the question 1:

Hypothesis 5.1.1: No stops will be perceived with /Q/ word-initially.

This assumption is based on kana transcription of Korean words in Korean

textbooks published in Japan and loanwords found in Japanese. In these sources,

no Korean stops are preceded by /Q/ word-initially, probably due to the
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restriction of the distribution of /Q/ or ':J /tsu/ in Japanese. Plain stops are

especially unlikely to be heard with /Q/, as Korean plain stops do not have the

qualitative and quantitative features of /Q/.

Word-initial /Q/ does not occur in standard Japanese, but it is observed

in emphasized speech or simplified speech, e.g., [ttaku] for /maQtaku/ 'indeed!'

Korean textbooks in Japan often give instruction to pronounce Korean tensed

stops as Japanese /QCV/; however, this combination in word-initial position

might be difficult to perceive and pronounce. Word-initial /Q/ is observed far

less commonly than word-final /Q/, in emphasized speech.

Hypothesis 5.1.2: /Q/ will mostly often be perceived word-medially with aspirated and

tensed stops.

This assumption is based on Japanese phonology which allow /Q/ to

appear only word-medially in the standard speech. Some exceptions exist, but

/Q/ is mostly observed in word-medial position in Japanese. Thus, if /Q/ is

perceived in Korean words, this position is the most plausible position. This

hypothesis is also based on kana transcription of Korean words in Korean

textbooks published in Japan and loanwords found in Japanese. In these sources,

Korean aspirated and tensed stops may be written with /Q/ word-medially, but

the writing of /Q/ for these stops is not entirely consistent. For example, the

aspirated stop in Korean word [jukhwe] 'raw meat' is borrowed with /Q/,

42 However, there will be no contrast among three types of Korean stops word-finally unless there
is a following vowel. Stops are merged as unreleased plain stops, Le., / p, ph, pi / 7 [p], It, th,
t'/7 [t], /k, kh

, kl /7 [k]. See chapter 2 for details.
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.:I. ':J 7" Uukke], but [kalbithaIJ] 'beef rib soup' is borrowed as 11}v 1::' -5' /

[karubitan] without /Q/. For Korean tensed stops, word [ip'al] 'teeth' is written

as -1 'Y /'\}v [ipparu] with /Q/, but [kimchic'ige] 'kimchee soup' is written

without /Q/, ='f.b.TT7 [kimucicige]. As /Q/perception is not consistent, it is

not clear how Korean aspirated and tensed stops are actually perceived by

Japanese speakers. It is also unknown which type of stop will be more

frequently perceived with /Q/. Korean plain stops are never transcribed with

/Q/ when it is preceded by an open syllable. Thus, the plain stop is unlikely to

be heard with /Q/.

Question 5.2: How do Japanese speakers perceive the voicing of Korean stops in

different positions?

The second question asks how Korean stops will be perceived in terms of

voicing.

Hypothesis 5.2: Korean stops will be perceived voiceless, except for word-medial plain

stops.

Korean stops are phonemically all voiceless. Word-initial plain stops are

basically borrowed as voiceless stops43 except some examples such as bibinba 'rice

bowl with vegetable and meat topping'. Aspirated and tensed stops are

borrowed as voiceless stops, and no exception is found in my references. Thus,

43 The recent Romanization rule of Korean words by the Ministry of Culture & Tourism of Korea
(since July 7th

, 2000) requires the use of voiced stops to transcribe Korean plain stops. According
to this new regulation, plain stops are voiced except in the coda position, e.g., Pusan (city name)
-7 Busan, Kimpo (place name) -7 Gimpo. It is possible that plain stops will be introduced as
voiced stops in kana transcription in the future, reflecting this romanization regulation.
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Japanese speakers seem to perceive all Korean stops as voiceless word-initially.

If any stops are ever heard as voiced, they must be plain stops.

Korean plain stops are phonetically voiced between vowels. Thus, it is

expected that Japanese speakers will hear Korean word-medial plain stops as

voiced stops. Aspirated stops and tensed stops are always voiceless in Korean,

and will be heard as voiceless stops word-medially. Tensed stops may be heard

as geminate consonants because of the tense feature, and such stops will be

perceived as voiceless due to the disfavoring of voiced stop geminates in

Japanese.

Question 5.3: Can Japanese speakers perceive Korean coda stops? If so, can they

identify the point of articulation of a Korean final stop? Do they hear it as

geminate or as single, or at all?

How Korean coda stops are perceived is not known, because the kana

transcription of Korean words is not consistent. As Korean coda stops are

unreleased, it may be difficult for Japanese speakers to identify their place of

articulation. They may be completely deleted such as in /pipimpap/ -7 t' t' /1'\

[bibinba] 'rice bowl with vegetable and meat toppings', or may be perceived with

the final stop preceded by /Q/ as in [bibinbappu]. They are sometimes written

with small 'tsu' ':) such as in /kuk/ -7 ? ':)44 [kul] 'soup'. Word-final /Q/ is not

recognized as standard Japanese, but it is not unusual in emphasized speech.

44 This orthography violates Japanese writing system and is not allowed for loanword
transcription. However, such forms are sometimes found in Korean textbooks.
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Vance (1987) gives some examples of utterance final IQ/, such as in [a'll 'oh!'. It

is written as small'tsu'( 'Y) in comic books. Accordingly, perceiving IQI in

word-final position in Korean should be possible for Japanese speakers.

Question 5.4: How do Japanese speakers perceive IQI in syllable boundary

Korean stop clusters (e.g.,/rnat-pogi/)?

This question will be examined by experiment J-K2.

Hypothesis 5.4: Korean consonant clusters will be perceived as geminate stop clusters by

Japanese speakers due to the influence ofJapanese phonology, which does not allow

heterorganic stop clusters.

Korean does not have consonant clusters within the same syllable45
;

however, a coda consonant and the following onset may create a consonant

cluster, e.g., Irnip-tal 'to be hateful'. As an influence of Japanese phonology,

Japanese speakers may not be able to identify the place of articulation of Ipl in

Irnip-ta/, and may perceive it as/Q/, without specifying the place of

articulation. Then the Korean word Irnip-ta/will be perceived as IrniQtal

[rnitta].

Question 5.5: Does a combination of different consonants create the perception

of Japanese IQ/? Or can Japanese speakers hear the differences between these

clusters?

45 Some Korean words have two coda consonants at underlying level. However, one of them will
be deleted if the following syllable does not start with a vowel. If a vowel follows the underlying
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Hypothesis 5.5: Any combination ofstops will be perceived as a geminate stop cluster

regardless of the qualities of the stops.

This is because there is no need to perceive the place of articulation of the

first segment of consonant clusters in Japanese. There is no factor in Japanese

phonology to make certain stops more prominent than other stops, thus all stops

will show a similar perception pattern.

Early Korean loanwords indicate that Japanese speakers could not identify

the word-medial coda consonant in Korean, and just perceive / Q/. For example,

/kuk pap/ 'rice soup' is borrowed as /kuQpa/, which is phonetically realized as

[kuppa]. This indicates that the closure of the coda consonant /k/ was perceived

without identifying the place of articulation. If this word had been borrowed

into Japanese using the same /Q/ insertion pattern for English loanwords

described by Kawagoe (1995), the word would have been borrowed without /Q/

but with a vowel insertion, probably as [kukupa]. Additionally, my experience in

learning Korean suggests identifying Korean syllable final stops is difficult.

Therefore words such as /ikta/ 'to be ripe' might be heard as /itta/ with

underlying form / iQta/, rather than heard as / ikuta/. This might cause

confusion distinguishing words such as [ikta] and [itta].

However, it is also possible that a universal place cue prominence Gun,

forthcoming) influences stop perception. According to Jun, there is a hierarchy

consonant cluster, resyllabification occurs. The second member of cluster becomes the onset of
the following syllable.
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of place cues: Ik/> Ip/> It/. Experiment J-K 2 will see whether the hierarchy

influences Japanese perception.

5.2 Experiment J-K 1: Korean single stop perception

This experiment tests the perception of three types of single Korean stops

(i.e., plain, tensed, and aspirated) by Japanese speakers. Test words contain

plain, tensed, and aspirated stops, in word-initial, medial, and final positions46
•

The main questions will be whether Japanese speakers can perceive differences

between the three types of stops and whether they perceive IQI for Korean

singleton stops in different word positions. The hypotheses for experiment J-K 1

are repeated here: No stop will be perceived with IQ/word-initially, IQI will

most often be perceived word-medially with aspirated and tensed stops, and

Korean stops will be perceived voiceless, except for word-medial plain stops.

How Korean coda stops are perceived is not known because Korean words' kana

transcription is not consistent.

5.2.1 Participants

Participants were the same 14 male and 6 female Japanese junior high

school students who also participated experiment J-E 1 and 2. According to a

brief survey about background information, none of them had lived in Korea or

had studied Korean. Personal talk with the participants revealed that they knew

very few Korean loanwords.

46 Korean stops lose their laryngeal distinctions in coda position. All types of stop merge

according to the place of articulation. Thus, only [p, t, k] are allowed in coda position.
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5.2.2 Materials

Only bilabial stops were tested in this experiment. Fifteen test words

containing bilabial stops were used. There were two test words for each type of

Korean stop in word-initial and medial position, and 3 words for word-final

position. None of the test words had long vowels, or vowels which were

produced long enough to be perceived as long by Japanese speakers47
• Two

word lists, one of a female speaker's reading and the other of a male speaker's

reading were prepared. Each test word was put in each list 3 times, and there

were 5 distracters. This made two word lists of 50 words. These were put in

random order. Word list J-K 1 male (see Appendix B) was read by a male native

speaker of Korean, and Word list J-K 1 female (see Appendix B) by a female

native speaker of Korean. Both were tape-recorded in a sound-attenuated

recording studio. The recorded speech was edited using SoundEdit 16 version

2.0.1. After the recording session, each word was copied and pasted in twice,

following the sequencing number read in Japanese. There is a 0.75 second pause

between the first and second copy, and a 3 second pause was inserted after the

second copy to give participants time for working on the task. Edited recordings

were burnt on Memorex CD-R 650MB, as a CD player format.

The vowel length and stop closure length of all tokens were measured

using PCquirer. Vowel length was measured from the point where formants

started, and the ending point of the vowel is the point where the formants clearly

47 Modern standard Korean does not have vowel length as a distinctive feature of vowels.
However, some vowels are pronounced longer than other vowels and may be heard as 2 moras
long by Japanese speakers.
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faded in spectrogram. The wave form of each token was also used to determine

more precise starting and ending point of vowels. Stop closure was measured

from the ending of the preceding vowel to the point where the stop is released, in

other words, the beginning of the spike in the spectrogram.

5.2.3 Procedures

The participants listened to the recorded stimuli in a computer laboratory

at Fukushima 3rd Junior High School in Fukushima prefecture, Japan. The CD

was played using a Macintosh iBook and Subwoofer speaker system (three

speakers including two full range satellite speakers). Participants listened to the

recorded tokens and chose the best matching kana writing from four choices. The

choices differ in the voicing of stops and the occurrence of /Q/. For example, a

word-medial aspirated stop token [aphajo] '(1 am) sick' has 4 choices; 1). 7/"\ 3

/apajo/, with voiceless stop, 2).7 'Y /"\ 3 /aQpajo/, with voiceless stop

preceded by / Q/ ,3). 7 /'\ 3 / abajo/, with voiced stop, and 4). 7 'y /'\ 3

/aQbajo/, with voiced stop preceded by /Q/. A short practice session was

conducted before the real experiment. Any questions regarding the experiment

were answered before the experiment, and no participant claimed any difficulties

in task or tempo during the practice session.
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5.2.4 Results and discussion

The results of Experiment J-K 1 will answer Questions 5.1 to 5.3 stated

earlier: Question 5.1: Does the type of stop influence the perception of /Q/?;

Question 5.2: How do Japanese speakers perceive voicing of Korean stops in

different positions?; Question 5.3: Can Japanese speakers perceive Korean coda

stops? If so, can they identify the point of articulation of a Korean final stop? Do

they hear it as geminate or as single, or at all?

The following tables show the overall results of the Experiment J-K 1. In

this experiment, there were 1799 answered tokens. These were 719 initial tokens,

720 word-medial tokens, and 360 word-final tokens. Table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show

overall results in J-K 1:

It was found that initial /p, ph / were mostly perceived as 'voiceless'

(85.8% and 75.4%). /pl/ was often perceived as 'voiced' (59.2%). Relatively few

cases of /Q/ perception was observed: Word-initial 'Q voiceless' was chosen

12.1% for plain stops, 24.2% for aspirated stops, and 5.4% of tensed stops. 'Q

voiced' was observed 0.4% for plain stops, 0% for aspirated stops, and 10.8% for

tensed stops.



Table 5.1 Perception of Korean stops in word-initial position
(number of tokens and (%»
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word token voiceless Q voiceless voiced Qvoiced total
initial

/papo/ 102 16 2 0 120
plain (85.0) (13.3) (1.7) (0.0) (100)

/patajo/ 103 13 2 1 119
(86.6) (10.9) (1.7) (0.8) (100)

total 205 29 4 1 239
(85.8) (12.1) (1.7) (0.4) (100)

/phanrejo/ 93 26 1 0 120
aspirated (77.5) (21.7) (0.8) (0.0) (100)

/phanmre/ 88 32 0 0 120
(73.3) (26.7) (0.0) (0.0) (100)

total 181 58 1 0 240
(75.4) (24.2) (0.4) (0.0) (100)

/p'acita/ 34 6 67 13 120
tensed (28.3) (5.0) (55.8) (10.8) (100)

/p1arita/ 25 7 75 13 120
(20.8) (5.8) (62.5) (10.8) (100)

total 59 14 142 26 240
(24.6) (5.4) (59.2) (10.8) (100)
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Table 5.2 shows that the most frequently observed form for plain stops is 'voiced'

for plain stops (87.9%), 'Q voiceless' for aspirated and tensed stops (76.2% and

72.5%).

Table 5.2 Perception of Korean stops in word-medial position (number of tokens
and (%»
word token voiceless Q voiceless voiced Qvoiced total
medial

lipanl 1 1 116 2 120
plain (0.8) (0.8) (96.7) (1.7) (100)

Isupaki/ 16 1 95 8 120
(13.3) (0.8) (79.2) (6.7) (100)

total 17 2 211 10 240
(7.1) (0.8) (87.9) (4.2) (100)

laphajol 32 86 0 2 120
aspirated (26.7) (71.7) (0.0) (1.7) (100)

lophanil 19 98 0 3 120
(15.8) (81.7) (0.0) (2.5) (100)

total 51 184 0 5 240
(21.3) (76.7) (0.0) (2.1) (100)

lap1ajol 23 85 1 11 120
tensed (19.2) (70.8) (0.8) (9.2) (100)

lop1atol 18 89 1 12 120
(15.0) (74.2) (0.8) (10.0) (100)

total 41 174 2 23 240
(17.1) (72.5) (0.8) (9.6) (100)
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For the word-final position, the most frequent respond was /Q/, which is a

irregular usage of /Q/ in standard Japanese (45.8%).

Table 5.3 Perception of Korean stops in word-final position (number of tokens
and (%))
word token deleted /p/V Q/p/V /Q/ total
final

/cikap/ 30 14 7 69 120
(25.0) (11.7) (5.8) (57.5) (100)

plain /kihap/ 32 12 33 43 120
(26.7) (10.0) (27.1) (35.8) (100)

/sasip/ 27 14 26 53 120
(22.5) (11.7) (21.7) (44.2) (100)

total 89 40 66 165 360
(24.7) (11.1) (18.3) (45.8) (100)

5.2.4.1 Voicing perception of Korean word-initial stops

First, how voicing of word-initial and medial stops is perceived will be

examined. The following graph shows the results for word-initial stops.

Perceived vOlcmg of word initial stops
(%)

2.1 0.4
100%

80%

60% • voiced

40%
III voiceless

20%

0%

plain aspirated tensed

Figure 5.1 Perception of voicing of word-initial Korean stops (%)
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The results in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show that most Korean plain stops and

aspirated stops at word-initial position were perceived as voiceless stops. On the

other hand, only 30% of word-initial tensed stops were perceived as voiceless

stops. These are interesting results because loanwords and Korean textbooks

published in Japan never seem to treat Korean tensed stops as equivalent to

Japanese voiced stops. Word-initial plain stops are the ones which are

sometimes realized as voiced stops in loanwords. For example, Korean form

/pipimpap/ 'rice bowl with vegetable and meat topping' is borrowed as [bibinba]

with word-initial voiced stop. However, in loanwords, even plain stops are

usually treated as voiceless word-initially (e.g. =t=- A =J- [kimuci] 'kimchee', :1"!t /

[pusan] 'Pusan'), and tensed stops are not realized as voiced stops. When tensed

stops are transcribed in Japanese kana, they are always transcribed as voiceless

stops. In his introductory Korean textbook, Kim (1987) mentioned that Korean

stops do not become voiced word-initially, and Sohn (1999) stated that Korean

tensed stops are not voiced and are constant in sound quality with a minimum of

allophonic variation. However, tensed stops were frequently heard as voiced

stops in J-K 1. It seems that Korean tense word-initial stops may be perceptually

closer to Japanese voiced stops. This is an interesting result, as Korean speakers

often treat word-initial plain stops as equivalent to English voiced stops.

However, some English loanwords in Korean are pronounced with word-initial

tensed stops by many speakers (e.g. /keim/ ~[k'eim] 'game', /p~s/~ [pl~S] 'bus').
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What makes Japanese speakers perceive Korean tensed stops as voiced?

One of the factors could be VOT value. The short VOT of Korean tensed stops

might have triggered the perception of tensed stops as voiced. Korean tensed

stops have the shortest VOT among the three kinds of Korean stops. The average

VOT48 of Korean Ipl I in Han and Weitzman (1967) was about 5 ms. The average

of It'l is 8.4 ms and Ik'I is 20.9 ms in their study. Homma (1980) reported that

Japanese voiced stops have minus value for VOT, although there was an

exceptional speaker in her study. Japanese voiced stops may have minus or very

short VOT, depending on the speaker. According to the VOT measurement in

Homma (1981), the average VOT for 4 Japanese speakers' word-initial Japanese

Ipl was 27 ms, and this value is similar to that of Korean plain Ipl reported by

Han and Weitzman (1967), which is 21.1 ms. They measured three Korean

speakers' VOT for these stops, and each of speaker's average fell between 16.8 to

27.0 ms for Ip/. Korean tensed stops, which have much shorter VOT, were often

perceived as closer to Japanese voiced stops.

5.2.4.2 Voicing perception of Korean word-medial stops

Now, perception of word-medial stops will be examined. The following

graph shows the results.

48 In their study, average is calculated for each participant but not for all participants.
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Perceived voicing of word medial
stops (%)

2.1
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80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

plain aspirated tensed

Figure 5.2 Perception of voicing of word-medial Korean stops (%)

As has been hypothesized, plain stops were mostly perceived as voiced stops in

word-medial position. This is expected, as Korean plain stops in fact become

voiced between vowels. The interesting fact here is that tensed stops, which

were mostly recognized as voiced word-initially, were about 90% recognized as

voiceless in word-medial position. Korean tensed stops are voiceless in any

word position; however, they were often perceived as voiced word-initially, as

stated earlier. It seems that the short VOT of tensed stops is ignored word

medially, and Japanese speakers perceived the actual voicing of stops. This is

probably due to the long stop closure of word-medial tensed stops. A closure

duration comparison in Oh (1998) indicates that closure duration of tensed stops

in careful speech is about 3 times that of plain stops. In her study, there is no

specific figure, but her graph shows tensed stop duration is about 250 ms while

that of a plain stop is about 80 ms. Han (1996) reported a similar result: Closure
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of intervocalic tensed stops was almost 3 times as long as that of plain stops (145

ms vs. 54 ms).

The longer closure of tensed stops may cause /Q/ perception word

medially. The results in Table 5.2 show that about 85% of word-medial tensed

stops are perceived with /Q/. As /Q/ plus voiced stop is disfavored in

Japanese phonology, the short vaT of tensed stops is ignored, and they are

mostly perceived as voiceless word-medially. The fact that word-initial tensed

stops were frequently perceived as voiced may indicate that the long closure of

tensed stops is not crucial word-initially because closure duration is difficult to

perceive in this position. Thus the duration of stop closure is ignored but VaT is

crucial in word-initial position. On the other hand, VaT is ignored but the

duration of stop closure is crucial in word-medial position.

The aspirated stop was almost 100% heard as a voiceless stop word

medially. This is also predicted, as Korean aspirated stops are never voiced in

any positions (Sohn, 1999). Figure 5.2 shows that aspirated stops were perceived

as voiceless stops significantly more than tensed stops (P-value .0002) and plain

stops (P-value <.0001). Although the difference was significant, both aspirated

and tensed stops were mostly perceived as voiceless stops. The plain stop, which

is mostly heard as a voiced stop, is distinguished in word-medial position by

voicing, but tensed stops and aspirated stops are difficult for Japanese speakers

to distinguish word-medially.
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5.2.4.3 IQI perception of word-initial stops

The Figure 5.3 shows that /Q/ was not perceived frequently in word-

initial position. For plain and tensed stops, /Q/ is perceived less than 20% of the

time. Compared to other types of Korean stops, aspirated stops were heard with

/Q/ a little more frequently. Twenty four percent of the aspirated tokens were

heard with word-initial /Q/. Chi-square tests showed that significance exists

between aspirated and plain stops (P-value .001) and aspirated and tensed stops

(P-value .0308), but significance was not found between plain and tensed stops

(P-value .2492).

IQI perception of Korean stops in word
initial position

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

.. no /0/
• /0/ perceived

0% L-II~L_...II"L ~LJ

plain aspirated tensed

Figure 5.3 Percentage of perceived /Q/ in Korean singleton stops
in word-initial position

From the results, it can be said that aspirated stops are more likely to be heard

with /Q/ in word-initial position. As noted earlier, Japanese does not have

word-initial /Q/ in normal speech and only rarely in emphatic speech.
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However, 24.2% of the aspirated tokens were perceived with /Q/ and it could be

due to the amount of aspiration. Korean aspirated stops are strongly aspirated

compared to aspirated stops in other languages such as English and Japanese

(see chapter 2). The strong aspiration might have been heard as /Q/, as pointed

by Hirata (1989). Word-initial /Q/ is an irregular usage of /Q/, and it is

observed only in emphasized speech. The /Q/ may have been an attempt to

indicate the stronger aspiration which might accompany emphasis.

It is interesting that Korean tensed stops, which are phonetically similar

(in closure duration and voicing) to Japanese geminate stops, are perceived

with/Q/ less often than Korean aspirated stops are, word-initially. Korean

tensed stops are in fact often introduced in textbooks as equivalent to Japanese

/Q/. However, word-initial tensed stops were perceived as voiced stops,

probably due to the short VaT, and that could be the reason why tensed stops

were rarely perceived with /Q/ in word-initial position. Short VaT caused

word-initial tensed stops to be perceived as voiced, and this condition prevented

/ Q/ perception.

For some participants, the use of /Q/ might have been helpful to

distinguish three types of Korean stops word-initially. As mentioned above,

short VaT caused tensed stops to be perceived as voiced. Plain and aspirated

stops were perceived as voiceless, but the use of /Q/ can distinguish two types

of stop. Aspiration and gemination (i.e. the use of /Q/) are both fortitive

processes. As aspiration is not a distinctive feature and cannot be expressed by

kana writing in Japanese, the use of /Q/could be an alternative device used to



are equivalent to Japanese voiced singleton stops.

(see earlier section) and the following Figure 5.4:

• no /0/

• /0/ perceived

tensedaspiratedplain
O%~------

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

On the other hand, about 79% of aspirated stops and 73% of tensed stops
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/a/ perception of Korean stops in
word medial position

categorized as follows: Most of the cases, plain and aspirated stops were

perceived as voiceless single stops, and tensed stops as voiced single stops.

Figure 5.4 shows that only 5% of plain stops were perceived with IQI in word-

5.2.4.4 IQI perception of word-medial stops

Next, the results of word-medial IQI perception are shown in Table 5.2

medial position. Korean plain stops are phonetically voiced in this position, and

show strong aspiration, a fortitive process. As a result, three stops could be

Figure 5.4 Percentage of perceived IQI in Korean singleton stops
in word-medial position

were perceived with IQ/. The difference between these percentages is not
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significant (P-value .3575), indicating that tense and aspirated stops behave the

same word-medially in terms of /Q/ perception.

A high percentage of /Q/ perception had been expected as Korean tensed

stops in word-medial position are generally treated as equivalent to Japanese

geminate consonants. Hirata (1989) mentioned that Korean tensed stops are

recognized as geminate stops because they are produced with closure of the

glottis49
• Korean tensed stops have longer duration than plain stops in word-

medial position. Han (1992) and Oh (1998) reported that word-medial tensed

stops are approximately 3 times as long as word-medial plain stops. This ratio is

similar to that of Japanese single and geminate stops. Table 5.4 shows that the

test words used in J-K 1 also have a similar ratio between word-medial plain

stops and tensed stops. Thus, word-medial Korean tensed stops are both

qualitatively and quantitatively equivalent to Japanese geminate stops in J-K 1:

They are long enough to be perceived as /Q/, and also has glottal feature.

Unlike tensed stops, Korean aspirated stops are not treated as phonetically

equivalent to Japanese geminate stops. Table 5.4 shows the average vowel

length, stop closure duration, and C/V Ratio (i.e. closure duration divided by

vowel duration) of Korean medial stop tokens:

49 Korean tensed stops are generally transcribed with IQI using kana in Korean textbooks and
travel guide books published in Japan, e.g., loplal 'big brother' is transcribed as ;;t.y I~ [oppa).
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Table 5.4 J-K 1 test words and their avera e vowel and closure duration (ms)

plain iban 114 66 0.58

subagi 49 61 1.30
Avera e 82 64 0.94
tensed op'ado 68 163 2.51

ap1ajo 59 163 2.85
Avera e 64 163 2.68
aspirated ophani 90 123 1.45

aphajo 70 131 1.92
Avera e 80 127 1.68

Table 5.4 shows that word-medial aspirated stops have shorter closure than

tensed stops, but have longer closure than plain stops. In the data of Table 5.4,

the ratio between plain stop and aspirated stop is almost 1 : 2 while that of plain

stops and tensed stops is about 1 : 2.5. Some studies (see Chapter 3, section

3.1.2.2) have reported various ratios of closure duration for single and geminate

stops. Some studies reported less than 1 : 2, while some reported 1 : 3. The

results here show that tense and aspirated stops are equally perceived with /Q/

regardless of the difference in stop closure duration. There are some plausible

explanations for this. The ratio of the average duration of vowel length and

aspirated stops is 1 : 2, and this ratio may be large enough for /Q/ perception. A

longer duration than this does not influence the degree of /Q/ perception:

When stop closure is more than 2 times longer than vowel duration, stops may

be heard with /Q/.

A second possibility is that not only the duration of closure but the whole

duration of voicelessness may cause /Q/perception. If Korean aspirated stops
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have shorter closure duration but are equally perceived with IQI by Japanese

speakers, they may be hearing the whole duration of voicelessness, not only the

closure. This may indicate that e/v Ratio (stop closure/vowellength) cannot

predict IQI perception in Korean.

It is also possible that strong aspiration caused IQI perception, because

both gemination and aspiration are fortitive processes. The use of IQI might

have been used to indicate the fortitive feature of aspirated stops in spite of a

smaller closure ratio.

5.2.4.5 IQI perception of word-final stops

Finally, the results of word-final IQI perception are shown in Table 5.3

(see section 5.2.4) and the following Figure 5.5:

101 perception of Korean stop in word
final position (0/0)
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Figure 5.5 Percentage of perceived IQI in Korean stops in word-final position
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In word-final position, Korean stops are all merged as plain stops, and they are

unreleased in this position. Unreleased final stops in English loanwords are not

always perceived by Japanese speakers, and are sometimes deleted in the

borrowed forms, e.g., auto bike borrowed as [o:to bail (Ohso, 1973). Some Korean

loanwords show the same pattern with such English loanwords; /pipimpap/'rice

with vegetable and meat topping' has been borrowed as [bibimba] (deletion of

final /p/) in Japanese. One of the interesting findings in J-K 1 is that about 65%

of word-final stops were perceived by Japanese speakers.

Percentage of /0/ perceived
with/without following /pu/ in word

final position (%)

80 ..r------------,"T'"""2r-----..........,
70
60

50
40 +--~--...-.------

30

20

1 0

o~---

Figure 5.6 Percentage of perceived /Q/ in Korean words with and without
following /pu/ in word-final position (total 231 tokens)

Two hundred thirty one words out of 360 were perceived with /Q/. Figure 5.6

shows that 28.6% (66 tokens) of them were perceived with a following /pu/,
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such as [kihappu] for Ikihapl 'yelling', and 71.4% (165 tokens) are perceived

without a following segment at all, such as IkihaQI. This result is noteworthy

because the use of word-final IQI is a nonstandard use of IQI. It is mostly

found in cartoon expressions and emphasized speech. It has been found that this

type of response is the highest among the 4 possible responses, as shown in

Figure 5.7.

Korean stop perception in word final
position (0/0)

50

40

30

20

10

0
Ip V1 10pVI 101 deleted

Figure 5.7 The results of perception of word-final Korean singleton stops (%)

The above figure shows that about 75% of Korean coda stops were perceived,

either with or without identifying the place of articulation. For example, Ikihapl

was perceived either as [kihapu] UpVI), [kihappu] UQpVI), or as [kiha?] UQ/).

About 30% of tokens are perceived with identified place of articulation of the

coda, either as IpVlor IQpV I. As mentioned earlier, well-established Korean

loanwords ending with a coda consonant are generally borrowed without any
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segment at all. In other words, coda consonants are completely deleted from the

borrowed forms, e.g., Ipipimpapl -7 [bibimba] 'rice with vegetable and meat

topping', Ikukpapl -7 [kuppa] 'rice soup', However, such responses were found

only 25% of the data in the experiment J-K 1.

Recently some Korean loanwords show variations in forms which

preserve the coda consonants, e.g., Ipipimpapl -7 [bibimba]~ [bibimpapu]. From

the results of J-K I, it can be assumed that such recent loans are more spelling

based and that is why they preserve the coda without deletion. t:' t:':/I~ bibimba

(phonemically Ipipimpapl in Korean) is often transcribed as t:' t:':/1'\/

bibimpapu or t:' t:':/1'\ 'Y / bibimpappu in recently published travel guide books

and textbooks in Japan. The interesting fact in the experiment J-K 1 is that the

highest response was not any of such loanword forms. These three forms found

in loanwords (deletion, IpVI, and IQpV I) obey Japanese phonology.

However, ':I IQ/in word-final position is not a standard usage of IQI in

Japanese. It is interesting to find that such an irregular form was the highest in

the experiment: Nearly 50% the responses were perceived as this nonstandard

form. This shows a difference between perception and orthographic rules for

loanwords.

When Korean coda consonants are not perceived at all, the words are

borrowed without coda consonants, such as t:' t:':/I~ bibimba (Korean
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underlying form Ipipimpap/) or? 'y 1'\ kuppa (Korean underlying form

Ikukpap I). Recently developed variations such as 1::' 1::' /'1'\ 7' bibimpapu and

1::' 1::' /'1'\ '/7' bibimpappu are probably more spelling based so that the coda

consonants are preserved. The second instance 1::' 1::' /'1'\ '/ 7' bibimpappu

preserves both the closed syllable and the place of articulation of the coda

consonant by the use of geminate Ipp/. Furthermore, this form is perfectly

acceptable in Japanese phonology and orthography. On the other hand, the form

ending with '/ IQI such as * 1::' 1::' /'1'\ '/ *bibimpaQ is not found in loanwords. I

found one instance of such transcription ,,'/ toQ, (Korean underlying form

It'::>k/) 'rice cake' in Jun (1984), but this form violates Japanese standard

phonology and orthography, and it is not an established loanword, Therefore,

even if Japanese speakers actually hear IQI word-finally, such forms may not be

introduced in loanwords. In the experiment, Korean coda stops might be

perceived as a glottal stop word-finally by Japanese speakers. The phoneme

IQI is realized as [?] in emphasized speech, e.g., lY.> Ial 'oh!' as lY.>? [a?] and ~

luel 'right?' as ~? [ue?]. In these examples, there is no following consonant to

which IQI can assimilate; therefore it is produced as a glottal stop. As there is

no need in Japanese to identify a place of articulation of IQ/, the Korean coda

consonants could simply be categorized as I Q/, without identified place of

articulation. That Japanese speakers chose the answers ending with IQI may
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suggest that /Q/ is in fact a phoneme in Japanese. As noted in Chapter 3,

scholars have different views toward Japanese geminate consonants (i.e. moraic

obstruent), and it has been controversial to treat /Q/ as a separate phoneme in

Japanese. However, /Q/ might be obtaining status as a phoneme and a new

phonological environment (i.e., word-final, sometimes word-initial position)

among the young generation.

There is also the possibility that the participants perceived the coda /p/

without a following vowel (i.e., /kihap/ as it is). It is possible that participants

chose forms such as /kihaQ/, because they could not write /p/ itself in the

Japanese writing system. In this case, the small 'Y is used for indicating the

word-final closed syllable, not a glottal stop. In any case, it seems that 'Y has

gotten a new status, not only as a first segment of a geminate cluster, but also as

a symbol representing a closed syllable or a new phoneme / Q/ .

5.2.5 Summary

It has been found that perception of Korean stops shows a different

pattern from loanword phonology. Korean aspirated stops and plain stops are

perceived as voiceless stops in word-initial position. On the other hand, tensed

stops are mostly perceived as voiced stops. Korean plain stops and aspirated

stops are difficult for Japanese speakers to distinguish word-initially. One of the

factors for the association of voiced stop with word-initial Korean tensed stop

could be the VOT value. Korean tensed stops have the shortest VOT among the
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three kinds of Korean stops, and short VOT might have triggered the voicing

perception of tensed stops. An interesting point was that some Japanese

speakers chose voiced geminates to transcribe word-initial tensed stops.

Although such a response was rare, this result was surprising, as word-initial

voiced geminates are not found in Japanese, even as an irregular usage of /Q/.

It was found that aspirated stops and tensed stops are mostly heard as

/Q/ + voiceless stop sequences word-medially. Plain stops were heard as voiced

singleton stops in this position, and were clearly distinguished from other types

of stops. Word-medially, tensed stops and aspirated stops are difficult for

Japanese speakers to distinguish. Word-medial tensed stops were qualitatively

similar to Japanese geminate stops. As Japanese disfavors /Q/ before a voiced

stop, the short VOT which might have caused voicing perception (even though

they were actually voiceless) of tensed stops word-initially seemed to be ignored

word-medially. This may indicate that the durational feature, glottal feature,

and actual voicing (tensed stops are voiceless in any word positions) are more

prominent than VOT word-medially.

Korean coda stops are unreleased, and often perceived with /Q/. About

50% of the tokens are perceived as the /kihaQ/ type form, without an identified

final stop. This is a form which is not accepted in standard Japanese. It seems

that Korean coda stops are most frequently perceived as something similar to the

utterance final glottal stop in emphasized speech in Japanese.
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5.3 Experiment J-K 2: Korean Stop1 + Stop2 perception

This experiment tests how Japanese speakers perceive Korean

heterorganic stop clusters. The main purpose is to see when Japanese speakers

perceive /Q/ in these clusters. If they perceive Japanese /Q/ in Korean words,

is there any particular combination of stops which triggers /Q/ perception? This

experiment will address Questions 5.4 and 5.5 stated earlier: How do Japanese

speakers perceive /Q/ in syllable boundary Korean stop clusters?; Does a

combination of different consonants create the perception of Japanese /Q/? Or

can Japanese speakers hear the differences between these clusters?

5.3.1 Participants

The participants were 20 Japanese junior high school students who had

also participated in the other experiments.

5.3.2 Materials

Plain stops /p, t, k/ were combined in 6 ways to create heterorganic stop

clusters50 word-medially. Homorganic stops clusters were not tested here

because they are phonetically realized as equivalent to single tensed stops /pl, t l,

kl/, and these tensed sounds were tested inJ-K 1. [ps] and [ks] clusters were

added to the tokens to see how different manners affect the perception of

consonant clusters. [ts] was not used here as it is phonetically realized as a single

tensed stop [Sl] and does not form a consonant cluster.
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Twelve Korean words containing word-medial stop clusters and 4 words

containing stop plus fricative clusters were used as tokens (see Appendix A).

They were put in a word list three times in random order with 8 distracters,

creating two word lists, each containing 56 words. Word list J-K 2 male (see

Appendix B) was read by a male native speaker of Korean, and word list J-K 2

female (see Appendix B) by a female native speaker of Korean, and tape-

recorded in a sound- attenuated recording studio. All words were read without

place assimilation or simplification of clusters (see Korean phonology section

2.3.3 in Chapter 2). The recorded speech was edited using SoundEdit 16 version

2.0.1. After the recording session, each word was copied and pasted twice,

following the sequence number read in Japanese. There was a 0.75 second pause

between the first and second copy, and a 3 second pause was inserted after the

second copy to give participants time for working on the task. Edited recordings

were burnt on Memorex CD-R 650MB, in a CD player format.

The vowel length and stop closure length of all tokens were measured

using the same methods used in other experiments.

5.3.3 Procedures

Experiment J-K 2 required a multiple choice. The participants listened to

the recording, and were asked to choose the best answer from 4 given kana

transcriptions. This task aimed at investigating if Japanese speakers perceive the

place of articulation of the first member of obstruent clusters. For example, the

50 Consonant clusters in Korean occur only at a syllable boundary. Consonant clusters within a
syllable are simplified or resyllabified at the phonetic level. See Chapter 2 for details.
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/pt/ cluster in /mipta/ 'to be hateful' has 4 choices; ~ /?' [miputa] (both stops

were perceived with vowel insertion), ~ ':J?' [miQta] (the first stop is realized as

/Q/ without specifying the place of articulation), ~ ':J /?' [miQputa] (the place

of articulation of the first stop is recognized, and the closed syllable is expressed

by inserting a /Q/), ~?' [mita] (the first stop is not recognized at all). A brief

practice session was conducted before the actual experiment, and any questions

regarding the task were answered.

5.3.4 Results

Each test word has 120 tokens, and total of responses is 1919. The

following Table 5.5 show the results of J-K 2. Stop + Fricative tokens will be

analyzed separately.

C2V form was hardly ever chosen in responds. For all tokens, QC2V was

the most frequently observed token type. For [pt] and [pk] tokens, both

QCIVC2V and QC2V were equally often observed.
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Table 5.5 Number of Stop1 + Stop2 tokens for each respond type (% in (»
/CIVC2V/ stands for the form with identified CI without /Q/, /C2V/ the form
perceived without CI at all, /QCIVC2V/ the form perceived with /Q/ and CI,
/QC2V/ the form with /Q/ but without identified CI

[pt] [mipt'a] 11 3 40 66 120
(9.2) (2.5) (33.3) (55.0) (100)

[sipt'e] 17 0 54 49 120
(14.2) (0.0) (45.0) (40.8) (100)

total [pt] 28 3 94 115 240
(11.7) (1.3) (39.2) (47.9) (100)

[pk] [ipk'o] 19 0 54 47 120
(15.8) (0.0) (45.0) (39.2) (100)

[cipk'e] 8 0 49 63 120
(6.7) (0.0) (40.8) (52.5) (100)

total [pk] 27 0 103 110 240
(11.3) (0.0) (42.9) (45.8) (100)

[tp] [matp'ogi] 2 3 13 102 120
(1.7) (2.5) (10.8) (85.0) (100)

[ch;:)tpl~m] 9 10 17 84 120
(7.5) (8.3) (14.2) (70.0) (100)

total [tp] 11 13 30 186 240
(4.6) (5.4) (12.5) (77.5) (100)

[tk] [utk'ida] 3 9 3 105 120
(2.5) (7.5) (2.5) (87.5) (100)

[patk'o] 3 2 50 65 120
(2.5) (1.7) (41.7) (54.2) (100)

total [tk] 6 11 53 170 240
(2.5) (4.6) (22.1) (70.8) (100)

[kp] [kukp'o] 1 1 7 111 120
(0.8) (0.8) (5.8) (92.5) (100)

[sikp'i] 9 2 20 89 120
(7.5) (1.7) (16.7) (74.2) (100)

total [kp] 10 3 27 200 240
(4.2) (1.3) (11.3) (83.3) (100)

[kt] [ikt'a] 9 4 24 83 120
(7.5) (3.3) (20.0) (69.2) (100)

[makt'e] 3 4 23 90 120
(2.5) (3.3) (19.2) (75.0) (100)

total [kt] 12 8 47 173 240
(5.0) (3.3) (19.6) (72.1) (100)

general 94 38 354 954 1440
total (6.5) (2.6) (24.6) (66.3) (100)
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5.3.4.1 Perception of Korean stops in syllable boundary consonant clusters

How do Japanese speakers perceive two heterorganic stops in Korean stop

clusters? The following graph shows the overall results of Korean stop cluster

perception for each cluster type:

jQJ perception In Korean stop clusters
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Figure 5.8 Perception of Korean stop clusters (%). IQC2VI stands for the form
with IQI but without identified Cl, IQClVC2VI stands for the form perceived
with IQI and Cl, IC2VI stands for the form perceived without Cl at all, and
IClVC2VI stands for the form with identified Cl without IQI
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Figure 5.8 shows that the most of the tokens with word-medial consonant

clusters were heard with two segments; either with or without identifying the

place of articulation of the first stop (i.e. Cl). In other words, most of the tokens

were perceived, for example, as ImiQtal or ImiQputal or Imiputal for Imiptal

'to be hateful'. In the case of [mitta], the first stop Ip/in the underlying form is

perceived as IQ/without identified place of articulation. In Japanese

production, IQI assimilates to the following It I .

In the case of ImiQputa/, both Ipl and It I in Korean form are identified,

and IQI indicates the closed first syllable. Then it underwent place assimilation

to the following I pl.

In the case of [miputa], both Ipl and It! in Korean form are identified,

and lui is inserted after Ip/. The inserted lui might have been reconstructed

using Japanese vowel devoicing and deletion rule.

Complete deletion of the first stop (i.e., response type C2V), such as [mita]

was rarely found in the data: It is only 2.6% of the whole data.

The most frequent answer was QC2V, such as ImiQta/. The first stop was

perceived as IQ/, thus, the word was heard with geminate stop [ttl

The tendency for most heterorganic stop clusters to be perceived as

geminate stop clusters was predicted from Japanese phonology, which does not

allow underlying heterorganic stop clusters. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
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artificial pronunciation [ketkon] and the natural pronunciation [kekkon] could be

perceived as variations of IkeQkonl 'marriage', although the first instance is

extremely unlikely in natural speech. This means that the actual phonetic

realization of the first stop may be ignored in Japanese phonology. Any stop

cluster IVCIC2VI in a foreign language maybe perceived as IVQC2VI, and this

form is the underlying representation of any stop clusters in Japanese. Thus,

Korean syllable boundary heterorganic consonant clusters were predicted to be

heard as IVQC2VI, with IQI for the unspecified first stop.

However, the results showed that each token type exhibited a little

different pattern. The number of identified stops was higher with I pI + Stop2

clusters as seen in the following figure:
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Number of identified stop places in
Korean stop clusters (%)
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Figure 5.9 The number of identified stops in Korean syllable-boundary
consonant clusters ('2 stops heard' indicates the places of articulation of Stops 1
and 2 are both identified. 'I stop heard' indicates that the only the place of
articulation of the second stop was identified.)

Tokens in which /p/ is the first member of the consonant clusters (i.e. /pt/ and

/ pk/) are perceived with two stops significantly more than other types of

clusters. The results shown in the above figure indicates that more than 50% of

the places of articulation of both stops are identified in /p/ + C2 tokens. On the

other hand, only 15 to 25% of Cl of other types of stop clusters are identified: /t,

k/ + C2 tokens are more often perceived without identifying the first stop. Cl in

these clusters were mostly realized as unspecified /Q/. This may indicate that

/p/ in /p/ + C 2 clusters has stronger place cues than other stops in Cl position.
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It is often said that the difference in place of articulation may cause a

difference in place identification. Jun (forthcoming) claims that the hierarchy of

stop perception saliency is:

alveolar < labial < velar

This hierarchy is based on assimilation patterns of world languages. Jun

(forthcoming) claims that place assimilation occurs based on perceptual saliency

of places of articulation: Stops which have perceptually weak place cues

undergo place assimilation. Thus /t/ assimilates to the following /p, k/, /p/

assimilates to following /k/, but /k/ does not undergo place assimilation.

In /VICIC2V2/ structure, stops in the CI position do not bear place cues

during closure, therefore the formant transition from VI to CI will be the only

cue for identifying the place of Cl. Coronals give the weakest place cues, because

the underlying gesture with which coronals are realized is articulated more

rapidly than non-coronals (Browman & Goldstein, 1990; Kang, 1999). This rapid

articulatory gesture causes a rapid transition cue which is less prominent than

that of non-coronals. This is because when the gesture for CI is articulated

rapidly, the formant transitions at the end of VI (i.e. the vowel preceding CI) will

be affected not just by CI, but also by the overlapping C2.

On the other hand, tongue dorsum and lip gestures are more sluggish and

give rise to longer transitions. When the gesture for CI is made slowly, the

transitions in VI will result almost entirely from Cl. Thus /p, k/, which have
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longer articulatory gestures, will be more identifiable than a shorter-gesture

consonant / t / .

There is a further perceptual prominence ranking between /p/and /k/(cf.

Winits et. aI., 1972; Jun 1995): Unreleased velars are more salient than bilabials.

Velars can be characterized by a noticeable convergence of the F2 and F3 of

neighboring vowels. These two formants can form a prominence in the mid

frequency range and provide a clearer place cue (Jun, forthcoming).

The results in the Experiment J-K 2 do not support the perceptual ranking

described above. As seen in the Figure 5.9, a high rate of /p/ identification and a

lower rate of /t/ identification are confirmed. However, /k/, which should be

the most perceptually salient stop, was far less often identified than /p/ in the

experiment. Furthermore, there is no significant difference in stop identification

rate between /t/ and /k/ (P-value .75). This means that /k/ and /t/ behaved

similarly in Experiment J-K 2.

An explanation for the low rate of /t/ identification was suggested earlier:

A short articulatory gesture of coronals cause unclear formant transitions which

are perceptual cues for Cl place identification. However, a short articulatory

gesture does not explain the low identification of /k/ in the Cl position: /k/ has

a long articulatory gesture, and a noticeable convergence of F2 and F3 of

neighboring vowels makes /k/ the most salient stop in Cl position. Then what

is the cause of low identification rate of /k/ in Cl position?
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One possible factor is the vowel context. Hume et. al. (1999) investigated

the perceptual saliency across stops in onset position, and found that the

perceptual salience hierarchy 'dorsal> labial> coronal'S! could be influenced by

the neighboring vowel context. In their study, Ikl followed by /il was less

salient compared to the lu, al context. This study implies that the vowel context

in Experiment J-K 2 could have lowered the identification rate for velar stop

tokens. For example, the I p I tokens were preceded by I i! in the experiment.

The transition from Ii! to the following Ipl may be clearer than vowel context

of IVtl or IVkl tokens. Ii! has relatively high F2 and F3, and that labial place

is characterized by downward movement of these formants, adjacent to any

vowel. It is possible that the downward transitions of labial are more salient

when F2 and F3 of the preceding vowels are relatively high. That would make

labials more perceptible adjacent to Ii!. On the other hand, the Ikl tokens in

the experiment may not have such clear formant transitions. It was also found

that IkukpoI 'national treasure' showed a lower percentage of Cl identification

than other Ikl tokens. This could be due to the vowel-to-stop transition: The

lui to Ikl transition is less clear, and this may have lowered the rate of Cl

perception. Although Ikl is generally considered to have the clearest place cue,

the formant transition from the preceding vowel can influence place perception.

51 This hierarchy is originally proposed by Jun (1995).
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However, vowel context may not be the only factor which influenced the

results of Experiment J-K 2. It is possible that non-vowel-contextual factors have

influenced the results. This is presumed because other /k/ + Cz tokens do not

show a strong influence of the vowel context. For tokens with /k/ as CI, the

tokens / sikpi/, /ikta/ and /makte/ do not show much difference in /k/

identification (see Table 5.5). As both front vowel and back vowel contexts

showed similar patterns, it is possible that there could be some other factors than

vowel context which influenced CI place identification.

Hume et al. (1999) also mentioned the possibility of the influence of some

factors which are not related to the vowel-stop formant transition. They

mentioned that L1 experience of the participants may influence the results.

Hume et al. (1999) found that the stop perception ability among native speakers

of English and Korean differed. The study did not explain which factors in the

languages might have caused such a difference among two groups, but for some

vowel contexts, one group did better than the other one. Thus Hume et al. claim

that it may be that the perceptual abilities or strategies could be shaped by the L1

experience. This would imply that the high identification rate of bilabial stop

and lower rate for velars could be due to Japanese L1 influence. However, since

Japanese speakers do not have to attend to place distinctions in stops before

consonants (Le. Japanese does not have /pk/ vs. /tk/ vs. /kk/ contrast), it is not

reasonable to claim that Japanese speakers are particularly sensitive to syllable

final /p/. Therefore, the results of Experiment J-E 2 speak against the possibility
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of L1 influence mentioned by Hume et al. Some other factors must be examined

in future research.

Overall results indicate that the vowel-Cl transition may influence Korean

stop cluster perception. Clearer vowel-consonant transitions may give

perceptual cues for identifying Cl place. Basically, Japanese speakers perceive

two stops in Korean stop clusters. The first stops may be perceived as /Q/ if the

place of articulation of Cl is not identified.

5.3.4.2 /Q/ perception in syllable boundary stop clusters

In this section, the pattern of /Q/ perception will be examined. Whether

the place of articulation is perceived or not is not the question; whether /Q/ is

perceived or not will be the focus. The following figure shows the percentage of

perceived /Q/ for each token type:
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Perception of lal in Korean stop
clusters (0/0)

Figure 5.10 Percentage of tokens heard with and without /Q/ ('No /Q/' means
that /Q/ was not perceived at all. '/Q/ perceived' means that a token was
perceived with /Q/.)

The above figure shows that all token types were often perceived with /Q/. On

average, more than 90% of the tokens were perceived with /Q/; either as

/ QClVC2V/ or / QC2V/' In an earlier section, it was found that the combination

of stops may influence the identification rate of the first stop in heterorganic stop

clusters. However, all types of stop clusters behaved similarly in terms of /Q/

perception. Thus, it can be said that Korean stop clusters are mostly perceived

with /Q/ and the stop place does not influence the pattern of /Q/ perception.

There are two possible factors which may cause /Q/ perception in Korean

stop clusters. First factor is the tense feature of the stop. The second stops of

Korean stop clusters are in fact tensified. This is due to the tensification rule: In
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Korean, when plain stops are preceded by obstruents except /h/52
, the plain

stops are tensified and may undergo other optional phonological processes. For

example;

tensification rule:

place assimilation rule:

consonant reduction rule:

/mit-ko/

[mitk'o]

[mikk'o]

[mik1o]

'believe and~'

The Korean speakers who read the testing words for J-K experiments were asked

not to apply the stop place assimilation rule and consonant reduction rule after

the tensification rule (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.3 for details), but the second

stops were pronounced as tensed stops due to the tensification -rule. The

participants might have heard Korean consonant clusters as something

equivalent to Japanese geminate stop clusters because of the tense feature of the

second stop. This tense feature of the second stop of Korean stop clusters is one

of the conditions for /Q/ perception. However, a more important factor might

be the duration of stop clusters. Tensified stops may be heard as /Q/+ stop

clusters by Japanese speakers because of the length of voicelessness. As

discussed in J-K 1 section 5.2.4.4 (word-medial /Q/ perception of singleton

stopst it was found that Korean tensed stops are mostly perceived as geminate

stops by Japanese speakers. Additionally, word-medial aspirated stops are

equally perceived with /Q/. This means that a Korean stop may be perceived as

52 AM (1998) treats Ihl as a fricative.
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a geminate stop cluster without the tenseness feature. As Korean stop clusters

have tenseness and long enough voiceless duration53 to be similar to Japanese

geminates, it is reasonable that Japanese speakers hear Korean consonant clusters

with /Q/.

The results of J-K 2 may be used for predicting the difficulty of stop

cluster perception and production. Some combinations of stops may be harder to

perceive, and will cause difficulty in pronunciation due to errors in perception.

As noted earlier in this chapter, tokens which have /p/ as the first stop

were significantly more often perceived with 2 different stops. Thus, /p/ tokens

may not be as difficult as other types of stop clusters. Additionally, a place

assimilation rule (Jun, 1996) in Korean may create real geminate clusters. /pk/

and /tk/ clusters optionally become the geminate [kk] (Jun, 1996), and /tp/

becomes [pp] (Sohn, 1999)54:

/rnitko/ ~ [rniCk'o] ~ [rnikk'o]

/nupko/ ~ [nup"k'o] ~ [nukk'o]

/k'och path/ ~ [koCp'aC] ~ [kop"p'aC]

'believe and~'

,flower garden'

53 Depending on speech style, such clusters may not have consonant duration similar to Japanese
~eminate stops.

4 Other combination of stop clusters do not have place assimilation, and also reverse assimilation
(e.g., j pkj7 *[pp]) does not occur in Korean.
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The tokens used in J-K experiments were read without applying this rule;

however, in a real life, the assimilation rule may change /Clk/ tokens into [kk],

and /tp/ tokens into [pp] geminate clusters. So in fact there should be little

problem for Japanese speakers with these types of clusters (i.e. /Clk/ and /tp/),

even if they hear these clusters as /VQC2V/ without identifying the place of

articulation of the Cl. Even if Japanese speakers perceive and pronounce these

clusters as equivalent to Japanese geminate clusters, the outcomes will be

acceptable variants of Korean underlying representations. For example, /mitko/

'believe and ~'has three variants if the cluster assimilation rule and the pre-

tense/aspirated reduction rule55 are applied; [mitk'o], [mikk'o], and [mik'o]. The

actual pronunciation by Korean speakers in J-K 2 was [mitk'o]; however, even if

Japanese speakers hear the underlying representation of this word as /miQko/

and pronounce it as [mikko], it is equivalent to one of the variants of Korean. The

pronunciation of the cluster will be one of the target-like forms if Japanese

speakers perceive the word with geminate consonants and attempt to pronounce

the perceived form correctly. The problematic stop clusters for Japanese

speakers may be /pt/, /kp/, and /kt/ clusters, which do not undergo the place

assimilation described above. As 50% of/pC2/ tokens were perceived with /p/

55 Plain stops and /s/ may be deleted in front of a homorganic tensed or aspirated consonant
(Sohn,1999). See chapter 2 for Korean phonological rules.
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identified, /pt/ tokens may be less problematic than /kC2/ tokens. Thus the

most difficult Korean stop clusters for Japanese speakers may be the ones which

have /k/ as the first member of stop clusters.

5.3.4.3 Perception of Korean stop + fricative clusters

Now perception of Stop + Fricative clusters will be briefly discussed in

comparison with Stopl + Stop2 clusters. Table 5.6 shows the overall results, and

Figure 5.11 shows perception pattern for Stop + Fricative clusters, and Figure

5.12 shows a comparison of StOpl + Stop2 clusters with Stop + Fricative clusters.

Table 5.6 shows that stop + / s/ tokens are almost always perceived with

Cl with identified place. The most frequently perceived form was QCIVC2V, the

form with /Q/ and identified Cl place:

Table 5.6 Number of Stop + Fricative tokens for each response type (% in ())
/CIVC2V/ stands for the form with identified Cl without /Q/, /C2V/ the form
perceived without Cl at all, /QCIVC2V/ the form perceived with /Q/ and CI,
/QC2V/ the form with /Q/ but without identified Cl.

[ps] [ipsli] 45 0 74 1 120
(37.5) (0.0) (61.7) (0.8) (100)

[aps';;l] 29 0 89 1 119
(24.4) (0.0) (74.8) (0.8) (100)

total 74 0 163 2 239
(31.0) (0.0) (68.2) <0.8) (100)

[ks] [j;;lks'a] 16 2 98 4 120
(13.3) (1.7) (81.7) (3.3) (100)

[hoks'i] 61 1 56 2 120
(50.8) (0.8) (46.7) (1.7) (100)

total 77 3 154 6 240
(32.1) (1.3) (64.2) (2.5) (100)
151 3 317 8 479

(31.5) (0.6) (66.2) (1.7) (100)
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fks]fps]

IQI perception in Korean Stop +
Fricative clusters (0/0)

100% r--,..---,------tzZZZ2Z!22Zi:zzzzzr---,
90% -+----1

80% -1-----1

70% -1-----1

60% -1----1

50% -f------l

40% -+----1

30% -1---

20% -1---

10%+---

0%4---

fa QC2V 0.8 2.5

o QC1VC2V 68.2 64.2

0.0 1.3

IIC1VC2V 31.0 32.1

Figure 5.11 Perception of Korean Stop + Fricative clusters (%). IQCzVIstands
for the form with IQI without identified CI, IQCIVCZVI stands for the form
perceived with IQI and CI, ICzVI stands for the form perceived without CI at
all, and ICIVCZVI stands for the form with identified CI without IQI.
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Perceived pattern of Korean
consonant clusters (0/0)

stop+fricativestop+stop

100% --,---

90% +--

80% -1--

70% -1--

60% +--

50% +--

40% -1--

30% -+------1

20% -1----1

10% -l----i

0% -f---

I2J QC2V 66.3 1.7

DQC1VC2V 24.6 66.2

2.6 0.6

IIC1VC2V 6.5 31.5

Figure 5.12 Perception pattern of Korean consonant clusters (%). /QC2V/
stands for the form with /Q/ but without identified Cl, /QClVC2V/ stands for
the form perceived with /Q/ and Cl, /C2V/ stands for the form perceived
without Cl at all, and /ClVC2V/ stands for the form with identified Cl without
/Q/.

Table 5.6 shows that each token displays a different perception pattern in terms

of /Q/ perception, but all tokens behaved similarly in terms of place

identification. The percentage of perceived / Q/ (QClVC2V and QC2V tokens)

varies from less than 50% for [hoksi] to 85% for U~ksa]. However, as also seen in
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Figure 5.11, there is no significant difference among tokens in terms of IQI

perception and stop place identification (P-value .1503). Both Ipsl and Iksl

clusters show a similar pattern of perceived forms. This means that place of

articulation of the stop does not influence the perception pattern in Stop +

Fricative clusters. For both clusters, more than 60% of tokens are perceived with

IQI and an identified place of articulation. More than 30% of tokens were

perceived with an identified stop but without IQ/. The total indicates that more

than 95% of tokens were perceived with identified stops. This pattern is quite

different from Stopl + Stop2 clusters which showed only 30% of tokens perceived

with identified StOpl: When the second member of a consonant cluster is lsi,

the preceding stop is almost always identified. As seen in Figure 5.12, the first

stop is far less often identified in Stopl + Stop2 clusters.

Another difference between Stopl + Stop2 clusters and Stop + Fricative

clusters is token type variation. The following figure shows stop place

identification in [ps] and [ks] clusters:
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~____ _ oo ~ _____,

Percentage of identified stops in
Korean Stop + Fricative clusters

100% ----~;,:;'.,.,---...,.,.,.......,..,.,..-...

95%

90% -I--~.

85%

80%

leo" stop not ide~tifij
• stop identified
0_-.0 -

[ps] [ks]

Figure 5.13 Percentage of identified stops in Korean Stop + Fricative clusters

Figure 5.13 shows that almost all tokens were perceived with identified syllable

final Ipl and Ik/. As discussed in section 5.3.4.1, StOpl + Stop2 place

identification pattern varied among token types: The percentage of identified Cl

varied from 15.4% ([kp] tokens) to 54.2% ([pk] tokens) for stop clusters. The high

percentage of perceived stops for lsi clusters implies that the type of the C2 in a

consonant cluster influences identification of the place of articulation of the first

segment. Additionally, the preceding vowel context seems not to influence the

identification pattern of the stop in Stop + Fricative clusters.

One similarity of StOpl + Stop2 clusters and Stop + Fricative clusters is that

there were almost no instances which were perceived with complete loss of the

first member of the consonant cluster. In Figure 5.12, it is seen that IC2V I tokens

(Le. complete deletion of Cl) are only 2.6% of Stopl + Stop2 tokens, and 0.6% of

Stop + Fricative tokens. Other tokens are perceived either with/QI or with
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identified stops (i.e. /p/ or /k/), or both. This means that both Stopl + Stop2

clusters and Stop + Fricative clusters are recognized as having two or more

segments by Japanese speakers.

Next, the perception of /Q/ in Stop + Fricative clusters will be examined.

The following figure shows the percentage of tokens perceived with and without

/Q/:

---------~~--------~--------,

Perception of 101 in Korean Stop +
Fricative clusters (%)

100% -r--~~=~----r.!==~-'-'

~~~ +------I1ri!i~~:;~'llii
60%
50%
40%
30%
20% 

10%
O%~-

--JEll no /0/
• /0/ perceived

[ps] [ks]

'-----------~~------------

Figure 5.14 Percentage of tokens heard with and without /Q/ in Korean Stop +
Fricative clusters

The percentage of perceived /Q/ was lower than that of StOpl + Stop2 clusters.

As seen in Figure 5.14, there were significantly more tokens perceived as CIVC2V

(e.g., /ipsi/ as [ipusi]) than in the StOpl + Stop2 data (see section 5.3.4.1).
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5.3.5 Summary

The experiment J-K 2 tested how Japanese speakers perceive Korean

heterorganic stop clusters. It was found that Korean stop clusters were almost

always perceived with /Q/. The combination of stops did not influence the

degree of / Q / perception.

The participants perceived different stop combination differently in terms

of identifying the first stop in stop clusters. The difference was found in tokens

which have /p/ as the first member of the consonant clusters. About 50% of /p/

+ Stop2 tokens were perceived with identified places of articulation for both

stops (e.g., /mipta/ was perceived either as [miQputa] or [miputa]). The

preceding vowel-to-/p/ transition seems to have been clearer for bilabial tokens.

Other stop clusters (i.e. It, k/) were mostly perceived without identified places

of articulation for the first stops. For these stop clusters, the first stops were

simply realized as IQ/, the unspecified stop. The reasons could be less clear

vowel-to-consonant transitions.

Stop + Fricative clusters showed different patterns from Stopl + Stop2

clusters. Ip, kl + lsi clusters were examined, and it was found that regardless

of the place of articulation of the stop, all clusters were equally highly perceived

with the identified stops (e.g., /ipsi/ was perceived as [ipusi] or [iQpusi]).

IQI was perceived equally among all tokens, but the percentage of /Q/

perception was about 20% lower than that of Stopl + Stop2 clusters.
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The difference between StOpl + Stopz clusters and Stop + Fricative clusters

is that tokens of Stopl + Stopz clusters are equally perceived with /Q/, but the

place identification pattern varied among tokens. On the other hand, for Stop +

Fricative tokens, /Q/ perception varied among tokens but place identification

did not show token type variation.
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CHAPTER 6

CROSS-LINGUISTIC DISCUSSION

Chapter 4 and 5 discussed the results of English and Korean stop

perception by Japanese speakers. The main purpose of this chapter is to discuss

whether there are important similarities or differences between English and

Korean in terms of stop perception.

6.1 Summary of experiment results

In this section, main findings in Chapter 4 and 5 are introduced again.

6.1.1 Summary of English stop perception

First, the findings in Chapter 4 will be briefly summarized here.

English coda stop perception has shown characteristics as follows:

1. The relationship between vowel tenseness and /Q/ perception in monosyllabic words:

In loanword phonology, a monosyllabic word which has a lax vowel

followed by a stop is, as a rule, borrowed with /Q/, especially when the coda

stop is voiceless. The results showed that vowel tenseness has some influence on

/Q/ perception: Only 4.1% of tense vowels were perceived with /Q/. On the

other hand, 25% of all lax tokens were perceived with /Q/. This is probably

because tense vowels in the experiment were mostly perceived long regardless of

the voicing of the coda consonant. However, there was no absolute relationship

between a lax vowel and /Q/ perception, as seen in loanword phonology.
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2. The relationship between perceived vowel length and /Q/ perception:

Vowels heard as long are almost always perceived without /Q/. /Q/

was mostly heard with voiceless tokens which contain vowels perceived as short:

62.3% of such tokens were perceived with / Q/. Thus, it cannot be said that / Q/

is always perceived when a vowel is perceived short.

3. The relationship between voicing ofthe coda stops and /Q/ perception:

/Q/ was rarely observed with voiced stop tokens. Japanese phonology

disfavors voiced geminates. Regardless of perceived vowel length, voiced

geminates were rarely found in the data. Japanese phonology also disfavors a

long vowel plus /Q/. As a vowel is likely to be heard long when the coda

consonant is voiced, voiced stop tokens were likely to be heard without /Q/.

However, this does not mean that voiceless tokens were mostly perceived

with /Q/: Lax vowel + voiceless stop tokens were 74.9% perceived with /Q/,

but tense vowel + voiceless stop tokens were only 13.9% perceived with /Q/.

4. How do Japanese speakers perceive English stop clusters?

Almost all tokens with stop clusters were perceived as containing two

segments. Additionally, participants were quite successful at identifying the

place of articulation of both stops. The high percentage of /Q/ perception

showed opposite result from loanword phonology, which usually does not allow

/Q/ insertion for word-medial stop clusters.

It was found that stress patterns significantly influence /Q/ perception.

The secondary accent has some effect on identifying the first stop of the cluster,
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but it has much more significant effects on IQI perception: Words with

secondary stress were more likely to be perceived with IQ/.

The place of articulation of the second stop did not influence the

identification of the first stop in the cluster.

6.1.2 Summary of Korean stop perception

The findings in Chapter 5 will be briefly summarized here. Korean stop

perception has shown characteristics as follows:

1. Perception ofIQI with Korean single stops (plain, aspirated, tensed) in word-initial

and medial position:

IQI was mostly observed with Korean word-medial aspirated and tensed

stops. This is due to their long duration of closure or voicelessness. Plain stops,

which are phonetically voiced intervocalically, are usually perceived without

IQI word-medially.

Word-initial IQ/s were found with all types of stops, but the percentages

were between 10-25%, much lower than word-medial IQ/occurrence.

2. Perception of Korean stops in terms ofvoicing in word-initial and medial position:

All Korean stops are phonologically voiceless, but the experiment

revealed that perceived voicing depends on type of stop and word position.

Word-initially, Korean plain and aspirated stops were perceived as voiceless. On

the other hand, tensed stops were mostly perceived as voiced.

Aspirated and tensed stops were mostly heard as voiceless word

medially. Plain stops, which are phonetically voiced between vowels, were

mostly perceived as voiced.
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3. Perception patterns ofKorean coda stops:

Nearly 65% of word-final tokens were perceived with IQ/. Most of these

were perceived without any segment following IQ/, such as [kihaQ] for Ikihapl

'yelling'. Complete deletion of the final stop, which is commonly seen in Korean

loanwords, was observed with 24.7% of tokens. The ICVI pattern, e.g. Ikihapl

-7 Ikihapu/, was found in only 11% of the data.

4. Perception pattern ofKorean heterogeneous stop clusters:

It was found that Korean stop clusters were almost always perceived with

IQ/. About 50% of Ipl + Stop2 tokens were perceived with places of

articulation identified for both stops. The It I and Ikl of IVtCI and IVkCI

tokens were less often perceived correctly than Ipl of IVpC/. These stop

clusters were mostly perceived without identifying the places of articulation for

the first stop, which was simply identified as IQ/.

6.2 Cross-linguistic word-final coda perception by Japanese speakers

First, the perception of word-final single stops of English and Korean will

be compared in terms of IQI occurrence and stop identification patterns. The

overall results of English and Korean single stops from J-E 1 and J-K 1 are shown

in the following table and graphs.

Table 6.1 shows that places of English C2 are almost always identified, on

the other hand, C2 in Korean words are more likely to be perceived as [?], or

deleted.
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Table 6.1 Perception patterns of English and Korean word-final coda stops
(CIVC2V stands for the form with coda but without /Q/, CIVQC2V stands for
the form with perceived /Q/ and coda, CIVQ stands for the form with perceived
/ Q/ and deleted coda, and ClV stands for the form)

CIVC2V CIVQC2V ClVQ CIV total
English 1089 187 a 50 1326

total (82.1) (14.1) (0.0) (3.8) (100)
English 93 165 a 7 265

short + vI. (35.1) (62.3) (0.0) (2.6) (100)
40 66 165 89 360

Korean (11.1) (18.3) (45.8) (24.7) (100)

Perception of English word final
stops (C2)

90 -r--~lo-+----------------------.
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o

C1VC2V
Idupul

C1VQC2V
IduQpul

C1VQ
IduQI

C1V
I d u I

Figure 6.1 Percentage of coda perception in English words (all tokens used in J-E
1)



Perception of English word final stops
(C2): short vowel + voiceless coda

tokens (%)

170

70
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40

30
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a
C1VC2V

/dupu/

62.3

C1VQC2V
/duOpu/

0.0

C1VO
/duO/

2.6

C1V
/d u/

Figure 6.2 Perception of codas in English short vowel (perceived length)
+ voiceless coda tokens

Perception of Korean word final
stops (C2)

50 -r-------------_~-------.......
45 -1-------------

40 -J-------------

35 -1------------

30 -J-------------

25 -1------------

2 a -J-----------'--=-=----

1 5 -1---++-+---

10

5
a

C1VC2V
/kihapu/

C1VQC2V
/kihaOpu/

C1VO
/kihaO/

C1V
/kiha/

Figure 6.3 Perception of Korean word-final stops (%)
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Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1-6.3 show some similarities and differences between

English and Korean coda perception. For the English data, the results of tokens

with short vowel (i.e. vowel perceived short) + voiceless coda stop are shown

separately, as in Figure 6.2. This is because J-E 1 used test words which have

long vowels (i.e. vowels perceived long) + voiced coda stops. Thus, it is

necessary to see the perception pattern of the tokens which have similar

phonological conditions with Korean tokens which have short vowel and

voiceless coda stops.

First, we note that short vowel + voiceless tokens behaved differently

from the overall results of English words. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 clearly show the

differences: Tokens which were perceived CIVC2V (perceived coda without

/Q/, such as /tip/ as [tipu]~[ti:pu]) were far more often observed in the overall

results seen in Figure 6.1, compared to short vowel + voiceless tokens seen in

Figure 6.2. As discussed in Chapter 4, J-E 1 section 4.2.4.2, this is because 72.9%

of all tokens had long (perceived length) nuclei, which is a disfavored condition

for /Q/ perception. /Q/ perception of English word-final coda stops was found

to be sensitive to stop voicing and the perceived length of the preceding vowel.

Thus when we look at the whole English data set (Figure 6.1), the perception of

/Q/ is low: As seen in Figure 6.1, more than 85% of the data were perceived

without /Q/. Because such a difference exists, it is better to use only short vowel

+ voiceless stop tokens for comparison with Korean data. Figure 6.4 is a

combined graph of Figure 6.2, English results (short vowel + voiceless stop), and

Figure 6.3 (Korean results).
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Perception of word final stops in
English and Korean (%)

70 -------~...,...,....--------------.

60+------

50 -1--------

40 -I----d-lr.-t-----

30

20

10

o

II English
• Korean

C1VC2V C1vaC2V C1va C1V

Figure 6.4 Perception of word-final single stops in English and Korean words
(combination of Figure 6.2 and 6.3)

As shown in Figure 6.4, the perception patterns of English and Korean word

final stops are quite different. First of all, the most frequently selected pattern is

CIVQC2V for English tokens: More than 60% of tokens were perceived with /Q/

and a coda consonant C2. On the other hand, the Korean data shows that the

most frequent response was CIVQ form, which has unidentified /Q/

representing C2; e.g. /kihap/ as [kiha?]. More than 45% of tokens were heard as

this form.

6.2.1 Word-final /Q/ perception in English and Korean

The /Q/ perception pattern of English short vowel + voiceless tokens will

be compared with the Korean results. To make the comparison of /Q/easier,

CIVQC2V and CIVQ are combined as '/Q/ perceived tokens' and shown in the
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following figure. In Figure 6.5, '/QI perceived' stands for the tokens perceived

as either ClVQC2V (e.g., lkihapl as [kihappu]) or as ClVQ (e.g., Ikihapl as

[kiha1]), and 'no IQI' stands for the forms either as ClVC2V (e.g., Ikihapl as

[kihapu]) or as CIV (e.g., lkihapl as [kiha]).

Perception of IQI with English and
Korean word final stops (0/0)

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
/0/ perceived no /0/

Figure 6.5 Perception of IQI with English and Korean word-final stops.

Figure 6.5 shows that English and Korean behaved almost identically in

terms of total/QI perception. In the English data, 62.3% of the tokens were

heard with IQ/, and in Korean, 64.1% of data was heard with IQ/. This is the

major similarity between English and Korean word-final stop perception.

Japanese speakers perceived IQI to the same degree in both languages. English

and Korean single coda stops are phonetically different in the J-E and J-K

experiments. Although final stop release is an option in English, all coda stops

are released in J-E 1. On the other hand, Korean coda stops are never released.
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As English and Korean tokens behaved identically in /Q/ perception, it can be

said that stop release may not be an important factor for Japanese speakers to

perceive a closed syllable. Whether the release exists or not, a word-final closed

syllable is recognized. However, final release may influence the place

identification pattern of final stops in the two languages. This will be discussed

in the following section.

Another finding is that Japanese speakers frequently chose the form

ending with /Q/, e.g. /kihaQ/ =\=-/\ 'Y for /kihap]l in Korean. This indicates

that Japanese speakers are willing to use small 'Y in an irregular way to indicate

a non-geminate stop. When Japanese speakers hear Korean words, such a form

apparently seems useful. This may indicate that in Japanese, disfavoring of

word-final 'Y is basically at the level of orthography, not at the level of

perception. Or perhaps the younger generation may use such expressions due to

the influence of comics, TV, internet, etc. As mentioned earlier, there are no

instances of such perceptions with English: Words like /mrep/ are never

perceived as ~ 'Y [rna?].

6.2.2 Word-final stop place perception in English and Korean

Although English and Korean coda stops are perceived equally by

Japanese speakers in terms of frequency of /Q/ perception, the actual English

and Korean perception patterns as seen in Figure 6.4 are quite different. This

difference is due to the perception of place of the word-final coda stops. Figure
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6.6 shows the perception pattern of final stop C2 stop place in English and

Korean. In Figure 6.6, 'C2 place perceived' stands for tokens which were

perceived with identified place of articulation, either as ClVC2V (e.g., /kihap/ as

[kihapu]) or ClVQC2V (e.g., /kihap/ as [kihappu]). And 'no C2 place' stands for

tokens which were perceived without identified place of the final stop, either as

ClVQ (e.g., /kihap/ as [kiha?]) or CIV (e.g., /kihap/ as [kiha]) .

._-_ ..._---~ ~-- --~

Perception of final stop place (C2
place) in English and Korean (%)

100 -r---==

80

60

40

20

o -
2.6

70.6

--- ~a E~glish

• Korean
...,~---

C2 place perceived no C2 place

Figure 6.6 Perception of word-final stop place (C2 place) in English and Korean.

As seen in Figure 6.6, almost all English tokens (97.4%) were perceived with

identified coda stops, C2. Interestingly, no English tokens were perceived as

/ClVQ/. Only 2.6% of tokens were heard as ClV, with completely deleted C2.

Although not all places of articulation were correctly identified, the results
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suggest that Japanese speakers do not have difficulty identifying word-final

stops (C2) in English words.

The stop release helped Japanese speakers to identify the place of

articulation of the coda: The place of released coda stops is highly identifiable.

However, there are a few tokens which were misperceived in terms of voicing.

The following graph shows the pattern of coda perception of English.

Coda perception patterns in J-E 1 (0/0)

21.5-~~~-

·~--+1.9 3.2

100 ,...........~~-----------------.....,
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
1 0
o ~

correctly
perceived

place perceived
(wrong voicing)

incorrectly
perceived

Figure 6.7 Coda Upl and Ib/) place perception of English words in J-E 1
('Correctly perceived' means that the stop is correctly heard, 'place perceived'
means place (bilabial) is perceived but voicing or manner is wrong, and
'incorrectly perceived' means the tokens perceived completely wrong)

The above figure indicates that Japanese speakers can hear and identify English

released coda stops quite successfully. Only a few tokens were perceived with

completely wrong codas, but basically it can be said that place of articulation is

always correctly identified (98.1% for Ipl and 96.8% for Ib/). As seen in Figure
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6.7, the voiceless coda Ipl is more correctly identified than Ib/. This indicates

that voiced coda stop perception is harder than voiceless coda stop perception.

This accords with the fact that voiced coda stops are often devoiced in loanword

phonology. For example, English words such as dog and bed are pronounced as

[dokku] and [betto] by many Japanese speakers. This is because English

monosyllabic words with coda stops are usually borrowed with geminate stops,

as seen in pet -7 [petto] and map -7 [mappu]. As voiced geminates are basically

not allowed in Japanese phonology, forms such as [doggu] and [beddo] undergo

devoicing and become [dokku] and [betto]. However, results in the experiment

indicate that coda stop devoicing may not be always caused by articulatory

difficulty, but can also occur at the level of perception56
•

On the other hand, Korean final stops (C2) were much less often correctly

perceived. As seen in Figure 6.6, less than 30% of tokens were perceived with C2

place. However, the form without identified C2 place but with a unspecified

coda IQ/, such as Ikihapl as [kiha?] were frequently observed: 45.8% of all

tokens were heard as this form (see Figure 6.3). This indicates that Japanese

speakers often perceive the word-final consonant of Korean words as IQ/, but

find it very difficult to hear the place of articulation. In Chapter 3.3, Korean

loanwords are found to have non-consistent forms, but word-final codas are

rarely borrowed as I Q/, and well-established loanwords indicate the coda stops

can be deleted.

56 It is also possible that stop devoicing occurs in the English speakers' productions.
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The reason why English and Korean showed a difference in terms of final

stop (C2) perception may exist in the phonetic difference of English and Korean

coda stops. A major difference between the two languages in this study is the

release of the coda stops. All English tokens used in J-E 1 had released codas.

On the other hand, Korean coda stops are phonetically never released. Stop

release obviously helped the Japanese speakers to perceive C2 place.

The findings here and in the previous section 6.2.1 are inconsistent with

Ohso (1973) who claims that word-final coda release promotes /Q/ perception.

She further claims that if unreleased forms of English words are borrowed, the

final consonants may be deleted. In section 6.2.1, we saw that released English

codas and unreleased Korean codas behaved in a very similar manner in terms of

/Q/ perception. It seems that release of stops does not influence /Q/

perception, but it does influence place identification. Additionally, unreleased

Korean coda stops are mostly not deleted: Only 24.7% of Korean coda stops are

completely deleted, and this indicates that unreleased codas are usually

perceived, even if their place is not identified. However, unreleased stops are

more susceptible to deletion than released stops (24.7% vs. 2.6%).

6.2.3 Summary of word-final coda stop perception

In the English and Korean experiments, word-final coda perception in the

two languages shows both similarities and differences. The major similarity is

the percentage of /Q/ perception: In both languages, /Q/ is perceived in more

than 60% of tokens. The major difference between the two languages is final stop

(C2) place perception. In English, C2 place identification is very successful.
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Almost 100% of tokens have C2 place identified. On the other hand, Korean C2

place is perceived in less than 30% of Korean words. There were no English

tokens heard with word-final /Q/, such as /CIVQ/; however, many Korean

tokens were perceived as this form. As [± release] is the major difference of

English and Korean word-final coda stops, we can conclude that release is an

important factor in place identification, but does not have much influence on

/Q/ perception.

6.3 Cross-linguistic word-medial coda perception by Japanese speakers

In this section, English and Korean word-medial coda perception will be

compared.

In J-E 2, two types of consonant clusters were tested: The first type is

words with a Single stress such as chapter ['tSrep't;:)r], and the second type is two

stressed words (usually compounds) which have a word boundary stop cluster

such as sap can, [Isrep' Ikhren]. In J-K 2, perception of word-medial stop clusters in

words such as mipta [mip't'a] 'to be hateful' are examined. The results of J-E 2

and J-K 2 are shown in the following Table 6.2 and Figure 6.8:
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Table 6.2 Perception patterns of English and Korean word-medial stop clusters
(COVQC1VC2V stands for the form perceived with /Q/ and Cl, COVQC2V stands
for the form with perceived /Q/ but without Cl place, COVC1VC2V stands for
the form with Cl but without /Q/, and COVC2V stands for the form perceived
without Cl and /Q/)

242 241 229 8 720
(33.6) (33.5) (31.8) (1.1) (100)
372 194 141 13 720

(51.7) (26.9) (19.6) (1.8) (100)
354 954 94 38 1440

(24.6) (66.3) (6.5) (2.6) (100)

Results of English & Korean word medial
stop clusters (%)

70 -,-- .I.I.l.I.w.l- ---,

60 +------=5.-1.~7

50 +---

40 -I·---'~

30

20
10 -

o·
QC1VC2V
mipputa type

QC2V
mitta type

C1VC2V
miputa type

C2V
mita type

[. English 1 stress m Eng~~_~ 2 stress [J Kor~~~J

Figure 6.8 Perception patterns of English and Korean word-medial stop clusters
(a figure based on Table 6.2)

The above table and figure show that each token type shows some differences.

For English, the /QC1VC2V / form is the most frequently perceived form
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for both I-stressed and 2-stressed words, although IQCIVC2VI, IQC2VI and

ICIVC2VI are perceived almost equally for English I-stressed words.

For Korean words, the most frequently perceived form is IQC2VI, with

IQI but without perceiving the place of articulation of the syllable-final

consonant, Cl.

The only common factor among all token types is that complete deletion

of Cl is found very rarely: Such tokens are 1.1% of English I-stressed words,

1.8% of 2-stressed English words, and 2.6% of Korean words.

6.3.1 /Q/ perception in English and Korean word-medial stop clusters

IQI perception in English and Korean word-medial stop clusters is

shown in Figure 6.9:

/0/ perception in English & Korean word
medial consonant clusters (%)

------~_.._-~~----I

------_._--~-

• English 1 stress
m English 2 stress
IJ Korean32.9-~·~--1

100 -.-----~,.,.,.-~--------....,

90
8 0 -t----~_=

70
60
50
40
30
20-

1 0
o

/0/ perceived no /0/ perceived

Figure 6.9 IQI perception of English and Korean word-medial stop clusters
('/QI perceived' means that the perceived form is either IQCIVC2Vlor
IQC2VI, 'no IQI perceived' form is either ICIVC2VI or IC2VI)
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The figure above shows that /Q/ is perceived in most consonant clusters

in both English (1 and 2-stressed) and Korean words. This suggests that

Japanese speakers perceive word-medial consonant clusters (i.e. closed syllables)

in both English and Korean words.

However, as seen in the figure, each token type shows some differences in

degree of / Q/ perception: English I-stressed words are the least often perceived

with /Q/ (67.1%), Korean words (90.8%) are most often perceived with /Q/, and

English 2-stressed words fall in between (78.6%). As seen in Figure 6.9, /Q/ is

perceived about 10% more (found to be significant) when an English word has 2

stresses. Thus secondary stress may have some influence on /Q/ perception,

and this is one of the assumptions made in Chapter 4: "2-stress words are

significantly more often perceived with /Q/ than I-stressed words" (See Chapter

4.3.3). However, when English and Korean words are cross-linguistically

compared, the stress patterns (Le. I-stressed, 2-stressed, no stress) do not seem to

influence /Q/ perception. Korean words, which are said not to be stressed at the

word level, are perceived with /Q/ more than 90%.

The high rate of /Q/ perception in Korean might be seen as going against

Hypothesis 4.4.3 in Chapter 4, since it has been predicted that stress on both

adjacent vowels will increase the frequency of /Q/perception. But when it is

said that Korean words are not stressed, this could be taken to mean that Korean

words are evenly accented; Le., that Korean words lack the kind of unstressed,

very short syllables that characterize "stress-timed" languages like English. One

could say that unlike the truly unstressed syllables of English, all Korean
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syllables receive some degree of stress. We might reinterpret the hypothesis,

then, and claim that words with an unstressed syllable are least often perceived

with IQ/. Then the results for English two-stressed words and Korean words

would be consistent, though not exactly equivalent.

In any case, we can say that if there is a word-medial stop cluster, it is

likely to be heard with IQI by Japanese speakers, regardless of the stress

patterns.

Another possible explanation for the high IQI perception in Korean

word-medial stop clusters may be the low place identification rate. Place of

articulation of Korean word-medial Cl is poorly identified. As reported in

Chapter 4 section 4.3.2, J-E 2 experiment, Japanese speakers often choose an open

syllable form ICOVClVC2VI, such as chapter as ItSaputa:1 when they perceive the

place of articulation of Cl. As noted in Chapter 2 (section 2.1.2 and 2.1.3)

Japanese high vowels are often devoiced and deleted between voiceless

consonants. As the participants perceived the place of articulation of Cl, they

may have perceived the English tokens as the results of vowel deletion between

two voiceless stops. The following is an example that shows how the test word

chapter underwent vowel devoicing and deletion:



English input: /tSrept;}r/ Japanese UR:

Vowel devoicing:

Vowel deletion:

/tSaputa:/

[tSapvta:]

[tSapta:]
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Japanese phonetic form: [tSapta:]

With this derivation, Japanese speakers would choose /tSaputa:/ as the

underlying form of chapter. This indicates that Japanese speakers, who must

perceive 2 aspects of CI in CIC2 clusters (CI as a stop with a place and CI as a

coda), have two ways of perceiving CI place and word-medial closed syllable.

The first strategy is to insert a /Q/ before CI, /COVOCIVC2V/ as in /tSaQputa:/

for chapter, and the second type is to insert a vowel between CI and C2, and

delete it at underlying representation level, /COVCIVC2V/ as in /tSaputa:/ for

chapter. The second strategy is possible only when Japanese speakers identify the

place of articulation of Cl. As most of CI place of Korean words are not

identified, the only way to show perceived closed syllable is /Q/ insertion

without identified Cl. Thus, failure of CI place identification might have

increased the rate of /Q/ perception in Korean words.

Another finding is that the J-K 1 experiment shows that word-medial

aspirated and tensed stops (e.g., Korean /aphajo/, /ap'ajo/) are also frequently

perceived with /Q/ (both /aphajo/ and /ap'ajo/ ~ [appajo]). It seems that /Q/

insertion in English loanwords (e.g., /mrep/ ~ [mappu]) is used to preserve a
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closed syllable. However, as Korean words are perceived with /Q/ word-

medially in onset position, it can be said that /Q/ perception is not only for

preserving a closed syllable of an original foreign word, but also for indicating

some phonetic characteristics (i.e. longer duration of voicelessness) of

consonants.

6.3.2 Place perception in English and Korean word-medial stop clusters

In this section, place perception patterns in English and Korean will be

compared. The following Figure 6.10 shows that Cl place is identified far more

frequently in English words than in Korean words.

C1 place perception in English & Korean
word medial stop clusters (0/0)

• English 1 stress

mEnglish 2 stress

[] Korean

68.9
80 --------------------.

7 0 +------w.tr.-.

60 -

40

30

20

10

o -
C1 place identified C1 place not identified

Figure 6.10 Perception of place of articulation of Cl in /VCIC2V/

The figure shows that Cl in English words are mostly perceived with

identified place regardless of the number of stresses: It is found that 65.4% of 1-
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stressed English words and 71.3% of 2-stressed English words are heard with

identified Cl. The difference between English I-stressed and 2-stressed words is

not great, about 6%, but it was found that the difference is significant (P-value =

0.0173). On the other hand, the place of Cl is much less often identified in

Korean words: Only 31.1% of Korean tokens are heard with identified Cl.

The relationship of stress to place identification is a bit difficult to

interpret. For English words, the presence of a secondary stress appears to

increase place identification of the Cl that ends the primary-stressed syllable by a

small but significant percentage. But in the Korean words, the place of Cl was

not usually identified. We might conclude that the absence of stress in Korean

caused this, but if we say that all Korean syllables have some minor degree of

stress, we must look further. It may be that the English primary-stressed initial

syllables are longer than the Korean initial syllables, and that this increased the

place identification rate. In a longer syllable, the vowel-to-coda stop transition

may be clearer, and this may have helped Japanese speakers to perceive the coda

stop place in English. But without further study, this remains only a speculation.

One may think the low rate of place identification of Korean words may

be due to place assimilation rule in Korean. In normal speech, Korean word

medial stop clusters are often pronounced with reduced place or as geminates or

as single tensed stops after applying the place assimilation rule (see Chapter 2

section 2.3.3 for details). This could be why the place of heterogeneous stop

clusters was poorly identified. However, the Korean tokens were read without

applying the place assimilation rule at the recording session, and they were
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double-checked by a Korean speaker (who was not a reader in the recording

session) to see that stop cluster assimilation did not apply. Thus, the reason that

Korean words are less identified with their Cl place is not due to place

assimilation.

6.3.3 Summary of word-medial stop cluster perception

/Q/ was perceived in most of the English and Korean word-medial stop

clusters. The number of stresses has some influence on the degree of /Q/

perception when English I-stressed and 2-stressed words are compared;

however, stress is not a crucial factor for /Q/ perception, as Korean words,

which are said not to have lexical stress, are the most frequently perceived with

/Q/. Alternatively, we might say that the presence of unstressed syllables in

English decreases the rate of perception of /Q/.

Although both English and Korean words are often perceived with word

medial /Q/, Cl place identification patterns show a difference between the two

languages. English words are mostly perceived with identified Cl place, on the

other hand, Korean words are much less often perceived with Cl place.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This dissertation has investigated how English and Korean stops and

closed syllables are perceived by Japanese speakers who are at the beginning

level of English learning and who do not have any Korean learning experience.

Twenty Japanese 7th graders participated in 4 experiments.

Experiment J-E 1 tested word-final coda stops of English one syllable

words which have /CVStop/ structure, such as / gop/ and / gob/. J-E 1 was

conducted to see how English vowel tenseness, perceived vowel length, and

voicing of coda stops influence /Q/ perception.

The results of experiment J-E 1 show the difference between loanword

forms and actual L2 perception. Perceived vowel length does not show the

systematic "lax vowel equals short vowel, tense vowel equals long vowel"

association which seems to be a convention in loanword phonology. This is

because the actual English vowel length is strongly controlled by coda

consonant's voicing, by speech rate, and so on. As perceived vowel length is not

as systematic as it is in loanwords, so /Q/ perception is not consistent as in

loanword phonology: It cannot be said that /Q/ always occurs after a lax vowel

in perception. The association of the tense/lax distinction and the durational

feature (i.e. tense =long, lax =short) mentioned in Jakobson, Fant, and Halle

(1969) , and the rule for loanwords that "/Q/ is perceived when the vowel is lax"

are not supported, and may not be maintained in actual speech perception.
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Additionally, voiced stops preceded by /Q/ in loanwords such as / doQgu/ for

dog appear to be spelling-based, because /Q/ + voiced stop is strongly

disfavored in the actual perception test.

The data in J-E 1 also suggests that some Japanese speakers may perceive

a tense/lax distinction not due to quantitative feature (Le. long vs. short) but

qualitative feature. This is indicated by the use of unusual kana, which is not

observed in standard Japanese nor in loanword phonology.

Experiment J-E 2 examined the Japanese perception of English word

medial heterogeneous stop clusters which do not exist in Japanese. Differences

in perception due to stress pattern were also examined.

It appears that Japanese speakers hear /Q/ for the coda stop in many

English word-medial heterogeneous stop clusters (67.1% for one-stressed words,

and 78.6% of two-stressed words). And the place of articulation of the word

medial syllable-final stop is frequently identified in clusters (65.4% for one

stressed words, and 71.3% of two-stressed words). However, the identification

rate is much lower than for word-final single coda stops which are identified

almost 100% of the time. Stress patterns also have some influence on /Q/ and Cl

place perception, but the influence is slight. The perception patterns in this

study are different from the /Q/ perception pattern reported by Kawagoe (1995),

who claims that word-medial stop clusters do not undergo /Q/ insertion.

Japanese speakers in J-E 2 inserted /Q/ in word-medial heterogeneous stop

clusters, and this suggests that Japanese speakers hear closure of syllables which

have word-medial coda stops.
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Additionally, it is found that the consonant/ vowel ratio cannot always

correctly predict /Q/ perception (see chapter 4, section 4.2.4.5).

J-K 1 tested how three kinds of Korean single stops (i.e. plain, aspirated,

and tensed) are perceived in different word positions in terms of voicing and

/Q/. Perception of Korean single stops is complicated: It is influenced by the

word position, VOT, and actual voicing and phonetic features of the stops. In

word-initial position, VOT determines the perceived voicing: The short VOT

value of tensed stops causes 70% of them to be perceived as voiced stops word

initially. However, word-medial Korean stops are perceived as voiceless, except

for plain stops, which are phonetically voiced in this position. Also, Korean

aspirated and tensed stops are equally perceived with /Q/. The common feature

of two types of stops is a longer voiceless period than plain stops. Thus even

without glottal tenseness, aspirated stops are heard with /Q/.

The word-final /Q/ perception pattern shows that non-standard usage of

/Q/ is quite common among the participants. Well-established Korean

loanwords indicate that word-final Korean stops are deleted when they are

borrowed into Japanese, such as Korean word kukpap 'rice soup' becomes

/kuQpa/ in Japanese. However, the perception test J-K 1 indicates that Japanese

speakers often use "illegal" forms ending with a /Q/, followed by no segments at

all. This may indicates that the acceptable distribution of /Q/ in Japanese is

changing, at least among younger generation.

Experiment J-K 2 tested perception of Korean word-medial stop clusters.

/Q/ and place perception of stop clusters were examined. It is found that both
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Cl place and /Q/ are often perceived word-medially, but the place of

articulation of Cl is identified less often in Korean words than in English ones.

The results of the four experiments indicate that Japanese speakers

perceive /Q/ in a foreign word when there is a closed syllable either a word

medial consonant cluster or a word-final single stop. In addition, as found in J-K

I, intervocalic single aspirated (78.8%) and tensed (73.3%) stops are perceived

with / Q/, probably due to the long duration of voicelessness. This suggests that

/Q/ perception can occur even with open syllables, and that glottal closure or

tenseness is not always necessary for /Q/ perception. It seems that if one of the

characteristics of Japanese /Q/ is recognized in foreign words, Japanese

speakers can perceive /Q/. These phonetic characteristics that favor /Q/

perception seem to be coda stop closure, long duration of voicelessness, and

tenseness.

Additionally, "illegal" usage of /Q/ in Ll and loanwords is frequently

observed in all experiments. Bloch (1950) says, that the distribution of /Q/ is

limited to V_C environment in standard Japanese. However, this is not the case

in the four experiments. This means that the distribution of /Q/ has expanded,

and /Q/ has obtained a new status in Japanese, at least among the younger

generation. As mentioned in Chapter 3, section 3.1.1, it has been controversial to

use /Q/ as a phoneme to indicate the first part of a geminate stop cluster. One

of the reasons is the limited distribution of /Q/. However, it seems that /Q/ is

acquiring the status of a phoneme, as distribution is no longer limited to the first

part of geminate stop clusters. As found in J-K I, /Q/ can occur in non-geminate
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environments like word-final position. As words such as /a/ 'oh' and /aQ/ 'oh!'

(emphasized speech) do not contrast in meaning, it is hard to say that /Q/ has

become a real phoneme. But it can be said that /Q/ has obtained the status of

something like a 'quasi-phoneme'.

Cross-linguistic comparison between English and Korean reveals that stop

perception, especially place perception, shows different patterns in the two

languages. Factors such as stress patterns and phonetic features (e.g., released

coda vs. unreleased coda, aspirated & tensed vs. plain), can greatly influence

stop perception. This indicates that different learning strategies and teaching

methods are necessary for different languages.

The Japanese-English experiments show that Japanese speakers are quite

successful with perceiving coda stops in English despite very limited foreign

language learning experience and the lack of various coda stops and clusters in

their Ll. The results indicate that Japanese speakers mostly do not perceive

English heterogeneous stop clusters as equivalent to Japanese geminate stop

clusters. The interference of L1 is not strongly observed.

The results of the four experiments provide some pedagogical suggestions

for English and Korean teachers in Japan.

For teaching English, the two English experiments imply that English

stops are quite successfully perceived by Japanese speakers from the beginning

stage of language learning. Therefore, listening practice at this stage is important

and should not be ignored in classroom. As it is found that some phonetic

features and stress patterns can increase correctness in stop perception, such
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features have to be used in listening practice. For example, it may be helpful to

introduce word-final stops with release. As found in J-E I, final stop release can

help increase the correct identification rate.

It is also important not to depend on the idea that lax vowels are short and

tense vowels are long, as the actual perception patterns show that perceived (and

produced) vowel lengths are strongly influenced by factors such as consonant

environment and speech rate. It is true that the short-lax, long-tense association

is observed in loanword phonology (see Sunaoshi, 1995), but students must learn

that that association does not always work in real speech. Rather, it is necessary

to give language learners some practice in hearing the qualitative difference

between lax and tense vowels so that they do not rely on a quantitative feature

for the tense/ lax distinction. Distinguishing tense/ lax vowel by qualitative

features is important, because the results in J-E 1 indicates that both tense and lax

vowels are perceived long when coda stops are voiced. Thus the words such as

bead and bid may be perceived and pronounced identically, with a long vowel.

As there is evidence in J-E 1 that Japanese speakers may hear the tense/ lax

distinction, such listening practice at an earlier stage of English learning will be

important and helpful.

The Japanese-Korean experiments suggest that Japanese speakers may

have difficulty distinguishing different stops (i.e. plain, aspirated, tensed) in

different word positions. As J-K 1 indicates, plain stops and aspirated stops are

perceived similarly word-initially. However, aspirated and tensed stops are

perceived similarly word-medially. This means that Japanese speakers must
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learn to distinguish plain stop vs. aspirated stop word-initially, and aspirated

stop vs. tensed stop word-medially.

Also, as it is found that Japanese speakers showed difficulty identifying

Korean coda stops, listening excises must emphasize this area. For word-final

codas, forms ending with /Q/ such as /kihaQ/and complete deletion of the coda

such as /kiha/ are in the majority. For producing word-final coda stops, it may

work well to teach students to pronounce word-final "small /tsu/" (i.e. /Q/)

with mouth shaped for target place, e.g., with lip closure for final /p/. Watching

the mouth shape may also help Japanese speakers to identify the place of

articulation of word-final coda stops.

For Korean word-medial heterogeneous clusters, most of the participants

hear /Q/, and this means that they mishear heterogeneous stop clusters as

geminates. This is not a serious problem when clusters are the one which may

undergo place assimilation, as stated in Jun (1995, 1996, forthcoming). Thus the

type of clusters which Japanese speakers need to practice most are / pt/, /kt/,

and /kp/ clusters.

There are some limitations in this study. For example, the experiments

used kana transcriptions, which is basically an open syllable system and cannot

transcribe easily closed syllables, so the identification of these results with coda

stop perception is, to some degree, an extrapolation. This is a difficult problem

to solve as the participants are not familiar with a phonetic alphabet. But the
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study sheds some new light on the perception issue even if some issues of the

relationship between perception and orthography are not yet resolved.

Another limitation is that all tests except J-E 1 used multiple choice.

Multiple choice was used to reduce stress and fatigue on the participants.

However, because of the vowel length and coda voicing variations, the multiple

choice options could not cover all possible choices for J-E 1. Arai and Kawagoe

(1996, 1998) point out that testing methods can greatly influence testing results.

For future studies, it will be necessary to find alternative testing methods to

compare with these results.

The findings here may not be applicable for certain dialects. A future

study needs to test if similar results will be obtained with Japanese speakers of

dialects which lack mora timing or which lack a vowel devoicing/deletion rule.

Some dialects in Japan are apparently syllable timed (Le. 'syllabeme dialects'

spoken in Aomori, Kagoshima, etc.), and speakers of such dialects may perceive

vowel length and /Q/ differently from speakers of mora timing dialects. Also,

speakers of dialects in the Kinki area (Osaka, Nara, Kyoto, etc.) use the vowel

devoicing/deletion rule less frequently. It will be interesting to see how

speakers of such dialects perceive coda stops and vowel length in foreign words.

Although the experiments in this study have some limitations, I hope the

findings will provide some light on second language perception and on the

relationship of perception to production in phonology. Further I hope it will

suggest some pedagogic strategies for English teachers in Japan, and will help in

promoting Korean language education in Japan.
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Appendix A

Test words

a. Experiment J-E 1

/II Ii!

tIp tIb tip tib

lui lui

dup dub dup dub

lEI 101

gEp gEb gop gob

Additional Words (distracters)

tibu sobi

kopu gEpi



b. Experiment J-E 2

[pr]

optima

chapter

septum

zip tie

pep toe

nap ten

[pK]

ripken

Hopkin

sepker

sap can

dip key

tip cone
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Additional Words (Distracters)

factor

victim

sick time

pack tea
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c. Experiment J-K 1

Word-initial position

[p] pat.a.jo [padajo] '(I) receive'

pa.po [pabo] 'fool'
[pi] pla.ri.ta [p'arida] 'fast'

I . [piaJida] 'to fall into'p a.Cl.ta
[ph] phan.mre [phanme] 'sale'

h . [phanejo] '(I) dig out'p a.nre.Jo

Word-medial position

[p] ip.an [iban] 'inside the mouth'
su.paki [subagi] 'watermelon is~'

[pi] I . [ap'ajo] '(he is) father'a.p a.Jo
"\

O.pia.to [op'ado] 'brother also ~'

[ph] h . [aphajo] '(I am) sick'a.p a.Jo
h . [ophani] 'misjudge is~'o.p an.1

Word-final position

[p] kLhap [kihap] 'yelling'

sa.sip [sasip] 'forty'

cLkap [cigap ] 'purse'

Distracters

mre.il.i [meiri] 'everyday is~'

han.mi [hammi] 'Korea and USA'

jo.ri [jori] 'cooking'

ma.mu.ri [mamuri] 'conclusion'

sa.sil [sasil] 'truth'

sa.man [saman] 'forty thousand'
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d. Experiment J-K 2

[pt] mip.ta [mipt'a] 'to be hateful'
Siph.tre [sipt1e] '(she says she) wants to do~'

[tp] mas.po.ki [matp'ogi] 'tasting'
ch~s.p~m [ch~tplgn] ,first'

[pk] ip.ko [ipk'o] 'to put a car in the garage'
cip.ke [cipk'e] 'nipper'

[kp] kukpo [kukp'o] 'national treasure'
sikpi [sikp'i] 'food budget'

[tk] us.ki.ta [utk'ida] 'to make one laugh'

pat.ko [patk1o] 'receive and~'

[kt] ikta [ikt'a] 'to get used to'

maktre [makt'e] 'enormous'

[ps] ip.si [ipS'i] 'entrance exam'
aph.s~ [apslg] 'in advance'

[ks] j~ksa [jgks'a] 'history'

hoksi [hoks'i] 'by any chance'

Distracters

I' k [pap1ige] 'busily'pa.p I. e
I· k [nap'ige] 'badly'na.p I. e

k ' [kip'gSg] 'because (I am) happy~'l.p ~.s~

a.k'Lta [ak'ida] 'to cherish'

sikku.to [sik'udo] 'family also~'

pLnu [pinu] 'soap'

pa.ro [parol 'right, straight'

ne.si [nesi] 'four o'clock'

so.kre [soge] 'introduction'
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1. gepi 25. tIp

2. tIb 26. gob

3. dup 27. tibu

4. dub 28.gep

5. gop 29. tIb

6. sobi 30. sobi

7. tip 31. tip

8. gep 32. gop

9. gob 33. dub

10. tibu 34.gepi

11. geb 35. tib

12.dup 36. gob

13. tib 37. gepi

14. kopu 38. dup

15. dub 39.geb

16. tIp 40. tibu

17.dup 41. tip

18. geb 42.gep

19.dup 43. tIb

20. kopu 44.dup

21. dub 45. kopu

22.tib 46. tIp

23. gop 47. dub

24. dub 48. sobi
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b. Test: J-E 1 Male

1. sobi 25. gob

2. dup 26.gepi

3. gep 27. tib

4. dub 28. kopu

5. tIp 29. dub

6. kopu 30. tibu

7. tIb 31. dup

8. tip 32. tIb

9. gob 33.gep

10.dup 34. dup

11. geb 35. gob

12. tib 36. tip

13. gop 37.gepi

14. tibu 38.tib

15. dub 39.dup

16. gepi 40. tibu

17.geb 41. dub

18. dub 42.geb

19.gep 43. tIb

20. tip 44. kopu

21. sobi 45. dub

22.dup 46. gop

23. gop 47. tIp

24. tIp 48. sobi
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c. Test: J-E 2 Female

1. pack tea 25. Hopkin

2. zip tie 26. zip tie

3. sap can 27. tip cone

4. victim 28. sepker

5. chapter 29. pack tea

6. dip key 30. chapter

7. septum 31. sap can

8. pep toe 32. sick time

9. ripken 33. nap ten

10. sick time 34. dip key

11. nap ten 35. pep toe

12. Hopkin 36. victim

13. tip cone 37. sap can

14. sepker 38. Hopkin

15. optima 39. factor

16. factor 40. septum

17. septum 41. tip cone

18. victim 42. optima

19. ripken 43. sepker

20. dip key 44. sick time

21. optima 45. zip tie

22. pep toe 46. ripken

23. factor 47. nap ten

24. chapter 48. pack tea
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d. Test: J-E 2 Male

1. factor 25. optima

2. chapter 26. victim

3. tip cone 27. chapter

4. sick time 28. zip tie

5. ripken 29. nap ten

6. nap ten 30. pack tea

7. septum 31. ripken

8. Hopkin 32. septum

9. sap can 33. pep toe

10. pack tea 34. dip key

11. optima 35. ripken

12. dip key 36. chapter

13. pep toe 37. factor

14. victim 38. Hopkin

15. zip tie 39. nap ten

16. sepker 40. victim

17. tip cone 41. sepker

18. factor 42. optima

19. sap can 43. sap can

20. sick time 44. pack tea

21. pep toe 45. septum

22. Hopkin 46. zip tie

23. dip key 47. tip cone

24. sepker 48. sick time
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e. Test: J-K 1 Female

1. sa.man [saman] 26. pia.ri.ta [piarida]

2. pa.po [pabo] 27.kLhap [kihap]

3. phan.mre [phanme] 28. O.pia.to [op'ado]

4. h . [aphajo] 29. pha.nre.jo [phanejo]a.p a.Jo

5. I . t [p'afida] 30. sa.sip [sasip]p a.Cl. a

6. sa.sip [sasip] 31. pa.po [pabo]

7. ip.an [iban] 32. phan.mre [phanme]

8. pat.a.jo [padajo] 33. a.pia.jo [ap1ajo]

9. ma.mu.ri [mamuri] 34. han.mi [hammi]

10. a.p1a.jo [ap1ajo] 35. pha.nre.jo [phaneyo]

11. pha.nre.jo [phanejo] 36. su.pak.i [subagi]

12. cLkap [cigap] 37. pat.a.jo [padajo]

13. su.paki [subagi] 38. o.phan.i [ophani]

14. p'a.ri.ta [p'arida] 39. a.pla.yo [aplajo]

15. han.mi [hammi] 40. p1a.ci.ta [p'afida]

16. o.phan.i [ophani] 41. kLhap [kihap]

17.kLhap [kihap] 42. ip.an [iban]

18.o.p'a.to [op'ado] 43. phan.mre [phanme]

19. pat.a.jo [padajo] 44. cLkap [cigap]

20. su.pak.i [subagi] 45. o.p1a.to [op'ado]

21. cLkap [cigap] 46. pa.po [pabo]

22. p1a.ci.ta [p'af ida] 47. a.pha.jo [aphajo]

23. a.pha.jo [aphajo] 48. pla.rUa [p'arida]

24. ip.an [iban] 49. sa.sip [sasip]

25. o.phan.i [ophani] 50. ma.mu.ri [mamuri]
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f. Test: J-K 1 Male

1. jo.ri Uori] 26.ki.hap [kihap]

2. ki.hap [kihap] 27. a.pha.jo [aphajo]

3. phan.mre [phanme] 28. pha.nre.jo [phanejo]

4. su.pak.i [subagi] 29. o.phan.i [ophani]

5. h . [aphajo] 30. pat.a.jo [padajo]a.p a.Jo

6. sa.sip [sasip] 31. sa.sip [sasip]

7. pat.a.jo [padajo] 32. pla.ri.ta [p'arida]

8. h . [ophani] 33. ci.kap [cigap]o.p an.l

9. pa.po [pabo] 34. su.pak.i [subagi]

10. sa.sil [sasil] 35. phan.mre [phanme]

11. p'a.ci.ta [p'afida] 36. sa.sil [sasil]

12. ip.an [iban] 37. a.p'a.jo [ap1ajo]

13. pha.nre.jo [phanejo] 38. p'a.ri.ta [p'arida]

14. p1a.ri.ta [p'arida] 39. o.phan.i [ophani]

15. a.pla.jo [aplajo] 40. pat.a.jo [padajo]

16.ci.kap [cigap] 41. a.pha.jo [aphajo]

17. o.pla.to [op'ado] 42.ki.hap [kihap]

18. phan.mre [phanme] 43. p'a.ci.ta [plaT ida]

19. a.pla.jo [apiajo] 44. mre.iLi [meiri]

20. pa.po [pabo] 45. pha.nre.jo [phanejo]

21. ip.an [iban] 46. ip.an [iban]

22. pia.cLta [plaT ida] 47. pa.po [pabo]

23. su.pak.i [subagi] 48. sa.sip [sasip]

24. ci.kap [cigap] 49. O.pia.to [op'ado]

25.o.pia.to [op'ado] 50. mre.iLi [meiri]
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g. Test: J-K 2 Female

1. pa.ro [parol 29. mip.ta [mipt'a]

2. aph. sg [aps'g] 30. mas.po.ki [matp'o.gi]

3. Siph.tre [sipt'e] 31. ik.ta [ikt'a]

4. sik.ku.to [sik'udo] 32. ip.si [ipS'i]

5. kuk.po [kukp'o] 33. ki.p'g.sg [kip'gsg]

6. cip.ke [cipk'e] 34. pat.ko [patk'o]

7. jgk.sa [jgks'a] 35. mak.tre [makt'e]

8. a.k'Lta [ak'ida] 36. aph.sg [aps'g]

9. Chgs.pgn [chgtplgn] 37. Chgs.pgn [chgtp'gn]

10. mas.po.ki [matp'o.gi] 38. ip.ko [ipk'o]

11. mak.tre [makt'e] 39. kukpo [kukp'o]

12. ip.si [ipS'i] 40. jgksa [jgks'a]

13.pat.ko [patk'o] 41. pi.nu [pinu]

14. ik.ta [ikt'a] 42. Siph.tre [sipt'e]

15. us.kLta [utk'i.da] 43. ip.si [ipS'i]

16. sikpi [sikp'i] 44. mak.tre [makt'e]

17. ip.ko [ipk'o] 45. Chgs.pgn [chgtp'gn]

18. hoksi [hoks'i] 46. aph.sg [aps'g]

19. ki.p'g.sg [kip'gSg] 47. sikpi [sikp'i]

20. mip.ta [mipt'a] 48. mip.ta [mipt'a]

21. us.ki.ta [utk'i.da] 49.pat.ko [patk'o]

22.pi.nu [pinu] 50. mas.po.ki [matp'o.gi]

23. sikpi [sikp'i] 51. hoksi [hoks'i]

24. jgksa [jgks'a] 52. ip.ko [ipk'o]

25. Siph.tre [sipt'e] 53. ikta [ikt'a]

26. kuk.po [kukp'o] 54. cip.ke [cipk'e]

27. hoksi [hoks'i] 55. us.kLta [utk'i.da]

28. cip.ke [cipk'e] 56. pa.p'i.ke [pap'ige]
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h. Test: J-K 2 Male

1. ,. k lnap1ige] 29. ip.si lips'i]na.p i. e

2. mas.po.ki lmatp'o.gi] 30. a.k'Lta lak1ida]

3. ik.ta {ikt'a] 31. hoksi lhoks'i]

4. ip.si lips'i] 32. mip.ta lmipt'a]

5. pat.ko lpatk'o] 33. sikpi lSikp'i]

6. kukpo lkukp'o] 34. kukpo lkukp'o]

7. hoksi lhoks'i] 35. pa.ro lparo]

8. cip.ke lcipk'e] 36. j;:)ksa {j;:)ks'a]

9. mip.ta lmipt'a] 37. ch;:)S.p;:)ll lch;:)tp';:)n]

10. a.k'i.ta lak1ida] 38. mas.po.ki lmatp1o.gi]

11. maktre lmakt'e] 39. kukpo lkukp'o]

12. aph.s;:) laps';:)] 40.pat.ko lpatk1o]

13. ch;:)s.p;:)n lch;:)tp';:)ll] 41. hoksi lhoks'i]

14. ip.ko lipk'o] 42. ip.ko {ipk'o]

15. us.kLta lutk1ida] 43. ikta Iikt'a]

16. sikpi lsikp'i] 44. cip.ke lcipk'e]

17. j;:)ksa {j;:)ks'a] 45. mas.po.ki lmatp'o.gi]

18. ne.si lnesi] 46. ne.si lnesi]

19. Siph.tre lSipt'e] 47. Ch~S.p~n lch;:)tpl;:)n]

20. ikta {ikea] 48. j;:)ksa {j;:)ks'a]

21. aph.s;:) laps';:)] 49. Siph.tre lSipt'e]

22.pat.ko lpatk'o] 50. ip.si lips'i]

23. ip.ko lipk'o] 51. maktre lmakt'e]

24. so.kre lsoge] 52. aph.s;:) laps,;:)]

25. Siph.tre lsipt1e] 53. sikpi lsikp'i]

26. us.kLta lutk'Lda] 54. mip.ta [mipt'a]

27. cip.ke [cipk'e] 55. us.kLta [utkLda]

28. maktre [makt'e] 56. na.p1i.ke lnap'ige]
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~tJ) b~~gO)ij!~gtJ~~*n*9 0 j] ~ j] :t--eIil.:.5tt.:: C: <15 ') l;::t:~ \""( <t':~ ~ \0
ij!~gl;t 21El9-:J~*n*90

1 24 47

2 25 48

3 26

4 27

5 28

6 29

7 30

8 31

9 32

10 33

11 34

12 35

13 36

14 37

15 38

16 39

17 40

18 41

19 42

20 43

21 44

22 45

23 46
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j. Sample answer sheet: J-E 2

£:;1J) b ~~gO)!f!~g1JfMC*tt* 9"0 1m;: 7...t;::. :t> 0) I~-ilf5lI ~ , :t> 0) I~"":?}v~":JIt-C <
t~~ ~ '0 !f!~gl;tilf~I~~~ '-c 2 @]9":JMC*tt*9"0

1. 1f..7-1- 1f..'Y7-1- 1f..~7-1- If.. 'Y ~7-1-

2. ;/-74 ;/'Y/-74 ;/'Y-74 ;//-74

3. "!t/:f--\7-/ "!t'Y:f--\7-/ "!t:f--\7-/ "!t'Y/:f--\7-/

4. 'r:>:I~7A 1::'7A 1::' 'YTA 1::'~7A

5. 7 -\7 -7 - 7-\7'Y/-7- 7-\7/-7- 7 -\7 ':I -7 -

6. 7-1:f-- 7-1'Y:f-- 7-1'Y/:f-- 7'-1/:f--

7. 1!7A 1!/7A 1!'Y/7A 1!'Y7A

8. A:. 'Y t--- A:.'Y/t--- A:./t--- A:.t---

9. I) /7/ I) 'Y/7/ 1)7/ I) 'Y7/

10. ~-74A ~'Y-74A ~'Y~-74A ~~-74A

11 . -r/7/ -r ':I /7/ -r ':17/ -r7/

12. */:f-/ *'Y/:f-/ *:f-/ *'Y:f-/

13. 7-1::J-/ 7-1'Y/::J-/ 7-1/::J-/ 7-1'Y::J-/

14. 1!/;h- 1!'Y;h- 1!'Y/;h- 1!;h-

15. ;f"/7-1"":? ;f"'Y/7-1"":? ;f"'Y7-1"":? ;f"7-1"":?
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'6. 77'Y-7- 77'Y?-7- 77-7- 77?-7-

'7. t!./TA t!.'YTA t!.'Y/TA t!.TA

'8. 1:::' 'Y T A 1:::' ':I?TA I:::'T A I:::'?TA

'9. I) 'Y/7/ 1)/7'/ I) 'Y7'/ 1)7'/

20. T';('Y:f- T,;(:f- T,;(/:f- T';('Y/:f-

21. ;f'Y/T,;(~ ;f'YT,;(~ ;f/T,;(~ ;fT,;(~

22. I'\'Yt--- I'\/t--- I'\t--- I'\'Y/t---

23. 77?-7- 77'Y-7- 77'Y?-7- 77-7-

24. :r-'r/-7- :r-'r'Y-7- :r-'r'Y/-7- :r-'r-7-

25. *'Y/:f/ */:f/ *:f/ *'Y:f/

26. :/-7'{ :/'Y-7'{ ://-7'{ :/ ':I / -7'{

27. T,;(::J-/ T,;( ':I /::J - '/ T';('Y::J-'/ T,;(/::J-'/

28. t!.t.J- t!./t.J - t!.'Y/t.J- t!. ':I t.J-

29. 1'\ ':I T ,;( - I'\?T,;( - 1'\ 'Y ? T ,;( - I'\T,;( -

30. :r-'r ':1-7- :r-'r/-7- :r-'r'Y/-7- :r-'r-7-

31. "if'Y:f-'r-/ "if'Y/:f-'r-/ "if:f-'r-'/ "if/:f-'r-/

32. ~?-7'{A ~'Y?-7'{A ~'Y-7'{A ~-7'{A

33. T'Y/T/ T'YT/ TT/ T/T'/
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34. T',;( 'Y / =f- - 7';(/=f-- 7';('Y=f-- 7,;(=f--

35. /'\. ';I / 1'- /'\.'Yt--- /'\./1'- /'\.1'-

36. (::'?7A (::'7A (::' 'Y7A (::''Y?7A

37. -t.t'Y/7-'./ -t.t/7-'./ -t.t'Y7-'./ -t.t7-'./

38. */=f-'./ *'Y=f-'./ *'Y/=f-'./ *=f-'./

39. 77'Y?'- 77??'- 77?'- 77??'-

40. i!7A i!'Y/7A i!'Y7A i!/7A

41. 7,;(/::J-'./ 7';('Y::J-'./ 7,;(::J-'./ 7';('Y/::J-'./

42. ;;t'Y/7,;(~ ;;t7,;(~ ;;t/7,;(~ ;;t'Y7,;(~

43. i! ';I t.J- i!'Y/t.J- i!/t.J- i!t.J-

44. ~?'-{A ~'Y??'-{A ~'Y?'-{A ~??'-{A

45. ~';I /?,-{ ~?'-{ ~/?'-{ ~ ';I?'-(

46. 1)7'./ I) /7'./ I) ';17'./ I) 'Y/7'./

47. 7'Y7'./ 7/7'./ 7 ';I /7'./ 77'./

48. 1'\ ';I 7,;( - 1'\7,;( - 1'\ 'Y ? 7 ,;( - 1'\?7,;( -
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k. Sample answer sheet: J-K 1

~tJ) t>¥llE~gO)lt!~gtJ~~*;h.*9 0 III 'C. fttc. t>0) /~-*jlH' t>0) /~ ~}v~-:J /t""(

<t;!'~ L'0 It!~g/~*~/~~L'""( 2 1El9-:J~*;h.*90

1. 3 1) 3- 1) 3 I) ',/ 3 1)/

2. =\=-1\ =\=-1\ 7' =\=-1\ ',/ =\=-1\ ',/ 7'

3.1'\/;;f. ',/1'\ / ;;f. ',/ 1"\ / ;;f. 1"\ / ;;f.

4. AI"\=¥ A ',/ I"\=¥ AI'\=¥ A ',/ I'\=¥

5. 7',/1"\3 7',/1'\3 71"\3 71'\3

6. "!t-~7' "!t-~ "!t-~',/7' "!t-~',/

7. ',/1,,\~'3 1,\~'3 ',/ 1,\~"3 1,,\~'3

8. ;t1'\= ;t1"\= ;t ',/ 1"\= ;t ',/1'\=

9. I'\-~ ',/I"\-~ '':; I'\-~ I"\-~

1O. "!t-~}v "!t-~ "!t~',/ "!t~ }v

11 . 1'\ :;~. ',/ I"\:;~" I"\:;~' ',/1'\:;~..

12. .{1"\/ .{ ',/1"\/ .{1'\ / .{ ',/ 1'\ /

13. 1'\'*3 ',/1'\,* 3 '.:;/,,\'*3 1,,\'*3

14. ',/ I"\}v~' I'\}v~' I"\}v~" '.:; I'\}v~'
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15. 7 'Y 1'\3 71'\3 7'YI"\3 71"\3

16. =j-jj'7' =j- jj' 'Y =j-jj' 'Y 7' =j- jj'

17. ;t1"\ ~ ;t'YI"\ ~ ;t1'\ ~ ;t 'Y1'\ ~

18. 1'\ /:1- 1"\ / :I- 'Y1'\ / ;J. 'YI"\/:I-

19. 71"\3 71'\3 7 'Y1"\3 7 'Y1'\ 3

20. I'\-~ I"\-~ 'YI'\-~ 'YI"\-~

21. -{ 'YI'\/ -{1"\/ -{ 1'\ / -{ 'YI"\/

22. 'Y 1"\ ;;~' 'Y1'\ ;;~' I"\;;~' I'\;;~'

23. AI"\¥ AI'\¥ A 'Y I'\¥ A 'Y I"\¥

24. =j- jj' =j-jj' 'Y 7' =j-jj'7' =j- jj' 'Y

25. ;t ',/1'\ ~ ;t1"\ ~ ;t'YI"\ ~ ;t1'\ ~

26. =t-I\7' =t-I\ =t-I\'Y =t-I\ 'Y 7'

27. 71'\3 71"\3 7 'YI'\3 7 ''/1"\3

28. 1,\*'3 'Y I,\*, 3 1"\*'3 'Y I"\*, 3

29. ;t1'\= ;t 'Y 1'\= ;t1"\= ;t 'Y1"\=

30. 1'\~'3 'Y 1'\~'3 ',/1"\~'3 1"\~'3

31. "!t-~'Y "!t-~7' "!t-~ "!t-~'Y7'

32. 'Y I'\}v~' 'Y I"\}v~' I"\}v~' I'\}v~'
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33. Tn' '/ 7' Tn' Tn' '/ Tn'7'

34. AI'\;f A '/I'\;f A 'yl,\;f AI'\;f

35. 1'\ / ;;. 'y 1'\ / ;;. 1'\ / ;;. '/1'\ / ;;.

36. "if-~ "if-~'/ "if-~)v "if~)v

37. 7'/1'\3 7'/1'\ 3 7/'\3 7/'\3

38. I'\)v?t' '/ I'\)v~t' I'\)v~" '/ I'\)v?t'

39. ;t 'y 1'\= ;t 'y 1'\= ;t1'\= ;t1'\=

40. 1'\?t'3 '/1'\?t'3 1,\~"3 'y I'\?t' 3

41. 7/'\3 7/'\3 7'/1'\ 3 7'/1'\3

42. :!f-I\7' :!f-I\ '/ 7' :!f-I\ :!f-I\ 'y

43. 1'\ ;;?t' I'\;;~" '/1'\ ;;~" '/1'\ ;;?t'

44. ;;'1),/ ;;. -1 1) ;;. I) ;;. 1)-

45. '/1'\-* 3 '/1'\-* 3 1'\-*3 1'\-*3

46. -11'\ / -1 'y 1'\ / -11'\ / -( ,/1'\/

47. '/1'\-* 1'\-* 1'\-* '/1'\-*

48. "if-~ "if-~'/7' "if-~'/ "if-~7'

49. ;t1'\ ~ ;t,/I'\ ~ ;t1'\ ~ ;t '/1'\ ~

50. ;;. -1 1) ;;. 1)- ;;. I) 'y ;;. I)
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1. Sample answer sheet: J-K 2

~~~TA~2M W~*~ ~ ~

~tJ) bfl~~lfO)!}t~lftJ~~*;ft*9 0 M~ 7...t;::. 't>0) /;:-*nL \ 't>0) I;:~)v~::> {t""(

<t!.~ L\0 !}t~lf/;t*~/;:~L\""(2 @]9::>~n*;ft*90

1. 7/7 77'7 7'Y7'7 7'Y/7

2. ~'Y~¥ ~'Y ~~=¥' ~~~¥ ~~¥

3. 4 ':I??' 4??' 4'Y?' 4?'

4. 4 'Y~ 4'Y/~ 4~ 4/~

S. I'\:::J 1'\ 'Y :::J 1'\ 'Y ~:::J 1'\ ~:::J

6. ??~ ?'Y?~ ?'Y~ ?~

7. *'Y~ *?~ *~ *':I?~

8. 7':17 77 7/7 7'Y/7

9. ~?' 2. /?' 2.'Y/?' ~':I?'

10. 7~?'" 7 'Y~?'" 7-~?'" 7¥?'"

11. ~?T ~'Y?T ~'YT ~T

12. 7'.1 7 ':I /'.1 7 ':I '.I 7/'.1

13. 73~/ 73'Y~~/ 73 ~~/ 73 ':I~/

14. 4 ':I:::J 4::J 4'Y/:::J 4/:::J

1S. rj~?,,' rj 'Y ~~?'" rj 'Y ~?'" rj ~~?'"



16. 'Y,/?t:'

17. 3'/"!t

18 . .:¥-,/'Y-

19., 'Y/T

20. -1' ':1-9

21. 7,}

22. I'\'/I--::::J

23. -1' '/ /::::J

24. '} '//;/

25. 'Y'/T

26. ? 1--=\=--9"

27. 77

28. -::<'?T

29. -1' 'Y

30. 7'/ =\=--9"

31. *'Y

32. 2. /-9

33. 'Y':lt:'

-1' /::J

'}/;/

'Y/T

? '/ I-- =\=- -9"

7':1/7

-::<''/?T

-1' ':I 'Y

7=¥-9"

1'\ ::J

-1'::J

'}-/;/

'Y'//T

2.'//-9

'Y'/?t:'

-1'-9

7/'}

1'\ I-- ::J

-1''/::J

'}/;/'/

-::<''/T

-1''//'Y

7 ':I=¥-9"

216
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34. ??JF ?~JF ?'/?JF ?JF

35. 1'\- [J 1'\ [J ~ 1'\ [J 1'\ [J-

36. 3"!t 3?"!t 3~"!t 3~?"!t

37. 73 ,,~/ 73~/ 73~~/ 73~"~/

38. x~¥ X'/ ,,~¥ X,,~¥ x~~¥

39. ?JF ?~JF ?'/?JF ??JF

40. 1'\ " :::J 1'\ ~ ":::J 1'\ ~:::J 1'\ :::J

41. *.y *?.y *'Y?.y *~.y

42. ..(~:::J ..(~/:::J ..( /:::J ..(:::J

43. ..(?~ ..(~?~ ..(~ ..(~~

44. 7~/7 77 7~7 7/7

45. x'/~¥ x~¥ x'/ ,,~¥ X,,~¥

46. *.y *-.y *~.y- *.y~

47. 73~/ 73~"~/ 73 ,,~/ 73 '/~/

48. 3~?"!t 3"!t 3~"!t 3?"!t

49. .y~T .y/T .y~/T .yT

50. ..(~.y ..(~/.y ..(.y ..( /.y

51. x?T X~T X~?T xT
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52. 7,,} 7/"} 7'Y"} 7'Y/"}

53. ' t: ~? t: ~t: ~'Y?t:'/'Y

54. 2.'Y/-7 2.-7 2. /-7 2.~-7

55. ':I 'Y :t--7" ':I 'y ":t- -7" ':I :t--7" ':I ":t--7"

56. 7/1f 7'Y/1f 7'Y -;llf 7/'1f
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Appendix C

Japanese katakana (above) and hiragana (below) writing

lal iii lui lei 101 o

'y

o

ItI

lsi

If I

Izl

INI

Igl

Ipl

Inl

Ikl

Ihl

Iwl

Iml

7 J in! I ; +
I ...... ! ".", I : /j ;
! ~ _ I _ I j

tY.> ! ~\ ! ? ! A. ito!I------t ;. ·i·································· ···············..·..; ..j ...

n ~ ? 171 ~ ~
tJ) ! ~ I < I It i;: ?I------t ; _ ..;. ..;.············ ························· ·············i _ .

"if I ~ I A I of! ' ".J ! ~

~ I u _ I. J= J jt t i: : 2 .
... ·················;;·...················1 =r I '/ T I" ~

~ I ~ I ~ ~ C ?···················· ····--·T·····_··················· "1"" .

-j- i = I ~ *' /
; ;

~ I ~ ! ~ ~ ~
············...······I""\_·········_·r··················t··· 7 A. '"

Ij: I V. ;5, A. ra:
················...·~····················r·············· .......;;. A )'. i:

* I; u ~ ~f-------f ,

~! 2 3

I---/_jl--t ~ l ~ J:
'7 I) }v V []

~ ! V ~ n ~

-~~ I I=~-
I------t ··l································-·············+···· j"" _ _ 1" ·······················t························_····· .

! ! i;';
I I

I i I Iv.....................jj~................... ¥ ?" ··············r···············ij·················T·················· ..~~i····················r················ ; .

tJ~ ~'I <' I (f l~: ?
....................~........... ~ ···············-r·············;(···············l······ ··········1l··············r···············<~j········· ... ~

~ ~ I T I ~ 1 ~ ?I-------t............................................... ······················i······················································t......·...............·····......····......········...··t·············································

-57' T I ':)' I T I ~
I dl t!, 1:)' I " I T: c

1------t····················I"~············ ······I···· ··········t~····················;···················3:··· ! ~................... ~ ; .
Ibl rt I "(j. i ;5~ ! '" r£ ?

··················_;~····· ·..·..···..·r···· ··..· t::· ·· 1"" .. ·····..·..· :;·· ··········..···'1··················· "'······0··_····················, ········ ~~ _ t ; .

ri ! r.J. ;5~! '" r£
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